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In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, "Application for amendment of
license, construction permit, or early site permit, " Susquehanna Nuclear, LLC
(Susquehanna) proposes new amendments for Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
(SSES) Units 1and2, Operating Licenses NPF-14 and NPF-22. The proposed changes
will revise certain Surveillance Requirements (SRs) in Technical Specification (TS) 3.8.1
"AC [Alternating Current] Sources-Operating." The requests are for changes in the use
of steady state voltage and frequency acceptance criteria for onsite standby power source
of the diesel generators (DGs), allowing for the use of new and more conservative design
analysis .. The new design analysis continues to ensure that accident mitigation equipment
can perform as designed, while also relying upon narrowed limits for DG steady state
allowable voltage and frequency requirements for the affected TS SRs.
Justifications for the proposed amendments are in the Enclosure. The proposed
amendments do not involve a significant hazards consideration.
Compliance with the intent of existing TS is being administratively controlled, consistent
with guidance ofNRC Administrative Letter (AL) 98-10, "Dispositioning of Technical
Specifications that are Insufficient to Assure Plant Safety, " to assure that plant safety is
maintained. The proposed amendments are in accordance with the guidance of AL 98-10
because these changes are in part to address resolving non-conservative TS requirements
for which conservative administrative controls are in place. The non-conservatism
involves the current use of an increased minimum acceptable steady-state voltage in .
design analysis, and for DG testing. Other changes are more generally associated with
the use of the more conservative design analysis in support of having new and narrowed
acceptance criteria for both voltage and frequency limits for DG testing.
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Enclosure 1 provides an evaluation of the proposed changes. Attachments 1 and 2
contain the TS and TS Bases markups. Attachment 3 contains excerpts of some
referenced calculations for additional information.
Both the Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC) and Nuclear Safety Review Board
(NSRB) have reviewed the proposed changes in accordance with requirements of the
Susquehanna Quality Assurance requirements.
Susquehanna requests approval of the proposed license amendment requests within one
year of the submittal date or by January 31, 2018. There will be no hardware or
modifications to plant equipment that are required and approval will not be operationally
significant to planned refueling outages. Implementation of the proposed amendments
will have a targeted implementation period of 60 days.
Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.91, "Notice for public comment; State consultation," paragraph
(b ), Susquehanna is notifying the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania of this application for
license amendments by transmitting a copy of this letter and it's supporting attachments
to the designated state official.
There are no new regulatory commitments contained in this submittal.
Should you have any questions regarding this submittal, please contact
Mr. Jason Jennings, Manager-Nuclear Regulatory Affairs at (570) 542-3155.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on:
Sincerely,

R. J. Franssen
Enclosure:
Attachments:

Evaluation of Proposed Amendment

1. Technical Specification Changes (Mark-ups)- Units 1and2
2. Technical Specification Bases Changes (Mark-ups) - Units 1and2
(For Information Only)
3. Excerpts of Referenced Calculations (For Information Only)
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Copy:

NRC Region I
Ms. L. H. Micewski, NRC Sr. Resident Inspector
Ms. T. E. Hood, NRC Project Manager Mr. M. Shields, PA DEP/BRP
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EVALUATION OF PROPOSED AMENDMENT
Subject: Proposed License Amendments to Revise Diesel Generator Surveillance
Requirements with new Steady State Voltage and Frequency Limits
1.

DESCRIPTION

Susquehanna Nuclear, LLC (Susquehanna) proposes new amendments to the Susquehanna
Steam Electric Station (SSES) Units 1and2 Operating Licenses, NPF-14 and NPF-22, to revise
certain surveillance requirements (SRs) in Technical Specification (TS) 3.8.1 "AC [Alternating
Current] Sources-Operating." The requests are for changes in the use of steady state voltage and
:frequency acceptance criteria for the onsite standby power sources of the diesel generators (DG),
allowing for the use of a new and more conservative design analysis. The new design analysis
continues to ensure that accident mitigation equipment can perform as designed, while also
relying upon narrowed limits for DG steady state allowable voltage and frequency requirements
for the affected TS SRs.
Currently, the TS SRs have steady state DG voltage limits of ~3793 V and S4400 V, and steady
state DG frequency limits of :2::58.8 Hz ahd s61.2 Hz. The proposed amendments revise the
DGs' steady state voltage limits to ~4000 V and S4400 V and the steady state DG frequency
limits to >59.3 Hz and <60.5 Hz.
Implementing the requested changes will also resolve non-conservative SRs in current TS that
are specific to an approved design analysis that is already in place. Increasing the minimum
acceptable steady-state voltage for the DGs, a change from 3 793 V to 4000 V will remove this
non-conservatism. The requested changes are already in station surveillance procedures as
appropriate conservative administrative controls, and remain within existing licensing basis.
These administrative controls shall remain in place during the requested NRC review to assure
plant safety. This action plan remains consistent with use ofNRC Administrative Letter 98-10,
"Dispositioning of Technical Specifications that are Insufficient to Assure Plant Safety,"
(ADAMS Accession No. ML031110108) to assure plant safety is maintained. The new design
analysis for establishing new acceptance criteria for DG SRs is part of the TS change request
requiring NRC review and approval.
Susquehanna requests approval of the proposed license amendment requests within one year of
the submittal date or by January 31, 2018. There will be no new hardware or modifications to
plant equipment that would be required, and approval would not be operationally significant to
planned refueling outages. Implementation of the proposed amendments would then be
scheduled to occur within 60 days.
Mark-ups of the proposed changes to the TS of both units are in Attachment 1. Associated
changes to the TS Bases are in the mark-ups provided for information in Attachment 2.
Additional information is also in Attachment 3 containing excerpts of some referenced
calculations.
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2.

PROPOSED CHANGE

The proposed changes involve certain surveillance requirements (SRs) for Units 1and2
Technical Specification (TS) 3.8.1 "AC [Alternating Current] Sources-Operating." Specifically,
the changes would revise the allowable steady state voltage and frequency acceptance criteria for
the DGs. The DG minimum steady state voltage will be increased from ~3793 V to ~4000 V,
and the steady state frequency limits would be narrowed to ~59.3 Hz and ~60.5 Hz.
In summary, the proposed changes will affect the following SRs:

SR 3.8.1.7
SR 3.8.1.9
SR 3.8.1.11
SR 3.8.1.12
SR 3.8.1.15
SR 3.8.1.19
SR3.8.l.20

Monthly Operability
Load Reject
Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP)
Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
Hot Restart
LOCA/LOOP
Simultaneous Start of all four Diesels

The details of these proposed changes in the SRs are as follows:
Current SR 3.8.1.7

Verify each DG starts from standby condition and achieves, in <I 0
seconds, voltage >3793 Vand frequency ~58.8 Hz, and after steady
state conditions are reached, maintains voltage ~ 793 V and S-4400
V and frequency ~8.8 Hz and ~61.2 Hz.

Revised SR 3.8.1.7

Verify each DG starts from standby condition and achieves, in <I 0
seconds, voltage ~3793 V and frequency ~58.8 Hz, and after steady
state conditions are reached, maintains voltage ~4000 V and
S-4400 V and frequency ~59.3 Hz and <60.5 Hz.

Current SR 3.8.1.9

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than or equal to its associated
single largest post-accident load, and
a. Following load rejection, the frequency is ::;;64.5 Hz,
b. Within 4.5 seconds following load rejection, the voltage is
~3760 V and S-4560 V, and after steady state conditions are
reached, maintains voltage ~3793 V and S-4400 V; and
c. Within 6 seconds following load rejection, the frequency is
~58.8 Hz and <61.2 Hz.
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Revised SR 3.8.1.9

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than or equal to its associated
single largest post-accident load, and
a. Following load rejection, the frequency is s64.5 Hz;
b. Within 4.5 seconds following load rejection, the voltage is
23760 V and< 4560 V, and after steady state conditions are
reached, maintains voltage 24000 V and :::;4400 V; and
c. Within 6 seconds following load rejection, the frequency is
259.3 Hz and s60.5 Hz.

Current SR 3.8.1.11

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of offsite power signal:
a. De-energization of 4.16 kV ESS buses;
b. Load shedding from 4.16 kV ESS buses; and
c. DG auto-starts from standby condition and:
1. energizes permanently connected loads in <l 0 seconds,
2. energizes auto-connected shutdown loads through individual
load timers,
3. maintains steady state voltage 23793 V and :::;4400 V,
4. maintains steady state frequency 258.8 Hz and s61.2 Hz,
and
5. supplies permanently connected loads for 25 minutes.
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Revised SR 3.8.1.11

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of offsite power signal:
a. De-energization of 4.16 kV ESS buses;
b. Load shedding from 4.16 kV ESS buses; and
c. DG auto-starts from standby condition and:
1. energizes permanently connected loads in <10 seconds,
2. energizes auto-connected shutdown loads through individual
load timers,
3. maintains steady state voltage ;;:::4000 V and :91-400 V,
4. maintains steady state frequency ;;:::59.3 Hz and :::;;60.5 Hz,
and
5. supplies permanently connected loads for ;;:::5 minutes.

Current SR 3.8.1.12

Verify, on an actual or simulated Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) initiation signal, each DG auto-starts from standby condition
and:
a. In :::;;10 seconds after auto-start achieves voltage ;;:::3793 V, and
after steady state conditions are reached, maintains voltage
~793 Vand :91-400 V;
b. In :::;;10 seconds after auto-start achieves frequency ;;:::58.8 Hz,
and after steady state conditions are reached, maintains
frequency ;;:::58.8 Hz and :::;;61.2 Hz;
c. Operates for ;;:::s minutes;
d. Permanently connected loads remain energized from the offsite
power system; and
e. Emergency loads are energized or auto-connected through the
individual load timers from the offsite power system.
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Revised SR 3.8.1.12

Verify, on an actual or simulated Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) initiation signal, each DG auto-starts from standby condition
and:
a. In slO seconds after auto-start achieves voltage 2:.3793 V, and
after steady state conditions are reached, maintains voltage
2:.4000 V and ~-400 V;
b. In slO seconds after auto-start achieves :frequency 2:.58.8 Hz,
and after steady state conditions are reached, maintains
frequency 2:.59.3 Hz and s60.5 Hz;
c. Operates for 2:.5 minutes;
d. Permanently connected loads remain energized from the offsite
power system; and
e. Emergency loads are energized or auto-connected through the
individual load timers from the offsite power system.

Current SR 3.8.1.15

Verify each DG starts and achieves, in sl 0 seconds, voltage
2:.3793 V and frequency 2:.58.8 Hz and after steady state conditions
are reached, maintains voltage 2:.3 793 V and :::;4400 V and
frequency 2:.58.8 Hz and s61.2 Hz.

Revised SR 3.8.1.15

Verify each DG starts and achieves, in sl 0 seconds, voltage
2:.3793 V and :frequency 2:.58.8 Hz and after steady state conditions
are reached, maintains voltage 2:.4000 V and :::;4400 V and
frequency 2:.59.3 Hz and s60.5 Hz.
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Current SR 3.8.1.19

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of offsite power signal in
conjunction with an actual or simulated ECCS initiation signal:
a. De-energization of 4.16 kV ESS buses;
b. Load shedding from emergency buses; and
c. DG auto-starts from standby condition and:
1. energizes permanently connected loads in ::;;10 seconds,
2. energizes auto-connected emergency loads through
individual load timers,
3. achieves steady state voltage 23793 V and ::;;4400 V,
4. achieves steady state frequency 258.8 Hz and <61.2 Hz, and
5. supplies permanently connected and auto-connected
emergency loads for 25 minutes.

Revised SR 3.8.1.19

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of offsite power signal in
conjunction with an actual or simulated ECCS initiation signal:
a. De-energization of 4.16 kV ESS buses;
b. Load shedding from emergency buses; and
c. DG auto-starts from standby condition and:
1. energizes permanently connected loads in ::;;10 seconds,
2. energizes auto-connected emergency loads through
individual load timers,
3. achieves steady state voltage 24000 V and ::;;4400 V,
4. achieves steady state frequency 259.3 Hz and ::;;60.5 Hz, and
5. supplies permanently connected and auto-connected
emergency loads for 25 minutes.

Current SR 3.8.1.20

Verify, when started simultaneously from standby condition, each
DG achieves, in ::;;10 seconds, voltage ;;:::3793 V and frequency
258.8 Hz and after steady state conditions are reached, maintains
voltage 23793 V and ::;;4400 V and :frequency 258.8 Hz and
::;;61.2 Hz.
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Revised SR 3.8.1.20

Verify, when started simultaneously from standby condition, each
DG achieves, in <l 0 seconds, voltage ~3 793 V and :frequency
~58.8 Hz and after steady state conditions are reached, maintains
voltage >4000 V and :::;4-400 V and frequency ~59.3 Hz and
560.5 Hz.

Implementing the proposed changes in TS resolves non-conservative SRs, addressing a needed
increase in the DG's minimum acceptable steady state voltage from 3793 V to 4000 V. The
proposed changes also address the narrowing of the steady state frequency limits for the DGs to
assure the requirements of Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.9 are met.

3.

BACKGROUND

The DGs provide a highly reliable, self-contained source of power to the 4.16 kV engineered
safeguards bus in the event of a complete loss of off-site power. The DGs provide sufficient
power for the electrical loads required for a simultaneous shutdown of both reactors. This
includes the loads required to mitigate the effects of a design bases Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) on one unit with a complete loss of off-site power plus a single failure in the on-site
power system, (such as the loss of one DG) concurrent with a safe shutdown on the other unit.
DGs A thru D can supply their respective 4.16 kV engineered safeguards bus for both units.
Diesel Generator Eis a plug-in spare, which can be substituted for any one of the other four DGs
A, B, C or D, and therefore can power any one of the four 4.16 kV engineered safeguards buses.
DGs A thru D are identical in construction and equipment, with each rated at 4,000 kW. Diesel
Generator Eis a larger unit and rated at 5,000 kW. Diesel Generator E is located in a separate
building approximately 250 feet away from the DGs A thru D bays.

3.1

OVERVIEW ON THE NON-CONSERVATISM IN CURRENT TS
(MINIMUM STEADY STATE VOLTAGE)
The proposed changes will eliminate a non-conservative requirement in affected
surveillances, where the steady state minimum voltage of 3793 V cannot assure all safety
related equipment would load onto the Engineered Safeguard System (ESS) bus during a
Loss of Coolant Accident and/or Loss of Offsite Power (LOCA/LOOP). The 3793 V
represents 91.2% of nominal 4.16 kV bus voltage and is the lowest expected setting due to
tolerance of the Degraded Voltage Relays (DVRs), set at 93%. The degraded grid voltage
protection scheme, when actuated, sheds all non-permanently connected loads on an ESS
bus and opens offsite power breakers to the subject bus when insufficient voltage from the
offsite power sources is present. If the DG supplies voltage to the ESS bus at the lower
steady state limit of 3 793 V, the DVRs will not reset and the load shed signal will remain,
thus preventing emergency equipment from loading onto the bus. To allow the reset of the
4160 V degraded grid protection logic, the DG minimum steady state voltage should be
increased above the maximum value of the DVRreset voltage of94.68% of the 4.16 kV
bus (3938 V). The original value of3793 V was selected as it represents the lowest
expected setting of the DVRs. It also represents a conservative bus value allowed when
considering voltage drops to the terminals of 4000 V motors, whose minimum operating
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voltage is specified as 90% or 3600 V, and other equipment, down through the 120 V
level, where minimum operating voltage is usually by design basis of 90% nameplate
rating.
As directed in NRC Administrative Letter 98-10, non-conservative TS require the
establishment of administrative controls to ensure the significance of the impacted
equipment maintains their safety functions. Administrative controls have been established
for this condition and termed compensatory. They include:

3.2

1.

Revising procedures to raise the minimum steady state voltage limit from
3793 V to 4000 V, (a value above the maximum value of the DVR reset
voltage); and,

2.

Issue an operator directive that when restoring the ESS Bus to the offsite power
source, the DG voltage should not be set below 4000 V.

OTHER CHANGES REGARDING FREQUENCY
The new design analysis for the DGs will also rely upon a change in the minimum steady
state frequency from 58.8 Hz to 59.3 Hz and reduces the required maximum steady state
:frequency from 61.2 Hz to 60.5 Hz for all DGs A thru E and all associated surveillances.
This reflects the new design requirements supporting the more conservative DG
surveillance acceptance criteria.
DG E was added to the standby power system in 1987, after both Units 1 and 2 commercial
operation start dates. Due to the time difference for design of the DGs, some of the
requirements for DG E design differ from DG A thru D. One major difference is identified
in section 8.1 of the FSAR, where IEEE and NRC Regulatory Guide (RG) standards for
DG performance are described. In FSAR Section 8.1.6.1.c, the design ofDG Eis
compliant to RG 1.9, Revision 2, frequency requirements. This requirement describes that
the :frequency during transient periods cannot fall below 95% of nominal or 57 Hz. The
requirement also describes the steady state frequency should be within 2% of 60 Hz
nominal, or 58.8 Hz.
In FSAR Section 8.1.6.1.b, the design ofDGs A thru Dis to RG 1.9, Revision 0, and the
design takes exception to the 57 Hz minimum frequency requirement during transient
periods. DGs A thru D design basis adheres to the RG 1.9 Revision 0 requirement that the
frequency should be within 2% of 60 Hz nominal, or 58.8 Hz.

The adherence to RG 1.9 requirement of 2% for steady state :frequency requirement of all
DGs A thru Eis in place to ensure proper operation of safety-related loads during
emergency situations and during routine surveillances. The± 2% or± 1.2 Hz acceptance
criteria is justified by a :frequency calculation and there are no impacts on the operability of
the connected equipment. The ability of the DGs to perform their safety-functions are not
affected by the existing steady state frequency limits regulated by RG 1.9.
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During recent LOCA/LOOP surveillance tests, frequencies of the DGs were monitored.
Table 1 of this section lists the maximum dip from nominal frequency (60 Hz) on each DG
during the tests. In all cases, the maximum frequency dip occurred during the transient
period of the RHR pump motor start. The RHR motor is the first major and largest load
applied to the DGs during the LOCA/LOOP test. The 2000 horsepower motor represents
approximately 1492 kW (746 watts/horsepower* 2000 hp) ofload applied to the 4000 kW
DG (5000 kW for DG E). During the start of the RHR motor, the maximum frequency dip
experienced on all DGs was observed at 2.0 Hz. This occurred in 2016 on DG A; 2015 on
DG A; 2014 on DG E when substituted for DG A; and 2010 on DG E when substituted for
DG D. As stated earlier, DGs A thru Dare committed to revision 0 of RG 1.9 and take
exception to transient frequencies. However, DG Eis committed to revision 2 ofRG 1.9
and the transient :frequencies are to be considered. During the 2014 and 2010 surveillance
tests, the maximum transient frequency dip was 2.0 Hz (and occurred for a brief transient
of less than 1 second). IfDG E was operating at its minimum steady state condition of
58.8 Hz, the frequency during this transient would be 56.8 Hz (58.8 - 2.0 Hz) taking us
below the RG 1.9 requirement of 57 Hz.

Table 1

Outage

Ul19RIO

U217RIO

U118RIO

Year

2016

2015

2014

(LOCA/LOOP Surveillance Results)

D

Maximum Frequency
Dip Observe from
Traces
1.25 Hz
2.0Hz
l.OHz
1.0 Hz

Steady State
Frequency
(As-Left)
60Hz
60Hz
60Hz
60Hz

E Substituted for C
A
B
D

1.5 Hz
2.0Hz
1.25 Hz
l.OHz

60Hz
60Hz
60Hz
60Hz

E Substituted for A
B

2.0Hz
1.25 Hz
l.OHz
l.OHz

60Hz
60Hz
60Hz
60Hz

1.25 Hz
1.5 Hz
l.OHz
1.25 Hz

60Hz
60Hz
60Hz
60Hz

Diesel Generator
E Substituted for B
A

c

c

D

U216RIO

2013

E Substituted for B
A

c

D
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Outage

Ull7RIO

Year

Maximum Frequency
Dip Observe from
Traces
1.50 Hz
1.0Hz
1.0 Hz
1.25 Hz

Steady State
Frequency
(As-Left)
60Hz
60Hz
60Hz
60Hz

1.50 Hz
1.0 Hz
1.0 Hz
1.0Hz

60Hz
60Hz
60Hz
60Hz

E Substituted for D
A
B

2.0Hz
1.4Hz
1.1 Hz
1.0 Hz

60Hz
60Hi
60Hz
60Hz

A
B
D

1.50 Hz
1.0Hz
1.1 Hz
1.25 Hz

60Hz
60Hz
60Hz
60Hz

E Substituted for C
A
B
D

1.75 Hz
1.1 Hz
1.1 Hz
1.1 Hz

60Hz
60Hz
60Hz
60Hz

Diesel Generator
A
B

2012

c

D

U215RIO

2011

E Substituted for A
B

c

D

Ull6RIO

2010

c

U214RIO

Ull5RIO

3.3

2009

2008

c

OVERVIEW OF AFFECTED SRs
As stated earlier, this proposal affects SRs 3.8.1.7, 3.8.1.9, 3.8.1.11, 3.8.1.12, 3.8.1.15,
3.8.1.19 and 3.8.1.20. The balance of this section further summarizes each requirement.
SR 3.8.1.7 is a monthly operability surveillance to demonstrate the DG's capability of
starting from standby conditions and achieving proper voltage and :frequency within the
allowable timeframe.
SR 3.8.1.9 is a bi-annual surveillance used to demonstrate the DG load response
characteristics and capability to reject the largest single load without exceeding
predetermined voltage and :frequency values while maintaining a specified margin to the
overspeed trip.
SR 3.8.1.11 is a bi-annual surveillance, which demonstrates the as-designed operation of
the standby power sources during a LOOP. This test verifies all actions encountered from
the LOOP, including the shedding of nonessential loads, and the energization of the ESS
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buses and respective 4.16 kV loads from the DG. The DG auto-starts with an output
frequency that is fixed by the electronic governor to a preset value of 60 Hz. The largest
load connected to the DG under this surveillance would be its aligned ESW pump motor,
which starts after the DG has reached steady state operations.
SR 3.8.1.12 is the LOCA scenario demonstrating where the DG automatically starts and
achieves the required voltage and frequency within the specified time (10 seconds) from
the design basis LOCA actuation signal and operates for ~5 minutes thereafter. It also
ensures that permanently connected loads and the emergency loads are energized from the
offsite electrical power system on a LOCA signal, without a LOOP. The DG frequency
regulation will be performed by the electronic governor. Since offsite power is available,
the diesel will remain running unloaded until it is secured.
SR 3. 8. l .15 is a bi-annual surveillance that demonstrates the DG can restart from a hot
condition, such as subsequent to shutdown from full load temperatures, and achieves the
required voltage and frequency within 10 seconds.
SR 3.8.1.19 demonstrates DG operation during LOOP actuation test signal in conjunction
with an ECCS initiation signal (LOCA/LOOP). This surveillance verifies all actions
enco~tered from the LOOP, including shedding of the non-essential loads and
energization of the Engineered Safeguard System (ESS) buses and respective 4.16 kV loads
from the DG. It further demonstrates the capability of the DG to automatically achieve and
maintain the required voltage and frequency within the specified time.
SR 3. 8.1.20 is a surveillance that recurs every ten years, in which all four DGs are started
simultaneously. It demonstrates that the DG starting independence has not been
compromised and that each engine can achieve proper speed within the specified time,
when the DGs are started simultaneously.

4.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Class IE AC Electrical Distribution System (EDS) AC sources consist of two offsite power
sources (preferred and alternate) and the onsite standby power sources (DGs). The installed DGs
have the capability to:
(1) start and accelerate a number oflarge motor loads in rapid succession while
maintaining voltage and frequency within acceptable limits,
(2) provide power promptly to engineered safety features if a loss of offsite power and an
accident occur during the time period, and
(3) supply power continuously to the equipment needed to maintain the plant in a safe
condition if an extended loss of power occurs.
When aligned to an Engineered Safeguard System (ESS) bus, a DG starts automatically on a
LOCA signal (i.e. low reactor water level or high drywell pressure signal) or on an ESS bus
degraded voltage or undervoltage signal. After the DG has started, it automatically ties to its
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respective bus after offsite power is disconnected as a consequence ofESS bus undervoltage or
degraded voltage, independent of or coincident with a LOCA signal. The DGs also start and
operate in the standby mode without tying to an ESS bus on a LOCA signal alone. Following
the trip of offsite power, non-permanent loads are shed from the 4.16 kV ESS buses. Wben a
DG is tied to the ESS Bus, individual loads are sequentially connected to their respective ESS
Bus by associated load timers. The load timers control the starting permissive signal to motor
breakers to prevent overloading the associated DG.
In the event ofloss of normal and alternate offsite supplies, the ESS electrical loads are
automatically connected to the DGs in sufficient time to provide for safe reactor shutdown and to
mitigate the consequences of a Design Bases Accident (DBA) such as a LOCA.
This technical analysis includes the following discussion:
4.1
4.2
4.3

4.1

DG Steady State Voltage
DG Steady State Frequency
DG Steady State Variations on Plant Equipment
4.3.1
DG Lube Oil
4.3.2
DG Jack Water
DG Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System
4.3.3
4.3.4
DG Loading
4.3.5
DG Fuel Oil Consumption
4.3.6
Motor Impact
MOV Performance
4.3.7
4.3.8
Battery Chargers
4.3.9
Appendix K Analysis
4.3.10 Summary

DG STEADY STATE VOLTAGE
As previously mentioned, the DG will automatically start on an ESS bus undervoltage or
degraded voltage condition. The degraded voltage scheme ensures that the unit can
successfully cope with a LOCA condition while being subjected to the extremely low
probability event of a degraded voltage condition on the Class IE ESS bus.
SSES utilizes multiple levels ofundervoltage relays to detect degradation of AC voltage.
Four undervoltage relays are connected to each 4.16 kV bus. Two of the relays on each bus
(27Bl and 27B2) are currently set to dropout at 93% of the rated voltage to detect sustained
degraded voltage at the 4.16 kV bus. Wben both the 27Bl and the 27B2 relays associated
with any bus dropout coincidentally, transfer of that bus to an alternate source is initiated
after 5 minutes during normal plant operation, and 10 seconds during LOCA conditions.
The TS SRs currently have acceptable DG surveillance minimum steady state voltage of
3793 V, which represents approximately 91.2% of nominal 4.16 kV bus voltage, and
represents the lowest expected setting due to tolerance of the DVRs set at 93%. This
voltage of 3793 Vis above the minimum required equipment voltage but below the
degraded grid relay maximum reset value of 94.68% of the 4.16 kV bus. If the DG
supplies voltage to the bus at the lower steady state limit of3793 V and the DVRs have
already actuated, the DVRs will not reset and the load shed signal will remain, thus
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preventing emergency equipment from loading onto the bus. To allow the reset of the
4160 V degraded grid protection logic, the DGs' minimum steady state voltage has been
increased above the upper value of the DVR reset voltage of94.68% of the 4.16 kV bus or
3938 V, requiring an increase to the existing TS minimum steady state voltage shown in
the current TS.
The method used in determining the DG's minimum steady state voltage was performed by
looking at the worst-case voltage drop from the DG to an associated 4.16 kV switchgear
bus. This represents the voltage differential between the 4.16 kV bus, (where the DVRs are
located) and the DG, (where the surveillance voltage is taken). The worst-case voltage
drop is then added to the maximum value of the degraded grid relay reset voltage of
3938 V. The DG's minimum steady state voltage was determined to be 4000 Vas
evaluated within the DG steady state output voltage calculation.
The selected value of 4000 V, as the established minimum value of the steady state DG
voltage, will not cause undesired operation of the degraded grid relay scheme. The
selected value was also evaluated to ensure compatibility with other setting values to which
it might be related.
The specified maximum steady state output voltage of 4400 V is not changed in the
proposed SRs. This value is equal to the maximum operating voltage specified for 4000 V
motors. It ensures that in a lightly loaded distribution system, the voltage specified at the
terminals of 4000 V motors is not more than the maximum rated operating voltages.
4.2

DG STEADY STATE FREQUENCY
As stated earlier, the maximum frequency transient occurs during the start of the largest
load, which is a Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pump motor. If the minimum DG steady
state frequency of 58.8 Hz is postulated as a starting point, then DG E :frequency response
is one that could dip slightly and briefly below 57 Hz. The analytical dip using such a
conservative assumption is below 57 Hz, and is inconsistent with the current design that
uses RG 1.9, as described in the FSAR.
The LOCA/LOOP surveillance is the only surveillance that starts a RHR pump. The
frequency of the DG is in direct proportion to the DG's speed and is controlled by the
electronic governor. The tuning of the electronic governor is controlled through
procedures that set the frequency of the DGs to 60 Hz± 0.1 Hz. This allows for a
minimum allowable frequency setting of 59 .9 Hz. As stated earlier, RG 1.9 allows for
± 2% (±1.2 Hz) margin for the DG's steady state frequency. To provide additional margin
necessary for DG E to avoid dipping below the 57 Hz under transient conditions, the 2%
margin allowed for steady state frequency is further reduced to 1% or 0.6 Hz. With the
lowest frequency allowed by the DG electronic governor (59.9 Hz), the minimum steady
state frequency for the DG becomes 59.3 Hz (e.g., 59.9- 0.6 hertz).
The electronic governor for each DG A thru Eis a Woodward Model 2301A Electronic
Load Sharing and Speed Control governor. Per the vendor information, the electronic
governors are capable of maintaining a steady state speed band within± 0.25% of rated
speed. With the DG being a 12-pole machine, the speed of the DG is in direct proportion
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to the frequency (e.g., 600 rpm is 60 Hz). If procedures allow for a :frequency of 60 Hz
± 0.1 Hz, the steady state speed of the DG will be 600 ±1 rpm, having a minimum speed
setting of 599 rpm. With the electronic governor having a tolerance of0.25%, the
minimum steady state value for speed is 597.5025 rpm, or a :frequency of 59.75 Hz. This is
0.45 Hz above the proposed new minimum steady state frequency of 59 .3 Hz. Previous
LOCA/LOOP surveillances provide evidence that the steady state frequency varies
considerably less than± 0.1 Hz during LOCA/LOOP surveillances. Therefore, a properly
tuned and adjusted governor is capable of maintaining a steady state frequency above
59.3 Hz and eliminating the concern of dropping below the 57 Hz requirements for DG E
under transient conditions. Test results for DGs A thru E have shown that there is minimal
deviation from 60 Hz during steady state periods.
The proposed change to the frequency limits of the DGs will not affect the reliability of the
DGs or adversely affect its ability to perform safety functions. The minimum steady state
frequency limit of 59 .3 Hz produces a 2.3 Hz drop between the DG' s minimum steady state
frequency and the minimum transient frequency of57 Hz as required for DG E under RG 1.9,
Revision 2. As was described above, previous LOCA/LOOP surveillances identified a
maximum frequency dip of 2.0 Hz during the transient period of the RHR pump motor start.
With the new minimum steady state frequency setpoint of59.3 Hz, a 15% margin for
conservatism ( 0.3 Hz), is then provided, allowing for a maximum transient frequency drop
on DG E of 2.3 Hz.
An evaluation was performed using ETAP® Power System Analyzer software that
indicates the new minimum steady state frequency will be acceptable with respect to FSAR
requirements. The dynamic model for DG E was tuned to match the frequency response
recorded in the latest LOCA/LOOP surveillance test for DG E. The model was set to a
starting steady state frequency of 59.3 Hz. During the simulated RHR pump motor start,
the frequency transient did not fall below 57 Hz.

The setpoint for determination of the maximum steady state :frequency is based on an
iterative approach, using voltage and frequency variations of the DG to determine the
maximum continuous loading on the DG such that the DG loading does not exceed its
continuous rating of 4000 kW for DG A thru D and 5000 kW for DG E. Also considered
during the analysis was the effects the frequency and voltage variations would have on the
DG's auxiliary equipment and various safety related equipment; and its impact not to
adversely affect their capability to perform their design function to mitigate the effects of a
design bases accident. This analysis is performed as part of a calculation and qualitative
estimation, backed-up by a dynamic transient simulation performed in ETAP. The
maximum frequency meeting this iterative approach is 60.5 Hz.
The use of the new design analysis relies in part upon a change to narrow existing steady
state frequency requirements (limits) of 58. 8 Hz to 61.2 Hz. The DG SRs in current TS
would change to verify the DGs A thru E will auto start from a standby condition and
achieve a steady state frequency of 2:59.3 Hz and s60.5 Hz. This narrows acceptable
frequency range for DG testing, so use of the new design analysis is more conservative and
safe, and it reflects the use of administrative controls that are already in place to implement
the new design analysis.
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4.3

DG STEADY STATE VARIATIONS ON PLANT EQUIPMENT
\

A new evaluation (Ref. 7.10, calculation EC-024-1035) is in use at the station that
evaluates DGs total loading when accounting for both steady state frequency and voltage
variations within the proposed TS ranges. The new analysis considers supplying
Engineered Safety Features (ESF) loads required to mitigate the worst case Design Basis
Accident (DBA) and non-ESF loads not manually initiated, to assess total loading. This
analysis is currently supporting conservative implementation of administrative controls for
DG testing, as it addresses the impact on the performance of systems and components
relative to the proposed steady state frequency and voltage limit changes to the DGs.
Excerpted portions of this evaluation are in Attachment 3-3 to this enclosure. The
evaluation demonstrates the proposed change:
(1) does not in any way impact system I component operation and

(2) does not adversely affect the system I component capability to perform its
intended design functions.
The DGs and associated capabilities of equipment for mitigating the consequences of a
worst case DBA will continue to be met while operating within the proposed steady state
frequency and voltage limits (59.3 - 60.5 Hz and 4000-4400 Vrespectively). Several key
attributes were reviewed for verification of proper operation allowing for no negative
impact, as follows:
4.3.l

DG Lube Oil
The DG engine contains its own lubricating oil system, which provides oil at the
proper flow, pressure, temperature, and cleanliness to lubricate and cool internal
moving parts. The volumetric flow rate of the engine driven lube oil pump will
decrease or increase proportionately with a decrease or increase in engine speed.
As such, a DG operating at the minimum steady state frequency (59.3 Hz) will
reduce the volumetric flow rate of the lube oil pump by approximately 1.2%. A
1.2% decrease in this flow rate·is deemed negligible, and will produce no adverse
consequence since the discharge pressure of a positive displacement pump remains
relatively constant and is independent of the shaft speed. The normal operating
pressure of the DG engine driven lube oil pump of 50 psig is well above the engine
low lube oil pressure setting of 30 psig. Therefore the small increase(+ 0.8%) and
decrease (- 1.2%) in DG speed, when operating at minimum and maximum
frequencies, respectively, will not adversely affect the lube oil pump discharge
pressure.

4.3.2

DG Jacket Water
The DG jacket water system maintains the engine warm in a state of readiness when
in standby and removes heat generated during the diesel's combustion process. The
engine-driven jacket water pump is a single-stage centrifugal pump and its
discharge pressure variation is proportional to the square of the change in speed.
Under normal operation, the engine-driven jacket water pump pressure for DG A
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and Eis 30 psig, and its low-pressure alarm is 12 psig and IO psig for DG A and E,
respectively. When the DG is operating at the minimum steady state frequency
(59.3 Hz), the engine-driven jacket water pressure will decrease by approximately
0.70 psig for all five DGs from its nominal value, staying well above the jacket
water low-pressure alarm setpoint.
The DG overspeed trip setpoint is at 660 rpm therefore, the diesel will continue
running should its steady state frequency vary to the maximum allowable value of
60.5 Hz (605 rpm). At the subject maximum frequency, the operating
engine-driven jacket water pump pressure would be approximately 30.5 psig,
corresponding to an approximate increase of 0.5 psig from its normal operation
value. Therefore, DG frequency variations within the specified range will not
adversely affect the engine-driven jacket water pump capability to provide essential
cooling to the engine during operation.
4.3.3

DG Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System
The DG fuel oil system stores and delivers fuel oil for operation of the DG engine.
The capacity of the transfer pump is greater than the fuel oil consumption rate of the
DG engine during operation and the pump can supply fuel oil to the DG and
simultaneously increase the inventory of the day tank. When considering DG
steady state operation at the minimum steady state voltage and frequency, the DG
fuel oil transfer pump flow rate would decrease in the worst case by approximately
2.06%. The resulting flow capacity will still exceed the DG fuel oil transfer pump
flow rate requirement for all DGs.
Conversely, DG operation at a maximum steady state voltage and frequency will
increase fuel oil transfer pump flow rate. This increase in DG fuel oil transfer
pump flow rate will result in increased pipe velocities and system pressures. The
increased fuel oil flow in turn increases suction side losses and reduces available
NPSH (NPSHa) while the decreased speed will result in decrease flow, which in
turn decreases suction side losses and increases NPSHa. As such, based on the
aforementioned relationship, the margin between NPSHa and the required NPSH
(NPSHr) would increase by approximately 4.1 % during DG steady state operation
at 59.3 Hz as compared to its operation at nominal frequency (60 Hz). Conversely,
NPSH margin (i.e. NPSHa- NPSHr) would decrease by approximately 3.1 % when
the diesel is operating at a steady state frequency of 60.5 Hz. The excess margin in
NPSHa is available and is more than sufficient to compensate for the changes in
pump flow rate resulting from the consideration of DG frequency and voltage
variations.

4.3.4

DG Loading
The cumulative impact of the voltage and frequency variations on DG loading was
evaluated for its worst case-loading scenario. FSAR loading tables 8.3-2 through
8.3-5 account for both ESF and selected non-ESF loads to DGs and ESS buses. The
non-ESF loads are not required for mitigating the effects of a design basis event of
LOCAJLOOP on one unit and forced shutdown of the second unit, and their
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ultimate operation status is at plant operations discretion. The subject non-ESF
loads account for more than 620 kW of DG A loading beyond one hour of operation
under the considered DBA scenario. DG A was selected as it has the most
connected loads of the DGs. When considering all ESF and non-ESF Loads with
the loading conservatisms, DG A total loading at 60 minutes beyond the DBA
evaluated could slightly exceed (~ 2.65% max) its continuous rating of 4000 kW for
certain conditions. Consequently, DG A and E loading when considering voltage
and frequency variations is further evaluated by refining the loads to remove nonESF loads that are manually initiated during the design basis event under
consideration. This is acceptable, not only because these are non-ESF loads not
required to mitigate the worst case DBA, but since they are manually initiated.
Thus, without the non-ESP loads, analysis shows that for the most severe design
basis event, DGs A and E total loadings under limiting voltage and frequency
variations within acceptable steady state ranges are within their respective
continuous rating of 4000 kW and 5000 kW, with at least approximately 9.8% and
22.5% additional margins for DG A and E, respectively.
A qualitative assessment of the diesel generator loading during all three time
intervals, (i.e., 0 to IO minutes; IO to 60 minutes; 60 minutes and beyond) when
considering only frequency variations was additionally performed for ESP loads
only, and simplistically considering all ESF loads being affected by DG frequency
variations. The results show for all the time intervals that DGs A, C, D and E total
ESF loads remain within their continuous ratings with adequate margin remaining
(~15.5% for DG A and 27.5% for DG E), to accept non-ESP loads and account for
concurrent voltage variations. Therefore, the DG total loading required for
mitigation of the worst case DBA evaluated will remain below its continuous rating,
even with consideration of its operation at various steady state voltages and
frequencies within the acceptable TS ranges, evaluated herein.
4.3.5

DG Fuel Oil Consumption
DG required fuel oil volumes for seven days of operation are determined based on
DG full load continuous rating of 4000 kW for DG A thru D, and 5000 kW for
DG E. The total loading of each DG required for mitigation of Unit 1 DBA with
Unit 2 forced shutdown while operating within the acceptable TS steady state
voltage and frequency ranges remain below their continuous ratings. DGs A thru D
and DG E fuel oil tanks have respectively, approximately 1,574 gallons and
16,670 gallons of spare volume above the volume required for their seven days of
continuous operation. Therefore, DG fuel oil consumption resulting from its
operation within the steady state voltage and frequency ranges considered will not
adversely affect the fuel oil volume required for seven days of continuous operation
of each diesel. As such, there is no impact to the existing calculated DG fuel oil
consumption rate.
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4.3.6

Motor hnpact
Safety related motors are designed to perform their safety functions with a steady
state voltage± 10% of the equipment rating. Per NEMA standard MG-2, a
frequency allowance of up to 5% is permissible, provided the arithmetic sum of the
frequency variation and the voltage frequency does not exceed 10%. This is very
conservative. A frequency reduction reduces the synchronous speed by the same
amount and causes induction motors to run slower, reducing the mechanical load
and the load current of the motor. Therefore, the increase in magnetizing losses at
the lower frequency is offset by a reduction in the load current losses at slower
speeds.
Typical AC induction motor windings (non-EQ motors) installed in the plant have
Class B or F insulation system with a 40°C ambient temperature. The lowest motor
windings temperature rises, based on a maximum ambient temperature of 40°C for
Class B and F insulation systems are 80°C and 105°C, respectively. The effect of
frequency variations on induction motor operating temperature is also evaluated
based on the proportional relationship between the motor operating temperature and
the square of the horsepower to rated horsepower ratio. As such, a 5 .1 % increase in
temperature rise is expected for an operating frequency of 60.5 Hz. A 6.9%
decrease is expected for a frequency of 59.3 Hz. This small change in motor
insulation temperature rise above the temperature of the cooling medium would not
yield abnormal deterioration of the motor insulation system during the worst case
DBA considered, or have significant impact on motor life.
Continuously operated EQ motors have a qualified life of 40 years at an operating
temperature of 175°C, including a winding temperature rise of approximately
110°C. The actual motor winding temperature based on normal operating load
conditions and worst-case nominal normal plant voltages is 75°C. Therefore, even
when considering the effect of DG steady state frequency variations on motor
operating temperature, the 40-year qualified life of EQ motors at l 75°C still
envelops the plant equipment's maximum service temperature with more than
sufficient margin in the windings.

4.3.7

MOV Performance
DG voltage and frequency variations within allowable TS steady state limits will
have an impact on motor-operated valves (MOVs) similar to the impact on other
induction motors such as pump motors. Steady state frequency higher than nominal
value would increase the speed of the MOV motor while lower steady state
frequency would reduce the motor speed.
The MOVs are fed by the 480 V system and the motor torque capability is
calculated based on the ESS 4.16 kV bus voltage, set at the minimum degraded grid
voltage dropout of 91.2% (~ 3793 V). This setting represents the most degraded
voltage level expected when accounting for the degraded voltage relay (DVR)
tolerance prior to the bus undervoltage protection (DVR) scheme operation. The
lower end of the DG allowable steady state TS voltage of 4000 V is higher by
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approximately 207 V than the 4.16 kV ESS bus voltage level currently used to
evaluate MQV motor torque capability. Therefore, the current calculation method
for MOV motor torque capability bounds the DG minimum TS allowable steady
state voltage of 4000 V.
DG operation at steady state frequency of 59.3 Hz will increase the MOV close
stroke time while its operation at 60.5 Hz will slightly shorten the subject close
stroke time. A slightly shorter close stroke time due to an increase in motor speed
operating at higher than nominal :frequency will not adversely affect the valve
performance. A total of 74 MOVs are identified as critical and having a TS or
FSAR stroke time limit. The stroke time of these valves, when adjusted for the
effects of DG steady state :frequency variations, have positive margin remaining
when compared with the Limiting Value for Full Stroke Time. Therefore, even
when considering the effects ofDG operation at steady state voltage and :frequency
within their TS allowable ranges, their impact on MOV operation is negligible with
no adverse impact to the Limiting Value for Full Stroke Time.
4.3.8

Battery Chargers
As part of the long-term mitigation of Unit 1 DBA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown,
the following safety related battery chargers are supplied by the DGs:
•
"

250V DC ESS Battery Chargers
l 25V DC Battery Chargers

Per battery charger vendor manuals, the charger will regulate output voltage within
± 0.5% of the desired steady state voltage with± 10% variations of the AC line
voltage, and AC :frequency variations of± 5% (i.e. ± 3Hz). The DG steady state
voltage and frequency variation ranges considered in this analysis remain within the
aforementioned ranges. Therefore, the output from the battery chargers would vary
by less than 0.5%, which is considered negligible with no adverse impact.
4.3.9

Appendix K Analysis
There is no need to account for the impacts of uncertainties in site-specific
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) flow-rates, induced by a S2% reduction
in diesel speed in the LOCA analysis. This conclusion is consistent with NRC
regulations that do not explicitly require an analytical allowance for DG :frequency
uncertainties when using a methodology based on the conservatisms already
specified in 10 CFR 50 Appendix K, and as allowed by 10 CFR 50.46(a)(l)(ii). In
addition, these methodologies used at SSES for LOCA analysis on both units are
conservative and consistent with the NRC's current expectations. Therefore, the
inclusion of such an additional allowance is not needed to assure the health and
safety of the public.
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Susquehanna's position regarding consideration of specific uncertainties due to DG
frequency and the effects on ECCS flow rates (LPCI and Core Spray) are as
follows:
1. The NRC Regulations (e.g., 10 CFR 50, Appendix Kand 10 CFR 50.46)
do not require explicit analytical allowances to account for DG frequency
uncertainties when using a methodology based on the conservatisms
specified in 10 CFR 50 Appendix K, (as allowed by
10 CFR 50.46(a)(l)(ii)), and
2. The methodologies used at SSES are based on 10 CFR 50.46(a)(l)(ii) and
Appendix K requirements. Thus, the methods contain sufficient
conservatism such that inclusion of additional uncertainty allowances to
the methods is not needed to assure the health and safety of the public.
The licensing basis for ECCS evaluations, both generically and specifically for
SSES include:
1973 Issue of 10 CFR 50.46
CLI-73-3 9 (Reference 7 .11) contains the opinion of the Commission in the
Matter ofRulemaking Hearing, Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core
Cooling Systems for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors.
(Reference 7.12 contains the Federal Register Notice.)
The principal licensing requirements for ECCS evaluations are given in
10 CFR 50 Appendix Kand 10 CFR 50.46. These regulations do not require
specific analytical allowances to account for the small uncertainties in DG
frequency or voltage.
Appendix K was issued in 1973 following extensive rulemaking hearings.
During those hearings, interveners argued that the proposed Appendix K was
deficient because it did not account for uncertainties. The Commission
rejected that argument stating that Appendix K provides for adequate margins
because of conservative features in the evaluation models, and the criteria in
Appendix K, including conservative treatment of stored heat, blowdown, rate
of heat generation, and the peak cladding temperature criterion. As a result,
the Commission concluded the following (Reference 7.12):
'The Commission believes that implementation of the new regulations
will ensure an adequate margin ofperformance of the ECCS, should a
design basis LOCA ever occur. This margin is provided by the
conservative features of the evaluation models and by the criteria
themselves. "
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In Reference 7 .11, NRC also stated that:
"The Commission is confident, however, that the criteria and evaluation
models set forth here are more than sufficiently conservative to
compensate for remaining uncertainties in the models or in the data. "

1988 Revision to 10 CFR 50.46
A later addition to 10 CFR 50.46 offered an option to use a best estimate
approach, which would include uncertainties. Currently,
10 CFR 50.46(a)(l)(i) discusses the option of using a realistic approach to
ECCS LOCA analyses. It states, in the case in which a realistic LOCA
methodology is selected, that:
"Except as provided in paragraph (a){l)(ii) of this section, the
evaluation model must include sufficient supporting justification to show
that the analytical technique realistically describes the behavior of the
reactor system during a loss-ofcoolant accident. Comparisons to
applicable experimental data must be made and uncertainties in the
analysis method and inputs must be identified and assessed so that the
uncertainty in the calculated results can be estimated. This uncertainty
must be accounted for, so that, when the calculated ECCS cooling
performance is compared to the criteria set forth in paragraph (b) of
this section, there is a high level ofprobability that the criteria would
not be exceeded."

The 1988 Federal Register entry (Reference 7.13) pertaining to this change to
10 CFR 50.46 to allow the option of a realistic LOCA methodology states the
following:
"... calculations performed using current methods and in accordance
with the current requirements result in estimates of core cooling
performance that are significantly more conservative than estimates
based on the improved knowledge gained from this research. "
"This rule, while continuing to allow the use of current methods and
requirements, also allows the use of more recent information and
knowledge to demonstrate that the ECCS would protect the reactor
during a LOCA. "
"It is now confirmed that the methods specified in Appendix K,
combined with other analysis methods currently in use, are highly
conservative and that the actual cladding temperatures which occur
during a LOCA would be much lower than those calculated using
Appendix K methods.
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10 CPR 50.46(a)(l)(ii) includes the option to use evaluations based on
Appendix K conservative methods:
"Alternatively, an ECCS evaluation model may be developed in
conformance with the required and acceptable features ofAppendix K
ECCS Evaluation Models. "
Thus, the regulations reflect that an evaluation model employing Appendix K
requirements is sufficiently conservative to cover uncertainties such as a DG
frequency uncertainty. Thus, analytical allowances to account for these
uncertainties are not required in conjunction with this proposal.
Site-Specific Methodology
The AREVA methodology (Susquehanna FSAR Chapter 6.3.3) used to
evaluate ECCS performance for the SSES units (Chapter 6.3.3 of the FSAR)
is an NRC approved methodology using Appendix K methods and
conservatisms. The Licensing Basis analyses for the SSES units thus use
conservative Appendix K methods as described in 10 CPR 50.46(a)(l)(ii).
Therefore, based on the discussions provided above, (e.g., on the use of the
1973 issue of 10 CPR 50.46, and the use of the 1988 revision to
10 CPR 50.46), specific analytical allowances to account for DG :frequency
uncertainty are not required by NRC regulations.
Where there may be some concerns regarding the margin available in terms of
calculating peak cladding temperatures (PCT), those concerns may be applicable
when using best-fit LOCA analysis methodology that may apply to some PWRs
units, but not to SSES, nor this proposal. For example, best-fit LOCA analysis for
some PWRs may have removed some conservatism for purposes of optimizing
LOCA analysis and margin to PCT, but this is not an applicable concern for SSES.
Margin remains available in the SSES use of Appendix K analysis where none of
the inherent conservatisms have been further optimized to remove conservatisms.
The AREVA methodology used to evaluate ECCS performance for the SSES units,
(FSAR Chapter 6.3.3) is an NRC approved methodology using 10 CFR 50,
Appendix K methods and conservatisms. Consequently, analyses for SSES units in
this manner use conservative Appendix K methods as described in
10 CPR 50.46(a)(l)(ii). There are no other evaluations that credit this margin for
SSES. The proposed amendments in this request do not seek to change any aspect
of this SSES licensing basis.
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4.3.10 Summary
This analysis evaluated the effects ofDG frequency and voltage variations in the
ranges of 59.3 Hz to 60.5 Hz, and 4000 V to 4400 V, for major equipment fed by
the DGs. Some of the main aspects examined included DG steady state loading,
fuel oil consumption, and lube oil and jacket water systems. Additionally, the
effects of DG frequency and voltage variations on motors, battery chargers, pumps
and MOV performance were also evaluated. Analysis has confirmed through use of
qualitative estimation and dynamic transient simulation how under the worst-case
DBA, the DG loading, when operating within these frequency and voltage ranges,
will not exceed their continuous ratings or fuel oil consumption rates, when
supplying required ESP loads, and non-ESP not manually initiated loads, for
mitigation of the worst case DBA.
When considering all loads (ESP and non-ESP) per FSAR Table 8.3-3, DG E total
loading results remain significantly below rated continuous loading in all cases;
while DG A total loading results in four study cases, (e.g., 4000 V, 60.5 Hz;
4160 V, 60.5 Hz; 4400 V, 59.3 Hz and 4400 V, 60.5 Hz), could slightly exceed (to a
maximum ~2.6%) the DG's continuous rating of 4000 kW. However, several
conservatisms including non-ESP loads manually initiated are not required for the
mitigation of Unit 1 DBA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown, and were explicitly added
to the DG loading in this analysis to yield bounding results. As a result,
approximately 928 kW (23.2% of the DG continuous rating) are conservatively
added to the total loading results and the corresponding 23.2% margin is
substantially greater than the 2.6% above.
By removing non-ESP, the DG loads remain below their respective continuous
rating with adequate margins(~ 9.8% and~ 22.5% for DGs A and E, respectively)
for all steady state voltage and frequency variations within the ranges evaluated.
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5.

REGULATORY SAFETY ANALYSIS

Susquehanna Nuclear, LLC proposes to amend Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES)
Units 1 and 2, Facility Operating Licenses NPF-14 and NPF-22, Appendix A, Technical
Specification 3.8.1, "AC Sources- Operating." The proposed amendments are for changes to
certain technical specification steady state voltage and frequency acceptance criteria for
emergency diesel generator (DG) surveillance testing. Steady state voltage and frequency
acceptance criteria for DG testing are changing to allow for the use of new and more
conservative design analysis. The changes address non-conservative minimum voltage
acceptance criteria for DG steady state operation. The other changes are more generally
associated with the use of the more conservative design analysis in support of having new and
narrowed acceptance criteria for both voltage and frequency limits for DG testing. The new
surveillance requirements help to ensure the availability of the standby electrical power supply to
mitigate design basis accidents and transients, and to maintain the unit in a safe shutdown
condition.
5 .1

APPLICABLE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS/CRITERIA
The proposed changes comply with the following regulations and continue to meet the
intent of the applicable General Design Criteria (GDC).
10 CFR 50.36, "Technical specifications," requires in paragraph 50.36( c)(2)(ii)(C)
Criterion 3 that a technical specification limiting condition for operation be established for
a structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path and which
functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the
failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. The
alternating current electrical power sources (AC Sources - Operating) limiting condition
for operation (LCO 3.8.1) satisfies Criterion 3of10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).
I 0 CFR 50.36, "Technical specifications," requires in paragraph 50.36(c)(3) that technical
specifications include surveillance requirements relating to test, calibration, or inspection to
assure that the necessary quality of systems and components is maintained, that facility
operation will be within safety limits, and that the limiting conditions for operation will be
met. The technical specifications will continue to include surveillance requirements
relating to emergency diesel generator testing to assure the components are maintained,
facility operation will be within safety limits, and the limiting conditions for emergency
diesel generator operation will be met.
The regulatory basis for TS 3.8.l "AC Sources - Operating" is to ensure that highly
reliable, self-contained source of power is supplied to SS Cs important to safety in the event
of a complete loss of off-site power to the associated 4.16 kV bus.
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This ensures the AC electrical power sources are designed to provide sufficient capacity,
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the availability of necessary power to ESF
systems so that the fuel, Reactor Coolant Systems (RCS) and containment design limits are
not exceeded. The operability of the AC electrical power sources is consistent with the
initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the design bases of
the units and supporting safe shutdown of the other unit.
GDC 2, "Design bases for protection against natural phenomena," requires that SS Cs
important to safety shall be designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as
earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, floods, tsunami, and seiches without loss of capability
to perform their safety functions.
GDC 4, "Environmental and dynamic effects design bases," requires that SS Cs important
to safety shall be designed to accommodate the effects of and to be compatible with the
environmental conditions associated with normal operation, maintenance, testing, and
postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant accidents.
GDC 5, "Sharing of structures, systems, and components," requires that SSCs important to
safety shall not be shared among nuclear power units unless it can be shown that such
sharing will not significantly impair their ability to perform their safety functions,
including, in the event of an accident in one unit, an orderly shutdown and cooldown of the
remaining units.
GDC 17, "Electric power systems," requires that an onsite electric power system and an
offsite electric power system shall be provided to permit functioning of SSCs important to
safety. The onsite electric power supplies, including the batteries, and the onsite electric
distribution system, shall have sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to
perform their safety functions assuming a single failure. Provisions shall be included to
minimize the probability oflosing electric power from any of the remaining supplies as a
result of, or coincident with, the loss of power generated by the nuclear power unit, the loss
of power from the transmission network, or the loss of power from the onsite electric
power supplies.
GDC 18, "Inspection and Testing of Electric Power Systems and 10 CFR 50 Appendix B
Criterion XI, "Test Control," both require established programs for assuring that the
Systems Structures and Components (SSC's) are demonstrated operable on a periodic
basis.
GDC 21, "Protection system reliability and testability," requires that the protection system
shall be designed for high functional reliability and in-service testability commensurate
with the safety functions to be performed. Such protection system shall be designed to
permit periodic testing of its functioning when the reactor is in operation, including a
capability to test channels independently to determine failures and losses of redundancy
that may have occurred.
RG 1.9, "Selection, Design, and Qualification ofDiesel-Generator Units Used As Standby
(Onsite) Electrical Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants" specifies the required
minimum frequency during transient, and the minimum steady state frequency requirement.
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DG E complies with RG 1.9, Rev. 2. Frequency and voltage limits and the basis of the
continuous rating of the DG are discussed in the FSAR subsection 8.1.6.1, in the
compliance statement to RG 1.9. This proposed amendment does not alter these regulatory
requirements.
The Class IE electric systems are designed to satisfy the single failure criterion in
accordance with IEEE 379-1972. Class lE equipment has been designed with the
capability for periodic testing.
The proposed changes to increase the minimum steady state voltage and the setting of new
:frequency limits for all DGs will not adversely impact the ability of the DGs to function as
designed and do not impact conformance to the applicable 10 CFR 50 Appendix A,
"General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants." The proposed revisions to the DG
SRs are not in conflict with the 10 CFR 50.36 requirements. The new :frequency limits
established for the DGs remain compliant with existing FSAR design basis that rely upon
RG 1.9 Revision 2, because the values are more conservative than before. Therefore, the
proposed changes are consistent with all applicable regulatory requirements or criteria.
The proposed changes do not violate any requirement or recommended method for assuring
the operability of the DGs and maintaining the plant design and licensing basis.
The proposed changes help verify parameters required in design analysis, already in use, to
stay within the prescribed limits, and independently verifies that the values assumed in the
accident analysis are satisfied. This testing is performed at the stated voltages and
:frequencies to assure continued operability of the DGs.
5.2

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION
The proposed amendment requests changes to certain technical specification steady state
voltage and frequency acceptance criteria for emergency diesel generator (DG) surveillance
testing.
Susquehanna Nuclear, LLC has evaluated whether or not a significant hazards
consideration is involved with the proposed amendment( s) by focusing on the three
standards set forth in 1OCFR50 .92, "Issuance of amendment," as discussed below:
1.

Does the proposed amendment involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated?
Response: No
The proposed amendment would provide more restrictive acceptance criteria for
certain DG technical specification surveillance tests. The proposed acceptance
criteria changes would help to ensure the DGs are capable of carrying the electrical
loading assumed in the safety analyses that take credit for the operation of the DGs,
would not affect the capability of other structures, systems, and components to
perform their design function, and would not increase the likelihood of a malfunction.
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Therefore, the proposed amendment does not significantly increase the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2.

Does the proposed amendment create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?
Response: No.
The proposed changes would provide more restrictive acceptance criteria to be
applied to existing technical specification surveillance tests that demonstrate the
capability of the facility DGs to perform their design function. The proposed
acceptance criteria changes would not create any new failure mechanisms,
malfunctions, or accident initiators not considered in the design and licensing bases.
Therefore, the proposed amendment does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3.

Does the proposed amendment involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?
Response: No
The proposed DG surveillance requirement changes to voltage and frequency test
acceptance criteria are conservative because the minimum steady state voltage
increase and the narrowing of the acceptable steady-state frequency range validates
use of existing design basis analysis for these test acceptance criteria. Both changes
support the use of conservative administrative controls that remain in place, allowing
use of the new test acceptance criteria in test procedures until technical specifications
reflect these new requirements. The conduct of surveillance tests on safety related
plant equipment is a means of assuring that the equipment is capable of maintaining
the margin of safety established in the safety analyses for the facility. The proposed
amendment does not affect DG performance as described in the design basis analyses,
including the capability for the DG to attain and maintain required voltage and
frequency for accepting and supporting plant safety loads, should a DG start signal
occur. The proposed amendment does not introduce changes to limits established in
accident analysis.
Therefore, the proposed amendment does not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety.

Based on the above, Susquehanna Nuclear, LLC concludes that the proposed amendment(s)
present no significant hazards consideration under the standards set forth in
10 CFR 50.92(c), and, accordingly, a finding of"no significant hazards consideration" is
justified.
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5.3

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the
proposed manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the
Commission's regulations, and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be adverse to the
common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

6.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) identifies certain licensing, regulatory, and administrative actions which are
eligible for categorical exclusion from the requirement to perform an environmental assessment.
A proposed amendment to a facility operating license which changes a requirement, or grants an
exemption from any such requirement, with respect to installation or use of a facility component
located within the restricted area, or which changes an inspection or a surveillance requirement
does not require an environment assessment provided that:
(1)
(2)
(3)

the subject amendment involves no significant hazards consideration;
there is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any
effluents that may be released offsite; and
there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation
exposure.

Susquehanna has evaluated the proposed change and determined the subject change meet the
criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). As such, per 10 CFR 5 l .22(b),
an environmental assessment or an environmental impact statement is not required for this
proposed amendment. Following is the basis for this determination, using the aforementioned
criteria.
BASIS:
As demonstrated in the "No Significant Hazards Consideration" evaluation, the proposed
change does not involve a significant hazards consideration.
The proposed amendment does not involve addition or deletion of component in the DG
system or any other SS Cs. Neither normal plant operation parameters nor existing DG
system responses to Design Basis Accidents (DBA) or a combination ofDBA as described
in the FSAR would be adversely affected by the implementation of this proposed change.
Change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be
released offsite, or significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation
exposure would not occur upon the setting of new limits for the DG steady state voltages
and frequencies.
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Units 1and2

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1
3.8

Electrical Power Systems

For Information - No Changes on This Page

ACTIONS (continued)
REQUIRED ACTION

CONDITION

COMPLETION TIME

E. Two or more
required DGs
inoperable.

E.1

Restore at least three required
DGs to OPERABLE status.

2 hours

F. Required Action
and Associated
Completion Time of
Condition A, B, C,
D, or E not met.

F.1

Be in MODE 3.

12 hours

F.2

Be in MODE 4.

36 hours

G.1

Enter LCO 3.0.3.

Immediately

G. One or more offsite
circuits and two or
more required DGs
inoperable.

AND

OR
One required DG
and two offsite
circuits inoperable.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
----------------------------------------------------------NOTE----------------------------------------------------------Four DGs are required and a DG is only considered OPERABLE when the DG is aligned to the
Class 1E distribution system. DG Surveillance Requirements have been modified to integrate
the necessary testing to demonstrate the availability of DG E and ensure its OPERABILITY
when substituted for any other DG. If the DG Surveillance Requirements, as modified by the
associated Notes, are met and performed, DG E can be considered available and OPERABLE
when substituted for any other DG after performance of SR 3.8.1.3 and SR 3.8.1.7.

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.1.1

FREQUENCY

Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated power
availability for each offsite circuit.

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-4

Amendment 178, 214, 266

3.9

Electrical Power Systems

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

For Information - No Changes on This Page

continued

SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.2

Not Used.

SR 3. 8. 1.3

-------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------1. DG loading may include gradual loading as
recommended by the manufacturer.

2. Momentary transients outside the load range do not
invalidate this test.

3. This Surveillance shall be conducted on only one DG
at a time.

4. This SR shall be preceded by and immediately follow,
without shutdown, a successful performance of
SR 3.8.1.7.

5. DG E, when not aligned to the Class 1 E distribution
system, may satisfy this SR using the test facility.

6. A single test will satisfy this Surveillance for both units
if synchronization is to the 4.16 kV ESS bus for Unit 1
for one periodic test and synchronization is to the
4.16 kV ESS bus for Unit 2 for the next periodic test.
However, if it is not possible to perform the test on
Unit 2 or test performance is not required per
SR 3.8.2.1, then the test shall be performed
synchronized to the 4.16 kV ESS bus for Unit 1.

Verify each DG is synchronized and loaded and operates
for 2 60 minutes at a load 2 3600 kW and ~ 4000 kW.

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-5

Amendment ..:J--7g., 266

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1
3.10 Electrical Power Systems
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.4

Verify each engine mounted day tank fuel oil level is 2 420
gallons for DG A-D and 2 425 gallons for DG E.

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

SR 3 .8.1.5

Check for and remove accumulated water from each
engine mounted day tank.

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

SR 3.8.1.6

Verify the fuel oil transfer system operates to automatically
transfer fuel oil from the storage tanks to each eng ine
mounted tank.

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

SR 3.8. 1 .7

-------------------------------N 0 TES----------------------------------1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine prelube
period.
2. A single test at the specified Frequency will satisfy this
Surveillance for both units.
Verify each DG starts from standby condition and
achieves, in ~ 1O seconds, voltage 2 3793 V and
frequency 2 58.8, and after steady state conditions are
reached, maintains voltage 2 3793 4000 V and ~ 4400 V
and frequency 2 ag.,.g59.3 Hz and ~ &:k260.5 Hz.

SR 3.8. 1.8

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

-------------------------------N 0 TE------------------------------------Th e automatic transfer of the unit power supply shall not
be performed in MODE 1 or 2.
Verify automatic and manual transfer of unit power supply
from the normal offsite circuit to the alternate offsite circuit.

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-6

Amendment 4-Sa, 2~...

I

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1
3.1 1 Electrical Power Systems
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8. 1.9

-------------------------------N 0 TE------------------------------------A single test at the specified Frequency will satisfy this
Surveillance for both units.

Verify each DG rejects a load greater than or equal to its
associated single largest post-accident load, and:

a. Following load rejection, the frequency

is~

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

64.5 Hz;

b. Within 4.5 seconds following load rejection, the voltage
is ~ 3760 V and ~ 4560 V, and after steady state
conditions are reached, maintains voltage
~ 3793 4000 V and~ 4400 V; and
c. Within 6 seconds following load rejection, the
frequency is~ ag..,.g59.3 Hz and ~ ~60.5 Hz.

SR 3.8.1. 10

------------------------------NOTES-----------------------------------A single test at the specified Frequency. will satisfy this
Surveillance for both units.

Verify each DG does not trip and voltage is maintained
~ 4560 V during and following a load rejection of
~ 4000 kW .

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-7

Amendment~. ~

I

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1

3.12 Electrical Power Systems
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

continued

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.11

FREQUENCY

-------------------------------NOTES----------------------------------1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine prelube
period.
2. This SR shall be performed for each DG on a rotational
test basis and for each 4.16 kV ESS bus at the
specified FREQUENCY.
3. This Surveillance shall not be performed in MODE 1, 2
or 3.

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of offsite power
signal:

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

a. De-energization of 4.16 kV ESS buses;
b. Load shedding from 4.16 kV ESS buses; and
c. DG auto-starts from standby condition and :
1. energizes permanently connected loads in
s 10 seconds ,
2. energizes auto-connected shutdown loads through
individual load timers,
3. maintains steady state voltage ; :=: 3793 4000 V and
s 4400 V,
4. maintains steady state frequency ; :=: ~59.3 Hz
and s e-:J...:-260.5 Hz, and
5. supplies permanently connected loads for
; :=: 5 minutes.
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-8

Amendment ++&,

zaSJ. I

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1
3.13 Electrical Power Systems
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

continued

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.12

FREQUENCY

------------------------------NOTES-----------------------------------1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine prelube
period.
2. DG E, when not aligned to the Class 1E distribution
system, may satisfy this SR for both units by
performance of SR 3.8.1.12.a, band c using the test
facility to simulate a 4.16 kV ESS bus. SR 3.8.1.12.d
and e may be satisfied with either the normally aligned
DG or DG E aligned to the Class 1E distribution
system .

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program
Verify, on an actual or simulated Emergency Core Cooling
System (ECCS) initiation signal, each DG auto-starts from
standby condition and:
a.

In ::; 10 seconds after auto-start achieves voltage
2 3793 V, and after steady state conditions are
reached , maintains voltage 2 3793 4000 V and

::; 4400 V;
b. In ::; 10 seconds after auto-start achieves frequency
2 58.8 Hz, and after steady state conditions are
reached, maintains frequency 2 a&,859.3 Hz and
::; &h260.5 Hz;
c.

Operates for 2 5 minutes;

d. Permanently connected loads remain energized from
the offsite power system; and
e. Emergency loads are energized or auto-connected
through the individual load timers from the offsite
power system.
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-9

Amendment .:;.+g, 2~

I

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1
3.14 Electrical Power Systems

For Information-No Changes on This Page

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued
SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.13

FREQUENCY

------------------------------NOTES-----------------------------------1. A single test at the specified Frequency will satisfy this
Surveillance for both units.
2. DG E, when not aligned to the Class 1E distribution
system, may satisfy this SR for both units by using a
simulated ECCS initiation signal.

Verify each DG's automatic trips are bypassed on actual or
simulated loss of voltage signal on the 4.16 kV ESS bus
concurrent with an actual or simulated ECCS initiation
signal except:

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

a. Engine overspeed; and
b. Generator differential current; and
c. Low lube oil pressure.
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-10

Amendment -+m, 266

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1
3.15 Electrical Power Systems
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

For Information - No Changes on This Page
continued

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1 . 14

FREQUENCY

------------------------------N 0 TES-----------------------------------1. Momentary transients outside the load ranges do not
invalidate this test.

2. A single test at the specified Frequency will satisfy this
Surveillance for both units.
3.

DG E, when not aligned to the Class 1E distribution
system may satisfy this SR by using the test facility.

Verify each DG operates

a.

for ~

24 hours:

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

For ~ 2 hours loaded ~ 4400 kW and s 4700 kW for
DGs A through D and ~ 5000 kW and s 5500 kW for
DG E; and

b. For the remaining hours of the test loaded ~ 3600 kW
and s 4000 kW for DGs A through D and ~ 4500 kW
and s 5000 kW for DG E.
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-11

Amendment .q.+g, 266

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1
3.16 Electrical Power Systems
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

continued

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.15

FREQUENCY

------------------------------NOTES-----------------------------------1. This Surveillance shall be performed within 5 minutes
of shutting down the DG after the DG has operated
2 2 hours loaded 2 3800 kW.
Momentary transients outside of load range do not
invalidate this test.
2. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine prelube
period.
3. A single test at the specified Frequency will satisfy this
Surveillance for both units.

Verify each DG starts and achieves, in ~ 10 seconds,
voltage 2 3793 V and frequency 2 58.8 and after steady
state conditions are reached , maintains voltage 2 ~
4000 V and ~ 4400 V and frequency 2 ag.,g59_3 Hz and
~ e-h2-60.5 Hz.

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-12

Amendment 4-78, 20(

I

AC Sources - Operating
. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3.8.1
3.17 Electrical Power Systems
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

For Information - No Changes on This Page
continued

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3 .8 .1 . 16

FREQUENCY

------------------------------N 0 TES-----------------------------------Th is SR shall be performed for each DG on a rotational
test basis and for each 4 .16 kV ESS bus at the specified
FREQUENCY.

Verify each DG:

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

a. Synchronizes with offsite power source while loaded
with emergency loads upon a simulated restoration of
offsite power;
b. Transfers loads to offsite power source; and
c. Returns to ready-to-load operation.
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-13

Amendment .:t-78, 266

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1
3.18 Electrical Power Systems
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

For Information-No Changes on This Page
continued

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3. 8. 1 .17

FREQUENCY

------------------------------N 0 TES-----------------------------------Th is SR shall be performed for each DG on a rotational
test basis and for each 4.16 kV ESS bus at the specified
FREQUENCY.

Verify with a DG operating in test mode and connected to
its bus, an actual or simulated ECCS initiation signal
overrides the test mode by:

a.

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

Returning DG to ready-to-load operation; and

b. Automatically energizing the emergency load from
offsite power.

SR 3.8.1 .18

------------------------------NOTE-------------------------------------Load timers associated with equipment that has automatic
initiation capability disabled are not required to be
OPERABLE.

Verify each sequenced load is within required limits of the
design interval.

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-14

Amendment 4-78, 266

AC Sources - Operating
3.8 .1
3.19 Electrical Power Systems

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

continued

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.1.19

FREQUENCY

------------------------------NOTES-----------------------------------1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine prelube
period.

2. This SR shall be performed for each DG on a rotational
test basis and for each 4.16 kV ESS bus at the
specified FREQUENCY.
3. This Surveillance shall not be performed in MODE 1, 2
or 3.

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of offsite power
signal in .conjunction with an actual or simulated ECCS
initiation signal:

a.

De-energization of 4.16 kV ESS buses ;

b.

Load shedding from emergency buses ; and

c.

DG auto-starts from standby condition and:

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

1. energizes permanently connected loads in
~ 10 seconds,

2. energizes auto-connected emergency loads
through individual load timers,
3 . achieves steady state voltage 2 3793 4000 V and
~ 4400 V ,
4.

achieves steady state frequency 2 ag..,.gs9.3 Hz and
~ ~60.5 Hz, and

5. supplies permanently connected and
auto-connected emergency loads for 2 5 minutes .
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-15

Amendment .:J-7.g,

zOO:. I

AC Sources - Operating
3.8.1
3.20 Electrical Power Systems
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued
SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8. 1 .2 0

FREQUENCY

------------------------------N 0 TES-----------------------------------1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine prelube
period.

2. This SR does not have to be performed with DG E
substituted for any DG .

Verify, when started simultaneously from standby
condition, each DG achieves, in ~ 1O seconds , voltage
2 3793 V and frequency 2 58.8 and after steady state
conditions are reached, maintains voltage 2 3793 4000 V
and~ 4400 V and frequency 2 e&:-859.3 Hz and
~ &4-:-260.5 Hz.

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1

TS I 3.8-16

In accordance with
the Surveillance
Frequency Control
Program

Amendment 4-78,

~J.

I

AC Sources-Operating
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3.8.1

For Information-No Changes on This Page
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
----------------------------------------------------------NOTES--------------------------------------------------------1. Four DGs are required and a DG is only considered OPERABLE when the DG is aligned
to the Class 1E distribution system. DG Surveillance Requirements have been modified
to integrate the necessary testing to demonstrate the availability of DG E and ensure its
OPERABILITY when substituted for any other DG. If the DG Surveillance Requirements, as
modified by the associated Notes, are met and performed, DG E can be considered
available and OPERABLE when substituted for any other DG after performance of
SR 3.8.1.3 and SR 3.8.1.7.
2. SR 3.8.1 .21 establishes Surveillance Requirements for the Unit 1 AC sources required to
support Unit 2.

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.1.1

Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated
power availability for each offsite ci rcuit.

SR 3.8.1.2

Not Used.

FREQUENCY
In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 2

TS I 3.8-6

Amendment -ta-4-, 24 7

For Information-No Changes on This Page
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

continued

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8 .1.3

AC Sources-Operating
3.8 .1

FREQUENCY

--------------------------NOTES---------------------------1. DG loading may include gradual loading as
recommended by the manufacturer.
2.

Momentary transients outside the load range
do not invalidate this test.

3.

This Surveillance shall be conducted on only
one DG at a time.

4.

This SR shall be preceded by and
immediately follow, without shutdown , a
successful performance of SR 3.8 .1. 7.

5.

DG E, when not aligned to the Class 1 E
distribution system , may satisfy this SR
using the test facility.

6.

A single test will satisfy this Surveillance for
both units if synchronization is to the 4.16 kV
ESS bus for Unit 2 for one periodic test and
synchronization is to the 4.16 kV ESS bus
for Unit 1 for the next periodic test.
However, if it is not possible to perform the
test on Unit 1 or test performance is not
required per SR 3.8 .2.1 , then the test shall
be performed synchronized to the 4.16 kV
ESS bus for Unit 2.

Verify each DG is synchronized and loaded and
operates for 2'. 60 m inutes at a load 2'. 3600 kW
and ~ 4000 kW.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program
(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 2

TS I 3.8-7

Amendment .:t-M, 24 7

AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)
SURVEILLANCE

FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.4

Verify each engine mounted day tank fuel oil
level is 2: 420 gallons for DG A-D and 2: 425
gallons for DG E.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

SR 3.8.1.5

Check for and remove accumulated water from
each engine mounted day tank.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

SR 3.8.1 .6

Verify the fuel oil transfer system operates to
automatically transfer fuel oil from the storage
tanks to each engine mounted tank.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

SR 3.8.1. 7

--------------------------NOTES--------------------------1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.

2. A single test at the specified Frequency will
satisfy this Surveillance for both units.

Verify each DG starts from standby condition
and achieves, in ~ 10 seconds, voltage 2: 3793 V
and frequency 2: 58.8, and after steady state
conditions are reached, maintains voltage
2: 3793 4000 V and ~ 4400 V and frequency
2: ~59.3 Hz and ~ ~60.5 Hz.

SR 3.8.1.8

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

----------------------------N 0 TE---------------------------T he automatic transfer of unit power supply shall
not be performed in MODE 1 or 2.

Verify automatic and manual transfer of unit
power supply from the normal offsite circuit to the
alternate offsite circuit.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

continued

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3. 8. 1 .9

FREQUENCY

----------------------------N 0 TE---------------------------A single test at the specified Frequency will
satisfy this Surveillance for both units.
Verify each DG rejects a load greater than or
equal to its associated single largest postaccident load, and:
a.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

Following load rejection, the frequency is
s 64.5 Hz;

b. Within 4.5 seconds following load rejection,
the voltage is ? 3760 V and s 4560 V, and
after steady state conditions are reached,
maintains voltage? 3793 4000 V and
s 4400 V; and
c.

SR 3.8.1.10

Within 6 seconds following load rejection, the
frequency is ? a8-,g59.3 Hz and
s ~60.5 Hz.

---------------------------NOTE----------------------------A single test at the specified Frequency will
satisfy this Surveillance for both units.

Verify each DG does not trip and voltage is
maintained s 4560 V during and following a load
rejection of? 4000 kW.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program
(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

continued

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.1.11

FREQUENCY

----------------------------NOTES-------------------------1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period .

2. This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2 or 3.

3. This SR shall be performed for each DG on a
rotational test basis and for each 4.16 kV
ESS bus at the specified FREQUENCY.

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of offsite
power signal:
a.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

De-energization of 4.16 kV ESS buses;

b. Load shedding from 4.16 kV ESS buses ; and
c. DG auto-starts from standby condition and:
1. energizes permanently connected loads in
~ 10 seconds ,
2 . energizes auto-connected shutdown loads
through individual load timers,
3. maintains steady state voltage
;::: 3793 4000 V and~ 4400 V,

4 . maintains steady state frequency
;::: ~59 . 3 Hz and

~

e+.-260.5 Hz, and

5 . supplies permanently connected loads for
;::: 5 minutes.
(continued)
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Amendment 4-M,
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.1.12

FREQUENCY

---------------------------NOTES--------------------------1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.
2. DG E, when not aligned to the Class 1E
distribution system , may satisfy this SR for
both units by performance of SR 3.8.1.12.a,
b and c using the test facility to simulate a
4.16 kV ESS bus. SR 3.8.1.12.d and e may
be satisfied with either the normally aligned
DG or DG E aligned to the Class 1E
distribution system .

Verify, on an actual or simulated Emergency
Core Cooling System (ECCS) initiation signal,
each DG auto-starts from standby condition and:

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

a. In :::;; 10 seconds after auto-start achieves
voltage ~ 3793 V, and after steady state
conditions are reached , maintains voltage
~ 3793 4000 V and :::;; 4400 V;
b. In :::;; 10 seconds after auto-start achieves
frequency ~ 58.8 Hz, and after steady state
conditions are reached , maintains frequency
~ filh359.3 Hz and :::;; ~60.5 Hz;
c.

Operates

for ~

5 minutes;

d. Permanently connected loads remain
energized from the offsite power system ; and
e. Emergency loads are energized or
auto-connected through the individual load
timers from the offsite power system .
(continued)
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Amendment 4-&1-,
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For Information - No Changes on This Page

AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.1 .13

FREQUENCY

---------------------------NOTES--------------------------1. A single test at the specified Frequency will
satisfy this Surveillance for both units.
2. DG E when not aligned to the Class 1E
distribution system may satisfy this SR by
using a simulated ECCS initiation signal.

Verify each DG's automatic trips are bypassed on
actual or simulated loss of voltage signal on the
4.16 kV ESS bus concurrent with an actual or
simulated ECCS initiation signal except:

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

a. Engine overspeed; and
b. Generator differential current; and
c.

Low lube oil pressure.
(continued)
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - AC Sources-Operating
For Information-No Changes on This Page
3.8.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

continued
FREQUENCY

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.1.14 ---------------------------NOTES--------------------------1. Momentary transients outside the load ranges
do not invalidate this test.
2. A single test at the specified Frequency will
satisfy this Surveillance for both units.
3. DG E when not aligned to the Class 1E
distribution system may satisfy this SR using
the test facility.

Verify each DG operates

a.

for ~

24 hours:

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

For ~

~
~

2 hours loaded ~ 4400 kW and
4700 kW for DGs A through D and
5000 kW and ~ 5500 kW for DG E; and

b. For the remaining hours of the test loaded
~ 3600 kW and ~ 4000 kW for DGs
A through D and ~ 4500 kW and ~ 5000 kW
for DG E.
(continued)
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Amendment ..'.J....9.4-, 24 7

AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

continued

SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.1.15

FREQUENCY

---------------------------NOTES--------------------------1. This Surveillance shall be performed within
5 minutes of shutting down the DG after the
DG has operated ~ 2 hours loaded
~ 3800 kW.
Momentary transients outside of load range
do not invalidate this test.

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.
3. A single test at the specified Frequency will
satisfy this Surveillance for both units.

Verify each DG starts and achieves, in
~ 10 seconds , voltage ~ 3793 V and frequency
~ 58.8 and after steady state conditions are
reached , maintains voltage ~ 3793 4000 V and
~ 4400 V and frequency ~ ~59 . 3 Hz and
~ ~60.5 Hz.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

(continued )
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.1 .16

FREQUENCY

---------------------------NOTE----------------------------This SR shall be performed for each DG on a
rotational basis and for each 4.16 kV ESS bus at
the specified FREQUENCY.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

Verify each DG:

a. Synchronizes with offsite power source while
loaded with emergency loads upon a
simulated restoration of offsite power;
b. Transfers loads to offsite power source; and
c. Returns to ready-to-load operation .
(continued)
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For Information-No Changes on This Page

AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.1 .17

FREQUENCY

---------------------------NOTES--------------------------This SR shall be performed for each DG on a
rotational basis and for each 4.16 kV ESS bus at
the specified FREQUENCY.
Verify with a DG operating in test mode and
connected to its bus, an actual or simulated
ECCS initiation signal overrides the test mode by:

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

a. Returning DG to ready-to-load operation; and
b. Automatically energizing the emergency load
from offsite power.

SR 3.8.1.18

----------------------------NOTE---------------------------Load timers associated with equipment that has
automatic initiation capability disabled are not
required to be OPERABLE.

Verify each sequenced load is within required
limits of the design interval.

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8.1 .19

FREQUENCY

---------------------------NOTES--------------------------1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period .
2. This SR shall be performed for each DG on
a rotational test basis and for each 4.16 kV
ESS bus at the specified FREQUENCY.
3. This Surveillance shall not be performed in
MODE 1, 2 or 3.

Verify on an actual or simulated loss of offsite
power"signal in conjunction with an actual or
simulated ECCS initiation signal:

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

a. De-energization of 4.16 kV ESS buses;
b. Load shedding from emergency buses; and
c.

DG auto-starts from standby condition and:
1. energizes permanently connected loads
in ~ 1O seconds,
2. energ izes auto-connected emergency
loads through individual load timers ,
3. achieves steady state voltage
? 3793 4000 V
and ~ 4400 V,
4 . achieves steady state frequency
? ~59.3 Hz and ~ ~60.5 Hz, and
5. supplies permanently connected and
auto-connected emergency loads for
? 5 minutes.
(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS continued
SURVEILLANCE
SR 3.8. 1 .20

FREQUENCY

-----------------------------N 0 TES-----------------------------1. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine
prelube period.

2. This SR must be met, but does not have to be
performed with DG E substituted for any DG.

Verify, when started simultaneously from standby
condition , each DG achieves, in ::;; 1O seconds ,
voltage ~ 3793 V and frequency ~ 58.8 and after
steady state conditions are reached , maintains
voltage ~ 3793 4000 V and ::;; 4400 V and
frequency~ .a&,g59.3 Hz and ::;; ~60.5 Hz.

SR 3. 8. 1.21

In accordance with the
Surveillance Frequency
Control Program

--------------------------N 0 TE-----------------------------W hen Unit 1 is in MODE 4 or 5, or moving
irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary
containment, the Note to Unit 1 SR 3.8.2.1 is
applicable.
For required Unit 1 AC sources, the following
SRs of Unit 1 Specification 3.8.1 are applicable:
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

3.8.1 .1;
3.8 .1.3;
3.8.1.4;
3.8.1.5;
3.8.1.6;
3.8 .1.7;
3.8.1.9;

In accordance with
applicable SRs

SR 3.8.1.10;
SR 3.8.1.11;
SR 3.8.1 .14;
SR 3.8 .1.15;
SR 3.8.1.16;
SR 3.8.1.18;
SR 3.8.1.19;
and

SR 3.8.1.8 (when more than one Unit 1 offsite
circuit is required)
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Attachment 2 to PLA-7471
Technical Specification Bases Changes (Mark-Ups)
Units 1and2
(For Information Only)

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1
BASES

ACTIONS
(continued)
Condition G corresponds to a level of degradation in wh ich all
redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been lost. At this
severely degraded level, any further losses in the AC electrical power
system will cause a loss of function. Therefore, no additional time is
justified for continued operation. The unit is required by LCO 3.0.3 to
commence a controlled shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The AC sources are designed to permit inspection and testing of all
important areas and features , especially those that have a standby
function , in accordance with 1O CFR 50, GDC 18 (Ref. 9). Periodic
component tests are supplemented by extensive functional tests during
refueling outages (under simulated accident conditions). The SRs for
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the DGs are in accordance with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), and Regulatory
Guide 1.137 (Ref. 11 ), as addressed in the FSAR.
The Safety Analysis for Unit 2 assumes the OPERABILITY of some
equipment that receives power from Unit 1 AC Sources . Therefore,
Surveillance requirements are established for the Unit 1 onsite Class 1 E
AC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required to support Unit 2
by LCO 3.8.7, Distribution Systems-Operating. The Unit 1 SRs
required to support Unit 2 are identified in the Unit 2 Technical
Specifications.
Where the SRs discussed herein specify voltage and frequency
tolerances. the following summary is applicable. The minimum
steady state output voltage of 4000 V represents the value that will
allow the degraded voltage relays to reset after actuation . This
value is based on the upper value of the degraded voltage relay
reset voltage of 3938 V, representing 94.68% of 4160 V, plus the
worst-case voltage drop from the DG to an associated 4.16 kV
switchgear bus. The specified maximum steady state output
voltage of 4400 V is equal to the maximum operating voltage
specified for 4000 V. It ensures that for a lightly loaded distribution
system. the voltage at the terminals of 4000 V motors is no more
than the maximum rated operating voltages.

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1

TS I B 3.8-15

AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1
BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

The minimum steady state output voltage of 3793 V is the value
assumed in tho degraded voltage analysis and is approximately 90% of
the nominal 4160 V output voltage. This value allows for voltage drop to
the terminals of 4000 V motors ·.vhose minimum operating voltage is
specified as 90% or 3600 V. It also allows for voltage drops to motors
and other equipment down through the 120 V level where minimum
operating voltage is also usually specified as 90% of nameplate rating.
The specified maximum steady state output voltage of 4400 Vis equal to
tAe The minimum frequency value is derived from the recommendations
found in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). The allowable steady state
frequency for all DGs is 60 Hz+/- 2%. DG E is also required to maintain
a frequency of not less than 57 Hz during transient conditions. To
provide additional margin for DG E to meet the 57 Hz criteria. the 2%
margin allowed for steady state frequency is further reduced to 1%, or
0.6 Hz. This value, added to the tolerance allowed for the DG's
electronic governor (0.1 Hz) provides the 59.3 Hz minimum frequency
value applicable for all DGs.
The maximum frequency is derived from analysis based on an iterative
approach using voltage and frequency variations of the DG to determine
the maximum continuous loading on the DG such that the DG loading
does not exceed its continuous rating and still performs its design
function. Through a qualitative estimation and a dynamic transient
simulation, the maximum frequency meeting the iterative approach is
60.5 Hz.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating
B 3.8.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

maximum operating voltage specified for 4000 V motors. It ensures that
for a lightly loaded distribution system, the voltage at the terminals of
4000 V motors is no more than the maximum rated operating voltages.
The specified minimum and maximum frequencies of the DG are 58.8 Hz
and 61.2 Hz, respectively. These values are equal to+ 2% of the 60 Hz
nominal frequency and are deri 1ed from the recommendations found in
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). The lower frequency limit is necessary to
support the LOG/\ analysis assumptions for low pressure EGGS pump
flow rates. (Reference 12)
1

The Surveillance Table has been modified by a Note, to clarify the testing
requirements associated with DG E. The Note is necessary to define the
intent of the Surveillance Requirements associated with the integration of
DG E. Specifically, the Note defines that a DG is only considered
OPERABLE and required when it is aligned to the Class 1E distribution
system. For example, if DG A does not meet the requirements of a
specific SR, but DG E is substituted for DG A and aligned to the Class 1E
distribution system, DG Eis required to be OPERABLE to satisfy the
LCO requirement of 4 DGs and DG A is not required to be OPERABLE
because it is not aligned to the Class 1E distribution system. This is
acceptable because only 4 DGs are assumed in the event analysis.
Furthermore, the Note identifies when the Surveillance Requirements , as
modified by SR Notes, have been met and performed, DG E can be
substituted for any other DG and declared OPERABLE after performance
of two SRs, which verify switch alignment. This is acceptable because
the testing regimen defined in the Surveillance Requirement Table
ensures DG Eis fully capable of performing all DG requirements .
SR 3.8.1.1
This SR ensures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC electrical
power supply to the onsite distribution network and availability of offsite
AC electrical power. The breaker alignment verifies that each breaker is
in its correct position to ensure that distribution buses and loads are
connected to an Operable offsite power source and that appropriate
independence of offsite circuits is maintained. The Surveillance
Frequency is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control
Program .

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1
BASES
F.1 and F.2

ACTIONS

(continued)

reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required plant
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems .

Condition G corresponds to a level of degradation in which all
redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been lost. At this
severely degraded level, any further losses in the AC electrical power
system will cause a loss of function . Therefore, no additional time is
justified for continued operation . The unit is required by LCO 3.0.3 to
commence a controlled shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

The AC sources are designed to permit inspection and testing of all
important areas and features, especially those that have a standby
function, in accordance with 10 CFR 50, GDC 18 (Ref. 9). Periodic
component tests are supplemented by extensive functional tests during
refueling outages (under simulated accident conditions) . The SRs for
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the DGs are in accordance with the
recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3), and Regulatory
Guide 1.137 (Ref. 11 ), as addressed in the FSAR.
The Safety Analysis for Unit 2 assumes the OPERABILITY of some
equipment that receives power from Unit 1 AC Sources . Therefore,
Surveillance requirements are established for the Unit 1 onsite Class 1 E
AC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required to support Unit 2
by LCO 3.8.7, Distribution Systems-Operating . As Noted at the
beginning of the SRs, SR 3.8.1 .1 through SR 3.8.1 .20 are applicable to
the Unit 2 AC sources and SR 3.8.1.21 is applicable to the Unit 1 AC
sources.
VI/here the SRs discussed herein specify voltage and frequency
tolerances, the following summary is applicable. The minimum steady
state output voltage of 3793 V is the value assumed in the degraded
voltage analysis and is approximately 90% of the nominal 4160 V output
1oltage. This value allows for voltage drop to the terminals of

1

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

Where the SRs discussed herein specify voltage and frequency
tolerances. the following summary is applicable. The minimum steady
state output voltage of 4000 V represents the value that will allow the
degraded voltage relays to reset after actuation. This value is based on
the upper value of the degraded voltage relay reset voltage of 3938 V.
representing 94.68 % of 4160 V, plus the worst-case voltage drop from
the DG to an associated 4.16 kV switchgear bus. The specified
maximum steady state output voltage of 4400 V is equal to the maximum
operating voltage specified for 4000 V. It ensures that for a lightly loaded
distribution system. the voltage at the terminals of 4000 V motors is no
more than the maximum rated operating voltages.
The minimum frequency value is derived from the recommendations
found in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3). The allowable steady state
frequency for all DGs is 60 Hz +/- 2%. DG E is also required to maintain
a frequency of not less than 57 Hz during transient conditions. To
provide additional margin for DG E to meet the 57 Hz criteria, the 2%
margin allowed for steady state frequency is further reduced to 1%. or
0.6 Hz. This value. added to the tolerance allowed for the DG's
electronic governor (0.1 Hz) provides the 59.3 Hz minimum frequency
value applicable for all DGs.
The maximum frequency is derived from analysis based on an iterative
approach using voltage and frequency variations of the DG to determine
the maximum continuous loading on the DG such that the DG loading
does not exceed its continuous rating and still performs its design
function . Through a qualitative estimation and a dynamic transient
simulation. the maximum frequency meeting the iterative approach is
60.5 Hz.

(continued)
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AC Sources-Operating
B 3.8.1
BASES
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

4000 V motors whose minimum operating voltage is specified as 90% or
3600 V. It also allows for voltage drops to motors and other equipment
down through the 120 V level where minimum operating voltage is also
usually specified as 90% of name plate rating. The specified maximum
steady state output voltage of 4400 Vis equal to the maximum operating
voltage specified for 4000 V motors. It ensures that for a lightly loaded
distribution system , the voltage at the terminals of 4000 V motors is no
more than the maximum rated operating voltages. The specified
minimum and maximum frequencies of the DG are 58.8 Hz and 61.2 Hz,
respectively. These values are equal to + 2% of the 60 Hz nominal
frequency and are derived from the recommendations found in
Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3) . The lower Frequency Limit is necessary
to support the LOG/\ analysis assumptions for low pressure EGGS pump
flo•N rates. (Reference 12)
The Surveillance Table has been modified by a Note, to clarify the testing
requirements associated with DG E. The Note is necessary to define the
intent of the Surveillance Requirements associated with the integration of
DG E. Specifically, the Note defines that a DG is only considered
OPERABLE and required when it is aligned to the Class 1E distribution
system . For example, if DG A does not meet the requirements of a
specific SR, but DG E is substituted for DG A and aligned to the Class 1E
distribution system , DG Eis required to be OPERABLE to satisfy the
LCO requirement of 4 DGs and DG A is not required to be OPERABLE
because it is not aligned to the Class 1E distribution system. This is
acceptable because only 4 DGs are assumed in the event analysis.
Furthermore, the Note identifies when the Surveillance Requirements , as
modified by SR Notes, have been met and performed , DG E can be
substituted for any other DG and declared OPERABLE after performance
of two SRs which verify switch alignment. This is acceptable because
the testing regimen defined in the Surveillance Requirement Table
ensures DG E is fully capable of performing all DG requirements.
SR 3.8.1.1
This SR ensures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC
electrical power supply to the onsite distribution network and
availability of offsite AC electrical power. The breaker alignment
verifies that each breaker is in its

(continued)
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Section 3-1 of Attachment 3
PLA-7471
DG Steady State Output Voltage for Surveillance Tests
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Excerpts of Calculation EC-024-1031
(15 pages follow)

Page 1b

TECHNICAL CHANGE SUMMARY PAGE
NEPM-QA~0221-5

Calculation: Number:

EC·024·1031

Revision No.

1

This form shall be used to (1) record the Technical Scope of the revision and (2) record the
scope of verification if the calculation was verified; It should not be more than one page. Ifs
purpose is to provide summary information to the reviewer, verifier, approver, and acceptor
about the technical purpose of the change. For non-technical revisions, state the purpose or
reason for the revision.

Scope of Revision:
Revised the calculation to provide the design bases for the steady state voltage limits used in the
surveillances for the Diesel Generators.

Scope of Verification (If verification applies):
The scope of verification is limited to the changes made by this revision only.

FORM NEPM-QA-0221-5, Revision 0, Page 1of1, ELECTRONIC FORM

EC-024-1031
Page 2

1.0

Purpose

The purpose of this calculation is to determine the minimum and maximum Diesel
Generator (DG) steady state output voltages for use in the DG surveillances as
delineated in the Unit 1 & 2 Technical Specifications (TS) surveillance requirements in
section 3.8.1.

Acceptance criteria
The minimum DG steady state output voltage used in the applicable surveillances
should be above the minimum required steady state equipment voltages and above the
degraded voltage relay (DVR) reset voltage for the 4.16 kV Engineered Safeguard
System (ESS) Buses.
The maximum DG steady state output voltage used in the applicable surveillances
should not exceed the maximum steady state equipment voltage.

2.0

Conclusions

A minimum steady state value of 4000 VAC and a maximum steady state value of 4400
VAC meets the acceptance criteria and is the acceptable limits for use in the DG
surveillance procedures.
The Diesel Generators are designed to operate under two modes of operation,
emergency or test mode.
In the emergency mode for the DG, the Static Exciter Voltage Regulator (SEVR)
maintains a constant generator output voltage at a nominal 4250 volts that is controlled
through the diesel's Power Driven Potentiometer PDP-4 (with a range from 4150 to 4350
volts). If the measured generator output voltage is different from the nominal setpoint of
4250 volts, the regulator will respond by varying the field current to correct the voltage to
4250 volts. The only time voltage is manually adjusted in the emergency mode is if the
key locked bypass switch (43SYN) is used. The purpose of the 43SYN switch is to allow
manual adjustment of the voltage for synchronization with offsite sources.
When the DG is operating in the test mode, the operator has the ability to manually
adjust the voltage output of the DG. This occurs as part of the synchronizing process to
effectively match the output voltage of the DG with the voltage of the offsite source for
parallel operation. Once the DG is connected to the grid, the SEVR will allow the
voltage of the DG to follow (swing) with the established voltage of the grid. This allows
the DG to share loads with other p~ralleled generators on the grid .. The grid voltage is
tightly controlled by the regional transmission authority (PJM) and is very stable. If, at
any time, the grid begins to behave erratically, manual disconnection of the DGs from
the grid will occur. In the event of an emergent mode initiation of the DG, the DG will
automatically disconnect from the grid and the output voltage of the DG will be adjusted
to a voltage determined by the PDP-4 setpoint (nominal 4250 volts) and be regulated
thru the SEVR.

'
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EC-024-1031
· Page 3
As such, the minimum voltage limit of 4000 volts, as well as the maximum voltage limit of
4400 volts will be maintained by the Diesels Generators.

3.0

~

Inputs

3.1 Upper value of degraded grid relay reset voltage 3938.8 volts per EC-0041031.
3.2 DG A-D continuous rating 4000 !<JN at 0.8pf per FSAR.
3.3 DG-E continuous rating 5000 l<Jll/ at 0.8pf per FSAR.
3.4 Cable impedances from PPL ETAP library etaplib5.lib at 90 degrees C. The
library values are from EC-004-1034 with temperature correction to 90
degrees C.
3.5 Deleted
3.6 For the purposes of this calculation, due to the conservatisms of this
calculation and the balanced nature of a large percentage of the DG loads, it is
reasonable to consider the DG to have balanced loads

4.0

Method

4.1

Method Overview for Maximum Voltage

The method used in determining the maximum steady state output voltage is derived
from the lowest value of the maximum operating voltage of equipment connected to the
4 kV ESS buses. With the exception of the ESS transformers, all loads from the 4 kV
buses are motor loads. The rated (terminal) voltage of the motors is 4000 volts. Per
NEMA MG-1 standard, motors are designed with a 10% tolerance for voltage above and
below the rated value. This equates to a maximum steady state voltage of 4400 volts.
The selection of this value, 4400 volts, also ensures that under a lightly loaded
distribution system, the voltage specified at the terminals of the 4000 volt motors will not
be more than the maximum rated operating voltage of 4400 volts.

4.2

I

Method Overview for Minimum Voltage

The minimum steady state voltage for the DGs was established based on the operation
of the degraded grid voltages. SSES utilizes multiple levels of undervoltage relays (four
in total) to detect degradation of the AC voltage on the 4.16 kV ESS buses. Two of the
four relays, 2781 and 2782, are used to detect a sustained degraded voltage condition
on the 4.16 kV bus and are identified as the degraded voltage relays (DVRs). The DVRs
are set to drop-out at 93% of the rated bus voltage (4160 V). With each relay comes a
tolerance, that when taken into account, provides the lowest expected setting of the DVR
and is equivalent to 91 .2% of nominal 4.16 kV bus voltage or 3793 volts.
The degraded grid voltage protection scheme sheds all non-permanently connected
loads on the 4.16 kV ESS bus and opens the offsite power breakers to the subject bus
when actuated. If the DG supplies voltage to the bus at the lower steady state limit of

l

I /\

~
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3793 V, the DVRs will not reset and the load shed signal will remain thus preventing
emergency equipment from loading onto the bus. To allow the reset of the 4160 V
degraded grid protection logic, the DG's minimum steady state voltage should be
increased above the upper value of the DVR reset voltage of 94.68% of the 4.16 kV bus
or 3938 V. (Input 3.1)
The method used in determining the DG's minimum steady state voltage is by looking at
the worst case voltage drop from the Diesel Generator to an associated 4 KV switchgear
bus. This worst case voltage drop is then added to the upper value of the degraded grid
relay reset voltage of 3938 volts (Input 3.1 ). This method is used because the degraded
grid voltage is at the 4KV bus and the surveillance voltage value is based on the DG
output voltage. A voltage value equal to or above this summed value is selected. This
establishes a steady state DG voltage that would not result in actuation of the degraded
grid relay scheme. The selected value is then evaluated to ensure that it is compatible
with other setting values to which it might be related. Determining the worst case voltage
drop requires determining the worst case cable impedance between the Diesel
Generator and the 4KV bus and determining the maximum steady state current. This
allows calculation of the associated voltage drop and of the required DG voltage to meet
the acceptance criteria.

4.2.1

Worst case cable impedance

Figures 1 through 4 illustrate cable types and lengths for the situation where DG-E is
substituted for DG-A through D respectively. Figure 5 provides a typical and more
comprehensive illustration showing when DG-E is not substituted and DG-A is aligned to
the4KV bus.
Referring to Figure 5, when DG-E is not substituted, the cable lengths shown from DG-E
to OA51 OA02 are replaced by DG-A cables AFOG2401 F and G (F1 O's) at 49 ft each and
AFOG2401 J and H at 114 ft each (H01 's). These cables add up to less impedance
compared to using the cables when DG-E is substituted. A review of Table 1 for the
analogous cables for DG-B, C, and D shows that in all cases, as expected, the lengths
when DG-E is substituted are greater than when DG-E is not substituted, and the
correspol"!ding circuit impedance is greater with DG-E substituted.
Also, in all cases the cable length to the 4KV buses for Unit 2 is greater than that to the
4KV buses for Unit 1. Total lengths are based upon 4KV buses for Unit 2 and it is
Unit
conservatively assumed that all current from each DG is supplied to its 4KV bus
2. This provides the worst case voltage drop for each case.

for

The worst case cable lengths are for DG-E substituted for A, and DG-E substituted for D.
The worst case impedance can be determined as follows:
From ETAP library etaplib5.lib at 90 degrees C
Material
Cu
Al

Cable Code
H01
F10

R/1000 ft
0.022
0.025

X/1000 ft

0.089
0.0341
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DG-Efor A
Lenoth H01
Lenath F10
Total Rand X
Total Z
(SQRT(R2+X2 ))

DG-EforD
Lenqth H01
Length F10
Total Rand X
Total Z
{SQRT(R2+X2 )}

780
615

Lenoth*R/2000
0.00858
0.007688

0.048035

0.016268
Angle 70.18 degrees

810
552

Lern:ith*R/2000
0.00891
0.0069

0.048128

0.01581
Angle 70.82 degrees

{Note 11

\Note ·11

Length*X/2000
0.03471
0.010486

{Note 11

0.045196

Lenoth*X/2000
0.036045
0.009412

\Note 11

0.045457

Note 1: Note that all conductors are doubled up, cutting the effective resistance in half.
This is why the deviser is 2000 and not 1000. Where the paralleled cable lengths are
different, the longer length is conservatively used.
To determine which case represents the worst voltage drop will require determining the
voltage drop for each case.

4.2.2

Maximum steady state current

It is appropriate to base the maximum steady state current on the DG-A through D rating
rather than the higher rating of DG-E. This is because steady state loads must stay
within the capability of the lower machine rating.
The highest DG load shown in the FSAR diesel loading tables is in FSAR table 8.3-3
which shows a maximum steady state diesel load of 3976.85 KW (DG-A). This is close
to the 4000 KW machine nominal rating. For purposes of determining the maximum
steady state current, a steady state loading of 4000 KW will be used. Using a power
factor of 0.8 from the FSAR yields a KVA of 4000/0.8 = 5000 KVA.
Amps =KVA*1000/ {4160*SQRT 3) =
5000*1000/ (4160*SQRT 3) =694.75 amps. Round to 695 amps
Maximum steady state current

4.2.3

=695 amps

Voltage Drop

Since the machine rating of 5000 K:JA and 4000 'rWI/ uses a 0.8 power factor, the
voltage drop calculation will also use that power factor. Per input 3.6, the calculation is
based on balanced loads.
The following formula is the approximate formula for line to neutral voltage drop:

i

·!.

!
'
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Vdrop line to neutral = /(R cos e + X sin B) Reference: Industrial Power Systems
Handbook page 234. .
The error introduced by using the approximate formula is r:tlinor, and is enveloped by the
rounding of values in the subsequent section, "Determination of surveillance voltage."

Vdrop DG-E substituted for DG-A:
Vdrop line to neutral= 695*((0.016268*0.8) + (0.045196*0.6)) = 27.89 volts
Vdrop= line to line= (SQRT(3))* Vdrop line to neutral

=48.3 volts

Vdrop DG-E substituted for DG-D:
Vdrop line to neutral= 695*((0.01581*0.8) + (0.045457*0.6)) = 27.74 volts
Vdrop= line to line = (SQRT(3))* Vdrop line to neutral = 48.1 volts
DG-E substituted for A is the worst case voltage drop of 48.3 volts

4.2.4

Determination of surveillance voltage

The principle used was that the DG steady state output voltages used in the applicable
surveillances should be above minimum required equipment voltages ( part of the
existing Tech Spec bases) and be above the upper end of the degraded grid relay reset
value.
The diesel surveillance .measures DG output voltage. The degraded grid relays monitor
voltage at the 4KV bus. Therefore, the value chosen as the minimum acceptable DG
steady state voltage needs to consider:
(1) The upper end of the degraded grid relay reset value (3938.8 volts) (Input 3.1)
(2) The voltage drop from the DG to the 4 KV bus (48.3 volts) (Calculated in 4.4)
(3) Any unacceptable potential interactions with other settings. (None on basis of the
principle for the surveillance test that voltages be above degraded grid reset
value.)
Rounding voltages yield the following:
3940 volts + 50 volts = 3990 volts.
Per discussion with System Engineers R. Bogar and L. Casella, this is rounded to 4000
volts.

4.2.5

Potential Interaction with other settings

Other settings provided by relay and test, S. Brylinsky:
DG VR Emergency Setpoints
Reference: Procedure MT-RC-063

4150 -4350

I.

I
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This setting indicated that the DG voltage regulator will control voltage to a minimum
value of 4150 volts which is above the proposed surveillance voltage. As such, these
settings would not prevent the surveillance from being successful.
27-1&2

Permissive to Close Diesel Breaker 3945 - 41 06

Reference: Calculation EC-SOPC-0607 Rev. 0 applies. The associated RSCN's 82-663~
-664, -665, and- 666specify115 V for relay pick-up. MT-RC-026, Rev. 6 specifies a
tolerance of +/- 2% which is 2.3 volts. The values shown above are the corresponding
DG voltage levels. (The potential transformer is 102 V to 4200V. For ex.
(115+2.3)*4200/120 4106)

=

5.0 Results
A minimum steady state value of 4000 VAC and a maximum steady state value of 4400
VAC as determined in section 4.0,'meets the acceptance criteria of section 1.0. These
voltage values shall be the acceptable limits for use in the DG surveillances as shown in
the Unit 1 & 2 Technical Specifications surveillance requirements in section 3.8.1.

6.0 References
6.1CR1302829, DG ISOCHONOUS SURVEILLANCE LOW VOLTAGE ACCEPTANCE
CRITERIA IS NOT TECHNICALLY SUPPORTABLE
6.2 CRA 1312458, CR 1302829 PROCEDURES REQUIRING EXPEDITIOUS
REVISION AND REQUIRED VOLTAGE VALUE
6.3 AR-EWR 1315923, CREATE A FORMAL CALCULATION FOR THE 4000 V
CRITERION ESTABLISHED VIA CRA 1312458
6.4 CR 1315904, THE POTENTIAL EXISTS FOR THE SETPOINT FOR THE EOG
BREAKER CLOSURE VOLTAGE PERMISSIVE RELAYS TO BE SET AT A HIGHER
VALUE THAN THE UPPER VALUE ALLOWED FOR THE AUTO VOLTAGE
REGULATOR (AVR) WHEN AN EOG IS FUNCTIONING IN EMERGENCY MODE.
6.5 EC-004-1031, Rev. 4, PLANT AC LOADFLOW ANALYSIS
6.6 CRIMP
6. 7 ETAP library etaplib5.lib
6.8 EC-004-1034, Rev. 1, POWER CABLE DATA FOR ETAP
6.9 Industrial Power Systems Handbook, Donald Beeman, McGraw-Hill, 1955
6.10 FSAR text 8.3.1.4, Rev. 68 in NIMS
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6.11 FSAR table 8.3-3 Table Rev 56 in NIMS
6.12 Schematic drawing E-23, Sheet 6, Rev. 28
6.13 Schematic drawing E-23, Sheet 68, Rev. 2
6.14 Schematic drawing E-23, Sheet 6C, Rev. 7
6.15 Schematic drawing E-23, Sheet 6D, Rev. 2
6.16 Schematic drawing E-23, Sheet 6E, Rev. 1O
6.17 Schematic drawing E-23, Sheet 6F, Rev. 2
6.18 Schematic drawing E-23, Sheet 6G, Rev. 9
6.19 Schematic drawing E-23, Sheet 6H, Rev. 2
6.20 Schematic drawing E-23, Sheet 10, Rev. 10
6.21 Schematic drawing E-23, Sheet 13, Rev. 9
6.22 Procedure MT-RC-026, Rev. 6, CS (POT. & BRUM.) RELAY CALJBRATION
PROCEDURE
6.23 RSCN's 82-663 through 666
6.24 EC-SOPC-0607, Rev. 0, RELAY SETTING CALCULATION FOR DIESEL
GENERATORA&B&C&D&E VOLTAGE PERMISSIVE FOR LOADING SUPERSEDES
1-20204-13 REV 1
6.25 MT-RC-063, Rev. 2, STANDBY DIESEL GENERATOR AUTO VOLTAGE
REGULATOR POWER DRIVEN POTENTIOMETER ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE
6.26 Unit 1 Technical Specification Bases 3.8.1, Rev. 7
6.27 Unit 2 Technical Specification Bases 3.8.1, Rev. 9
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Figure 1
HFOA0391C 106 ft Cu
I

HFOA0391 D 106 ft Cu

HFOA0391A 83 ft Cu
HFOA0391 B 83 ft Cu

Note: Each cable number
represents 3 conductors
for a iota! of 2 conductors
per phase

AFOG2405A 481 ft Cu
AFOG2405B 481 ft Cu

AFOG2401 K 110 ft Cu
AFOG2401L 110ftCu

AFOG2401A 615 ft Al
AFOG2401B 599 ft Al

Cu Is cable code H01. Total H01 length is 780 fl for any one conductor path
Al is cable code F10. Total F1 O length is 615 ft for any one conductor path

AFOG2401C 471 ft Al
AFOG2401D 473 ft Al
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Figure2
HFOA0391C 106 ft Cu
HFOA0391D 106 ft Cu
Note: i::ach cable number
represents 3 conductors
for a total of 2 conductors
per phase
HFOA0391A 83 ft Cu
HFOA0391 B 83 ft Cu

BFOG2405C 465 ft Cu
BFOG2405D 465 ft Cu

8FOG240.2K 108 ft Cu
8FOG2402L 108 ft Cu

BFOG2402A 593 ft Al
BFOG24028 599 ft Al

Cu is cable code H01. Total H01 length is 762 ft for any one conductor path

Al is cable code F10. Total F10 length Is 599 ft for any one conductor path

BFOG2402C 451 ftAI
BFOG2402D 445 ft Al
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Figure 3

HFOA0391 C 106 ft Cu
Note: Each cable number
represents 3 conductors
for a total of 2 conductors
per phase

HFOA0391 D 106 ft Cu

HFOA0391A 83 ft Cu
HFOA0391B 83 ft Cu

CFOG2405E 462 ft Cu
CFOG2405F 462 ft Cu

I

I
CFOG2403K 108 ft Cu
CFOG2403L 108 ft Cu

i.

CFOG2403A 553 ft Al

CFOG2403C 424 ft Al

CFOG2403B 556 ft Al

CFOG2403D 432 ftAI

Cu is cable code H01. Total H01 length is 759 ft for any one conductor path
Al is cable code Fi o. Total F1 O length is 556 ft for any one conductor path

.'
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Figure 4

HFOA0391C 106 ft Cu
,

I

HFOA0391D 106 ft Cu
Note: Each cable number
represents 3 conductors
for a total of 2 conductors
per phase
HFOA0391A 83 ft Cu
HFOA03918 83 ft Cu

DFOG2405G 507 ft Cu
DFOG2405H 507 ft Cu

DFOG2404K 114 ft Cu
DFOG2404L 114 ft Cu

DFOG2404A 552 ft Al

DFOG2404C 411 ft Al

DFOG2404B 547 ft Al

DFOG2404D 412 ft Al

cu Is cable code H01. Total H01 length is 810 ft for any one conductor path

Al ls cable code F1 O. Total F10 length is 552 ft for any one conductor path
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Figures
HFOA0391G 106 ft Cu
HFOA0391D 1OS ft Cu

HFOA0391A 83 ft Cu
HFOA03918 83 ft Gu

Figure 5 Is a more detailed
representation which
shows that the cable
length when DG-E is NOT
substituted Is less than the
cable length when DG-E is
substlluted. This is typical
for when DG-E is
substituted. DG-A is
shown.

Note: Each cable number
represents 3 conductors
for a total of 2 conductors
per phase
AFOG2405A 481 ft Cu
AFOG2405B 481 ft Cu

AFOG2401K 110 ft Cu

AFOG2401H 114 ft Cu

AFOG2401L 110 ft Cu

AFOG2401J 114 ft Cu

AFOG2401F 49 ftAL
AFOG2401G 49 ft Al
. ·:::.
::::·
l .. ·.

AFOG2401A 615 ft Al
99

AFOG2401B

s

ft Al

r=t;:=================::;=11
I

1rt1

I

1

.!~:~; ~ :'}/~~i·1 ~~::<'..:;'. ,': ~: :.
Cu Is cable code H01.
Al is cable code F1 a.

1AFOG2401C 471 ft Al
AFOG2401D 473 ft Al

:::·::..:x .r:i:1~h~~;·=i~::y\i:,'..
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Table 1

SELECT TRAK2000_CABL.ID, TRAK2000_CABL.FROMEQ, TRAK2000_CABL.TOEQ,
TRAK2000_CABL.CODE, TRAK2000_CABL.ILEN, TRAK2000_CABL.DLEN
FROM TRAK2000_CABL
WHERE (({TRAK2000_CABL.ID) Like "?FOG240[1-4)?" Or (TRAK2000_CABL.ID) Like
"?FOG2405[A-H]")) OR ({{TRAK2000_CABL.ID) Like "HFOA0391[A-D]"))
ORDER BYTRAK2DOO_CABL.ID;
.

AFOG2401 B OC520A

599
471

AFOG2401 C OC520A

~pg_§~4._Q! !2._ Q~~~Qt\_____ l~?_Q1_Qi__ JE-1_9___J_
_i?:?.i . --~?~
IAf.Q§?~9_1_~JQg_~~Q~_______ _Jg_~§-9.1_~_____Jf.Q_4___ J~ _____4_~
AFOG2401F OC520A

OG501A

iF10

i

49!

49

. - 4·9

~fOG--24o1CiJg_cs20A _12-C?~~-Jlf 1o---;
FOG2401H OA510A01
FOG2401 J OA510A01
---·-------- --··-··---·····--·

OC520A
OC520A
-·-

- f.::Q~~4:Q_1 ~-Q6~J OA01
AFOG2401 L OA51 OA01
AFOG2405A OA510A02

~~-: t!QL _1_1Q... . ~ _!_1.Q
OC520A
OA51001
; 01
481
481
---- - --- ·- - -

-·------~---·-

-~----------

---~------,.; ·~--------·--~ -~~-~--···--

~EQ_<?._?_iQ~§__ Qt\~1Q~? ___ Q_~~1_9__Q1_____ ,_QJ_______ i~J_

114
114
---------

. _ j~1

_.

!?£QQ_~ OC520B
2A20204 j ~~Q_ _____ -~~?.: ~~?
BFQ~~~~ Q_<_2~?._Q§_____ ?_~02-Qi_j ~ ~~ --~
BFOG2402C OC520B

1A20204

!F10

: 451;

J8-f:Q~5_Q~Q_IOC520B

j1 A2020j_____i f_!_Q_ ___ j

451

OG501 B
OG501 B

j~$:: _ _ ~_±~
_ _JfQ_4___ L__~~: .....4.~
iF10 ! 49; 49

IL?.F.QC?.?4021--!JQt\s10so1 IQQ520B

!::!QLJ_---11~ __ J 1?

f.:?_f._9§~~ OC520B
BFOG2402F OC520B

_____ IQ§~iCJ[1QJ~_:--·_4~-

Jf3.F=q~~iQ~~J§c-s208

BFOG2402J OA510B01

OC520B

BFOG2402K OA510B01
BFOG2402L OA510801

OC520B
OC520B

CFOG2403A OC520C
----CFOG2403B OC520C

I 113:

2A20304

:F10

I

c'F=-o~24o3c: og~i~==·

I

53
56

1:a:203o4___ i Fia--·-1--424 ~~~1

CPOG2403D OC520C

1A20304

iF10 I

432:

432

------· .... ----·-------·---·

cF=oG24o3E- oc-s~9~--~ 9~so1_c___JE.QD~-35J
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CFOG2403G OC520C
CFOG2403H OA51 OC01
--- ·-------· - · - - - - - - CFOG2403J OA51 OC01
CFOG2403K
OA51 OC01 OC520C
------·---------- ·- --· ----- ----· -- - CFOG2403L OA510C01 OC520C
CFOG2405E OA510C02 OA51003

! H01
[H01
!H01

------ - - - - - - - - - - - · - - -

CFOG2405F
DFOG2404A
DFOG2404B
DFOG2404C
DFOG2404D

OA51 OC02
OC520D
OC520D
OC520D
1A20404 i F10
OC520D -- -1A20404
'F10 ; 412
- - - - - - - - · ______ ·-·--·---_]

412

QfQ_~-~~Q~}~_ Q_Q~?..Q_Q___,____ 9._~~Q1.!?.___ ,_, ;~Q:!____ :__ , _ .9-1j ·-----~~
g_EQ~~.'!-9!!E_ Q9§.?_9_l?______ --·---F_~Q___ j ___ ~~; ____ ?_1
DFOG2404G OC520D
DFOG2404H
OA510001
---------·······- •· ·-·-- - .
DFOG2404J OA510001

OG50
OC520D
·------ ---·-------OC520D

1

1O ·' 34
34
H01 ; --1 6:' - -116
.... _J - --------· ....
-•H01 ; 116i 116
1

l?£9Q~~~-9f\§1QQ_Q_1__ Q9~Q___i t!9_1__l _~1-~i~
DFOG2404L OA510001

OC520D

iH01

114!

Q£Q§_~!Q.~ Q_~!9P__9_?__ Q~~O_Qj_i!::f 01
DFOG2405H OA510D02 OA51004 :H01

HFOA0391A OA51008
OC520E-H~H01
HFOA0391 B OA51008
OC520E-HV; H01
HFOA0391 C OC520E-HV OG501 E
i H01
HFOA0391 D OC520E-HV OG501 E

;H01

114
507
507
83

!
1

~
!

I
i
!
~

Use design length (OLEN) if installed length (!LEN) is blank.
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This form shall be used to (1) record the Technical Scope of the revision and (2) record the
scope of verification if the calculation was verified. It should not be more than one page. Its
purpose is to provide summary information to the reviewer, verifier, approver, and acceptor
about the technical purpose of the change. For non-technical revisions, state the purpose or
reason for the revision.

Scope of Revision:
Revised the calculation to provide the design bases for the steady state frequency limits used in
the surveillances for the Diesel Generators.

NOTE:

Pages 3 thru 46 of revision 3 were renumbered only. No Changes occurred to these
pages under this revision.

Scope of Verification (If verification applies):
The scope of verification is limited to the <;;hang es made by this revision only.
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1.0

Purpose
The purpose of this calculation is twofold:
i.
To determine the acceptance criterion for the Diesel Generator (DG) A thru E
steady state frequency for use in the DG surveillances as delineated in the Unit 1
& 2 Technical Specifications (TS) surveillance requirements in section 3.8.1, a·nd
ii.
To demonstrate the electrical and mechanical equipment connected to the DGs
are able to perform their required functions at a power supply frequency between
the required values provided in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (i.e. at a frequency of 60
hertz± 2%).

2.0

Conclusion

i.

A minimum steady state frequency value of 59.3 hertz and a maximum steady
state frequency value of 60.5 hertz are the acceptable limits for use in the DG
surveillance procedures.
·
The Diesel Generators are designed to operate under two modes of operation,
emergency or test mode.
In the emergency mode for the DG, the electronic governor will maintain rated
speed and frequency at a constant 600 rpm or 60 hertz. The only time the
. frequency of the DG is manually adjusted in the emergency mode is if the key
locked bypass switch (43SYN) is used. The purpose of the 43SYN switch is to
allow engine speed to be manually varied for synchronization with offsite
sources.
When the DG is operating in the test mode, the operator has the ability to
manually adjust the speed/frequency output of the DG. The electronic governor,
when placed in droop mode, will allow the speed and frequency to drop (droop)
in response to increased load on the machine without returning the machine to
rated speed and frequency. This allows the generator to share load with other
paralleled generators (or the grid) by slowing slightly in response to increase load
(torque) on the generator. The grid frequency is tightly controlled by the regional
transmission authority (PJM) and is very stable at 60 hertz. If, at any time, the
grid begins to behave erratically, manual disconnection of the DGs from the grid
will occur. With the DG normally in the test mode, upon the receipt of an
emergent mode initiation of the DG, the DG will disconnect from the grid and the
governor will automatically switch to the isochronous mode and maintain rated
speed and frequency.
As such, the minimum frequency limit of 59.3 hertz, as well as the maximum
frequency limit of 60.5 hertz will be maintained by the Diesels Generators.
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ii.

3.0

3.2

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

3.8
3.9

Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications SR 3.8.1.7, SR 3.8.1.9, SR 3.8.1.11,
SR 3.8.1.12, SR 3.8.1.15, SR 3.8.1.19 and SR 3.8.1.20.
Regulatory Guide 1.9 "Selection, Design, Qualification, and Testing of
Emergency Diesel Generat~r Units Used as Class 1E Onsite Electrical Power
Systems at Nuclear Power Plants"
E54, E57 and E119A-Purchase Specifications for Vital AC, Computer UPS and
Battery Chargers
E112 - Purchase Specification for Induction Motors
E117 - Purchase Specification for Load Centers
NEMA Standard MG-2-1977, "Safety Standard for Construction and Guide for
Selection, Installation and Use of Electric Motors and Generators"
IEEE/ANSI Standard C57.12.01-1987, "Standard General Requirements for Dry
Type Distribution and Power Transformers Including Those with Solid Cast
and/or Resin Encapsulated Windings"
PL-NF-98-007(P), "Susquehanna SES Measurement ~ncertainties in Appendix K
LOCA Analyses"
Deleted

Inputs and Assumptions
4.1
4.2

5.0

Section 6.0 of this calculation, along with attachments 1, 2 and 3, provide the
detailed analysis of the impact a ± 2% change in frequency will have on
equipment connected to the DG. In summary, the change in frequency will not
adversely affect the equipment's capability to perform their design function to
mitigate the effects of a design basis accident.

References
3.1

4.0

3

Momentary frequency transients during changes in diesel loading are not
-considered in this study.
Standards and specifications for some equipment types do not have explicit
information pertaining to continuous operation at power frequencies other than
60 hertz. For those cases, this study uses engineering judgment and qualitative
reasoning to evaluate equipment pelformance with a± 2% frequency variation.

Method
FSAR section 8.1.6 identifies the NRC Regulatory Guides (RG) and IEEE Standards for
the Diesel Generator performance. In Sections 8.1.6.1 b (for DG A thru D) & 8.1.6.1 c (for

~

~
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DG E), SSES commits to Regulatory Guide 1.9 requirements of the Diesel Generator's
steady state frequency of being within 2% of nominal 60 hertz (58.8 to 61.2 hertz). ·
However, Diesel Generator E is committed to revision 2 of RG 1.9. This revision
requires the frequency of the DG, during transient periods, cannot fall below 95% of
nominal frequency or 57 hertz. Diesel Generators A thru D are committed to RG 1.9
revision 0 which takes exception to the 57 hertz minimum frequency requirement during
transient conditions. During previous LOCNLOOP surveillances, the maximum
frequency dip observed on the DGs was 2 hertz during the transient period of the RHR
pump motor start. If the DG E was operating at its lower allowable steady state limit of
58.8 hertz, this would equate to a transient frequency of 56.8 hertz, below the committed
57 hertz.
To ensure the DG E does not dip below the 57 hertz requirement, the allowable limit for
the steady state frequency, for all DG A thru E, shall be tightened from the existing limit
of 60 hertz± 2% (58.8 to 61.2 hertz) as currently provided under RG 1.9, to a new limit
as determined below.
5.1

Minimum Steady State Frequency
In accordance with procedure IC-024-001A thru E, the tuning of the DG
electronic governor shall be set for a frequency of 60 ± 0.1 hertz. This allows for
a minimum setting of the DG of 59.9 hertz. RG 1.9 allows for a± 2% margin for
DG's steady state frequency. To provide additional margin necessary for DG-E
to avoid dipping below the 57 hertz under transient conditions, the 2% margin
allowed for steady state frequency shall be reduced to 1% or 0.6 hertz. With the
lowest frequency allowed by the DG electronic governor {59.9 hertz), the
minimum steady state frequency for the DG is 59.3 hertz (59.9 - 0.6 hertz).

5.2

Maximum Steady State Frequency
The setpoint for maximum frequency is based on an iterative approach, using
voltage and frequency variations of the DG to determine the maximum
continuous loading on the DG such that the DG loading does not exceed its
continuous rating of 4000 kW for DG A thru D and 5000 kW for DG E. Also
considered during the analysis was the effects the frequency and voltage
variations would have on the DG's auxiliary equipment and various safety related
equipment; and its impact not to adversely affect their capability to perform their
design function to mitigate the effects of a design basis accident. This analysis is
performed as part of calculation EC-024-1035. Thru a qualitative estimation and
a dynamic transient simulation performed in ETAP, the maximum frequency
meeting the iterative approach described above is 60.5 hertz.

5.3

Acceptance of RG 1.9
5.3.1 Identify the basic types of plant electrical equipment that are powered by
the emergency diesel generators.

EC-024-1014
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5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4

6.0

Identify the types of mechanical equipment that are electrically driven by
the emergency diesel generators
Describe qualitatively how the power frequency affects the performance
of each type of equipment identified above.
Qualitatively evaluate whether a± 2% change in diesel generator
frequency is acceptable for the operation of each equipment type
identified above.

Results

i.

A minimum steady state frequency value of 59.3 hertz and a maximum steady
state frequency value of 60.5 hertz as determined in section 5.0, shall be the
acceptable limits for use in the DG surveillances.
The minimum steady state frequency limit of 59.3 hertz allows for a 2.3 hertz
delta between the DG's minimum steady state frequency and the minimum
transient frequency of 57 hertz as required for DG E under RG 1.9 revision 2.
Previous LOCNLOOP surveillances identified a maximum frequency dip of 2.0
hertz during the transient period of the RHR pump motor start. This new·setpoint
provides for an additional 0.3 hertz margin.

ii.

The results provided below demonstrates that the electrical and mechanical
equipment driven by the DG are capable of performing their required design
functions at a steady state frequency between 58.8 and 61.2 hertz, as required
under RG 1.9.
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6.1 - Heaters
The output from an electric heater depends on the root mean square (RMS) value
the supply voltage and is not affected by the supply frequency.

pf

6.2 - Power Transformers
The minimum operating frequency for transformers is limited by magnetizing currents
and core losses which depend on the volts per hertz ratio. The ANSI/IEEE standards
(Reference 3.7) do not specify transformer operation at frequencies other than 60 Hz;
however, decreasing frequency by 2% has the same effect on the volts per hertz ratio
and core losses as increasing the supply voltage by 2%. Since transformers ·have a
nominal voltage operating range of. ±1.0% at 60 Hz and are loaded by design to 80% or
less of th~ir nominal KVA ratings at SSES, it is reasonable to expect these transformers
are able to operate within a frequency .range' of ·60·Hz·±2·% without .o.verheating from
excessive losses within the nominal voltage operating range.
6.3 - Instrument Transformers

'

The above discussion for power transformers also generally applies to potential
transformers (PTs), assuming that the electrical burdens are maintainea below the voltamp ratings of the PTs. For current transformers (CTs), operation at a lower frequency
reduces the magnitude of the currE?nt where core S?lturation begins; however, since

.. .
~

~
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CTs typically operate well below S<:1tttratlon current levels, a 2% frequency reduction
has a neglfgible effect on the operauon of these devices.

e.4

M

Induction Motors

*

The minimum operating frequency for inductfon motors is also related to the maximum
allowable volts per hertz ratio which affects the magne!Jzing currents and losses.
Decreasing 1he frequency by 2% has the same· effect as Increasing the voltage by 2%
in tenns of magnetrzing current and losses. NEMA Standard MGM2 (Reference 3.6)
allows a frequency variation of up· to 5% provided that the arithmetic sum ·of the
frequency variation and fhs voltage ·variation does not exceed 10%. This is very
conservative. A 2% frequency reduction reduces the synchronous speed by 2% and
causes fnductlon motors to run 2% slower. reducing the mechanical toad and the road
current of the motor: therefore, the increase fn magnetizing losses at the lower
frequency is offset by _a reduction in the load current losses at lhe slower speed.
The effects of a 2% speed reduction on th~ driven load depend on the type of
mechanical load being driven. Some examples are discussed below.

•

.

.

Pumps - Pump discharge pressures are reduced by approximately
4% and pump flows are reduced by approximately 2%. For ECCS
pumps (LPCI and Cora Spray). small reductions in perfonnan~ are
potentially significant to the LOCA analyses because these analyses
use 60 H:l; nominal pump flows and pressures near lhe design values
of the pumps; therefore, Attachment 1 provides a detal!ed analysis of
LPCI and Core Spray perfonnance in tenns of the LOCA analyses
considering a 2% variation.Jn the power supply frequency.
Attachment 1 shows that a 2% varfatlon in power supply frequency
combined with errors in pressure and flow instrumentation result in
total ECCS pump flow uncertainties between 5.2% and 7.4% ror the
various LOCA scenarios; however7 this Is acceptable dua to the
inherent conservatism of the Appendix K LOCA analysis in terms of
calculating peak cladding temperatures.

•

•
•

*

Chillers - The ch!Her capacity in BTU per hour rs reduced by
approximately 2%.
This estimate rs based - on a standar<I
refrigeration oycfe !Nhere saturated refrigerant vapor is compressed
"by a positive-displacement pump to a superheated state and is then
cooled through a condenser which discharges heat to the
environment Saturated liquid from the condenser is bled thro1,1gh a
valve at a constant enthalpy to a lower pressure and temperature.
and the refrigerant rs then heated through an evaporator which
absorbs heat from the process, If the .speed ~f the positive·
displacement pump ls reduced by 2% the change in enthalpy per
pound of refrigerant passing through the evaporator is essentially the
same as at nominal speed; however the refrigetant flow in pounds
per second is reducecl. by approxlmalely 2%. Therefore, the rate of
heat absorbed by the evaporator I~ reduced by approximately 2%•

s~e l-\,~. ~ '\-o-:r ~\~,~"$~\"t:l"Y\
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Fans -Air flow is reduced by approximately 2%. If the fan discharges
air through an electric heater, the heated air temperature Is Increased
and the healing effect of the air remains essentially unchanged. If
the fan ls part of a refrigeraUon system, the reduction fn air flow is
approximately the same as the BTU/hr capacity the chiller; hence,
the chilled air temperature is essentially unchanged but the cooling
effect of tha air fs reduced by approximately 2%.

or

•

Motor Operated Valves - Since the speed-torque characterisUc of a
typical MOV Induction motor at the operating point is relatively flat
compared to pump or fan motors. both voltage and frequency affect
motor speed for a given load torque. Recl'ucilig the frequency
decreases the synchronous speed~ however, this is offset by a slight
in~ase in torque due to hlgher magnetizing current and magnetic
flux at the higher volts per hertz ratio. Therefore, MOV stroke times.
are increased by somewhat less than 2%. Maintenance Tec:hnology
- Varve Team prepared· the following assessment of increasing MOV
stroke times by 2%:
"Increasing valve stroke times by .2% would have no advar.se impact
on th~ valve~ ability to change position within its accident analysis
limits (Tech Spec or FSAR). Of the 52 MOV8 affected, 31 have /ST
llmif& which ate- at least 2% below "the FSARflech Spec Omit thereby
insuring that th1:1 ac;c;dent analysis Umit is not exceeded. For the
remaining 21 MOVs the !ST limit i& the 8ama as the i=SA8/Tech
Spec limit. A raview of the mast racenf ~troke times for these MO Vs
revealed a greater than 2% margin between the ar:tual stroke time
and the accidsnt analysis Umit hence no conoam exists."

With the exception or ECCS pumps and MOVs, the effect of a 2% speed reduciion on
system performance is fnconsequentiat because these systems are not typically
required to operate continuously at their maximum capabilllias. For example, chlllets
and closed cooling water systems are typically cycled or throttrecr. A small reductron In
perfonnance merely results in changes in the throttle settings or the on/off cycle times.
A 2% Increase fn the power supply frequency Increases the speeds of driven loads by
approximately 2%. This does not decrease the ability of these loads to perfonn iheir
required functions. In general, horsepOW!!r is proportional to the cube of the speed of
the driven load: therefore, a 2% Increase rn frequency results Jn approximately a 6%
· increase in lhe horsepower road on "the motors. lnducUon motors are generally sized to
equal or exceed' the nominal horsepower of the driven loads. Per Reference 3.4, ~
induction motors at SSES were specified· to have a service factor of 1.15; therefore,
these motora are not overfoaded for a 2% increase in frequency.

•
•

Detailed evaluations of specific safety~related plant systems and components are
presented In Attachment 2 of thJs study•
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6.5 - Relays and Solenoid Devk;es
For electromechanical relays, a 2% decrease in frequency has roughly the same effect
as a 2% Increase fn voltage, since the magnetizing current and the magnetic flux are
approximately proportional to the volts per hertz ratio. For over- and under-voltage
relays, reducing the frequency by 2% is therefore roughly equivalent to decreasing the
voltage setpoint by 2%. Increasing the frequency by 2% is roughly equivalent to
increasing the voltage setpoint by 2%. Electromechanical relays are not typically used
-where high precision is required.
•
For A.C ..solenoids, a 2% reduction in frequency increases the volts per hertz ratio
thereby decreasing the minimum pickup voltage. This lmprqves the low-voltage
performance of solenoids, ·although heating losses will increase at full voltage at the
lower frequency. Conversely, a 2% increase in frequency increa~es the minimum
pickup voltage; however, since an A.C. solenoid device is_ typically desig{led to be fail~
safe1 the_ safety function is performed by de-energizing the solenoid. Th~refore, a 2%
frequency variation in either direction should have no adverse consequences on the
safety functions of these devices:
·
6.6 - Electronic Devices ,

•

Electronic voltage relays operate by measuring peak vpltage valUE:;!s; therefore, these
relays are relatively insensitive to the fundamental frequency. For relays equipped with
harmonic filters, the peak voltage measurements should not be affected by a 2%
cbange in frequency because these filters only attenuate frequencies approaching 120

&

.

In cases where power quality (i.e., frequency, voltage, harmonics), could _affect ttie
performance of electronic devices such as Instruments and computers, these device:s
are supplied either by D.C. power supplies or uninterruptible AiC. power supplies
(UPS). A UPS rectifies the A.G. supply voltage to D.C. voltage and the D.C. voltage is
then electronically inverted into a high-;quality, regulated 60 Hz output. The SSES
purchase specifications for Vital AC, Computer UPS and Battery Chargers (Reference
3.-3) all specify an input power frequency range of 60 Hz± 5%; therefore a 2% variation
in frequency does not affect·performance characteristics of these devices.
6. 7 - Circuit Breakers
Thermally-operated circuit breakers are unaffected by the power frequency, since these
breakers are actuated by the heating effect' of the overload current
the eutectic or
bimetal device that operates the breaker. The.heating effect.depends.on.the root mean
square (RMS) value of the current and is not affected by the frequency.

on

Magn~tic circuit breakers are un?ffected by the power frequency, since magnetic
breakers are actuated by magnetic forces produced by the overload current. These
forces depend only on the magnitude of the overload current and not on the frequency.

'

Therefore, the tripping characteristics of circuit breakers are not affected by a ±2%
frequency variation.
·
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LPCI and Core Spray Pump Flow Uncertainty in the LOCA Analyses
The uncertainties induced by instrumentation inaccuracies during surveillance testing,
as well as the uncertainty which results from the potential for a reduced emergency
diesel generator speed will be estimated. Since there is an equal probability that these
uncertalntiep could result in a conservatively high flow, it is acceptable to combine them
via the Square Root of the Sum of the Squares (SRSS) method provided they are
statistically independent. To allow for a comparison of the magnitude of these
uncertainties, they will be described in tenns of flow (GPM). In adqltion, where
statistically allowable, the terms will be combined via the SRSS method, and then
described in terms of a percentage of the total flow.
The Core Spray flow uncertalntie~ for one loop and two loop accident scenarios will be
determined. For LPCI, the flow uncertainties for the ~ollowing accident cases will be
determined: 1) a single pump in one loop; 2) a single· pump in each loop; 3) two
pumps in one loop; and 4) two pumps in two loops. Finally, the uncertainties will be
determined for the most limiting Design Basis LOCA scen~rios identified in Table 6.3-5
of the FSP\R.

I) CORE SPRAY
a) Assumptions / Inputs

•••

With respect to pump quarterly flow surveillance testing: <13>

· j) The Technical Specification surveillance requirement for a loop of Core·Spray
is
2
6350 GPM at a pump discharge pressure of 269/282 PSI for Unit 1/2. < J
.
.:
2) The overall accuracy of the flow and pressure readings obtained during
quarterly pump surveillance testing is 2%.ca.s)
3) During Core Spray loop surveillance testing, the discharge pressure is read from
Pl-E21-1(2)R600Af8~1 l or computer point NSP001"/2Z, which have a full scale
range of o -500 Ps1<6l.
4) During surveillance testing, the loop flow is read from Fl-E21-1 (2)R601AfB<1> or
NSF001/2Z which have a full scale range of O- 101000 GPM<6l.
.
5) The pump test conditions are assumed to be 75°F, which corresponds to .4324
PSI per FT of pump head<1>, or 2.313 FT per PSI.
6) The points on the Core Spray'Unft2 system flow vs. pump head curves which
wlll be used in this evaluation are obtained from Reference 8 and are: 6000
GPM @665 FT-TDH, and the test point of 6350 GPM @ 644 FT-TDH.
9

With respect to emergency diesel generator diesel testing: < •10>

•

7) The assumed Technical Specification surveillance reiuirement for steady state
•
diesel generator speed is 60 Hz +/- 2 %, or 58.8 Hz. <11

\
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LPCI and Core Spray Pump Flow Uncertainty "in the LOCA Analyses

.

.

8) The overall accuracy of the frequency measurement during diesel generator
testing is 0.5%.(B)
b) Flow Uncertainty During Pump (i.e., Loop) Testing
During testing, the actual loop flow could be less thc:in the indication on Fl-E21~
1(2)R601A/81 which has a fuU scale range of O - 10,000 GPM. Per Input #2 the
accuracy of the instrument is 2% of full. scale. Therefore, the uncertainty induced
due to flow instrumentatioi:i accuracy is:
O'cS.FIDW

= .02 x 10,000 = 200 GPM

c) Discharge Pressure Uncertainty During Pump {i.e•• Loop) Testing
During testing, the actual loop flow could be fess than the indicatio'n on Pl-E211'(2)R600A/BL which has a full scale range of O - 500 PSI. Per Input #2 the
accuracy of the instrument is 2% of full scale. Therefore, the actual pressure could
- be 10 PSI (.02 x 500} less than indicated. Per Input #5 above, this corresponds to
approximately: 10 PSl * 2.313 FT/Pfil
23
of pump head.

= Ff

•

From Reference 8 and per lnp4t #6 above, ·the slope of the Core ~pray system
flow vs. pump head at the test flow of 6350 GPM (3175 GPM per pump) is (6000' 6350} I (665 - 644) = -16.7 GPM/FT. Therefore, the equivalent reduction in flow
corresponding to a 23 FT reduction in ~ead is:
·
crcs.Pross

= 16.7

GPM/Fl=

X

= 384 GPM

23 F-'.l=

d) Unc~rtainty Due To The Potential For Lower. Diesel Speed
Per Input #7 above, the minimum allowable steady state dlesel speed assumed for
this evaluation is 60 Hz +/- 2%. In addition, ~·s the result of instrumentation
accuracies, the actual speed could be 0.5% less than the indicated reading. Since
the minimum allowable speed and the measurement uncertainty are independent,
as well as the fact that there is an equal probability that these factors could result
in a conseivatively· high spe.ed, they can be combined via th~ SRSS method.
Therefore, the minimum expected diesel speed is:

SPEEDLow

=
;::

2

5

[ (2.0) + (0.5) 2 ]°'

=2.06 %

Since 100% diesel speed corresponds to 60 Hz, the minimum diesel speed
expressed in terms of Hertz fs:

•

MIN SPEEDHam

= 60

~

(.0206 * 60}

= 58.76 Hz

.

•,I
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LPCf and Core Spray Pump Flow Uncertainty in the LOCA Analyses
Per Reference 8, and Input #6 above, the point on the Care Spray head vs.
system flow curve which is verified via the Unit 2 surveillance testing is: 6350 GPM
(3175 GPM per pump) @ a pump total developed head of about 644 FT. In
addition, another point on the curve which will be used for this.evaluation is: 6000
GPM (3000 GPM per pump)@ 665 FT-TOH. Applying the pump affinity laws (Ref. ·.
13) to these points yields new operating points on an "adjusted curve" as follows:
For the operating point of

6000 GPM @ 665 FT-TDH:

Ose.1eHz

=

OsoHz * [ 58.76 / 60]

Hse.1ettz.

=

HeoHz * [ 58.76 / 60]

.

.

;;;

6000 * [ 58.76/601

=. 665

~

* [ 58. 76 / 60 ·12

=
=

5876 GPM
638

FT

And for the test point of 6350 ~PM @ 644 FT-TDH:

H6ottt * [ 58. 76 / 60 ]2

=

Hse.76Hz.

•

= 6350· * [ 58.76/601 =
= 644 ,. [ 58.76 / 60 J2 =

= OsoHz * [ 58.76 (60]

Ose.1sHz.

6219 GPM
617

'FT

Since Uie potential reduction' in pump speed would result in a reduction of bot.h
pump head, and puinp flow, both of these factors must .be accounted for {n
estimating the overall effect on flow. This overall reduction in flow will be
estimated as the point where the "adjusted curve" (i..e., adjusted for a supply
frequency of 58.76 Hz) crosses the original"test head of 644 FT. ·

.

.

The "adjusted" points calculated abov~ will be applied to the Point-Slope Fonn of
the Straight-Line Equation to determine the slope of the "adjusted" head vs.
system flow curve:

m

= (Y2 - Y1) I (X2 - X1)
:::l

~0.0612

=

(638 - 617 / 5876- 6219)

'

FT/GPM

The point where the adjusted curve passes through the head verified by the
surveillance tes~ing (i.e., 644 FT) is estimated by applying the straight line
equation, and using the: 1) the slope of the adjusted curve (m); _2) the original test
point, as adjusted for the reduction in speed (6219 GPM@ 617 FT); and, 3) the
·
original test head of 644 FT:

Y2 - Y1
Where
m
(X1, Y1)

=
=
=

m * (X2 - X1)
-0.0612 FT/GPM
(6219, 617) (The original test point of test point of 6350
GPM @ 644 FT as adjusted for a reduced
pump speed) ·

'

.

•I

.,.

t •• {
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LP.Cl and Core Spray Pump Flow Uncertainty in the LOCA Analyses
(X2 approximates the point where the
"adjusted" cuive ~asses through 644 FT)
Therefore:

-0.0612 w (X2. - 6219)

644 - 617
~

=

+

(644 - 617) / -0.0612

=

6219

5778

The overall reduction in loop flow corresponding to the potential for a lower speed
is therefore:
CSReoucr-Loo?

=

6350 - 5778 = 572 GPM per loop

=

572 /2

And:

= 286

GPM per pump

Nole that the reduction in loop flow {572 'GPM) would represent tlie uncertainty for
same diesel. However,
since the pumps are powered from separate, independent diesels, the SRSS
method can be applied to the uncertainty for ·a single pump (286 GPM) :to
determine the true uncertainty for a loop of Core Spray due to the potential fori a
lower diesel speed: Therefore:.

a loop of Core Spray if both pump~ were powered from the

•

O"csLoop,spaed

=

[(crcsPump.Speed)

2

+

(crcs?ump~Speed)2J 112

= [(286) 2 + (286) 2] 112
O'CSLoap,speed

=

404 GPM

e) Combined Core Spray Uncertainties
Core Spray Single Loop Uncertajnty (A or B Loop)

I'

As previously identified, since the uncertainties due to pressure, flow and speed
ar~ independent, they can.be combined via the SRSS method. Therefore:
UNCERTcs-1Loop

UNCERTCs.1_Loop

=
=

[(crcs,Frow)

2

2

2 112

+ {crcs,Press) + (crcsLoop.speed) ]

((200) 2 + (384)2. ·+ .(404)2]1/2. =:

592 GPM

Since a loop of Core Spray is rated for, and tested to a flow of 6350 GPM, this
uncertainty can be described in terms of a percentage:

UNCERT%cs-1Loop

•

=

592 / 6350

9.3 %

ill· ·
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LPCI and Core Spray Pump f:low Unc~rtainty In the LOCA Analyses
Core Spray Two Loop Uncertainty (A and B Loops)
For the two' loop case, it Is reiterated that each pump Is powered from a
separate diesel. In addition, since each loop is completely separate, with
independent flow and pressure 'test instrumentation, the "A" loop and "B" the
loop uncertainties are likewise independent, and can therefore be combined via
the SRSS method:
UNCERTCS-2Laops
UNCERTCS•2Loops

=
=

2

[(UNCERTcs.1Loop) + (UNCERTCS-1Loop)
2

2 112
]

[(592) + (592)

=

]112

2

837 GPM

The combined flow of both loops of Core Spray is 12,700 GPM (6350 x 2).
Therefore, the two loop uncertainty, in terms of a percentage, is:
UNCERT%cs-2Loops

= 837112,700

6.6 %

II) RHR

...

a)

As~umptions I

Inputs

With respect to pump quarterly flow surveill~nce testing: <1b>
1) The Technical Specification surveillance requirement for. an RHR pump is
. 12,200 GPM at a pump discharge pressure Qf 204/222 PSI for Unit 112.<2>
2) The overall accuracy of the flow and pressure readings obtained during
'
quarterly pump surveillance testing is 2%.·(3-5)·
l

3) During RHR pump surveillance testing, the discharge pressure is read from PI-:
5
· E11-1(2)R600A/8/C/D<1">, which.ha~ a full scale range of O - 600 Ps1< l_
4) buring surveillance testing, the pump flow is.reaa from FR:E11~1 (2)R608<1>or
0
FI-E11-1(2)R603A/8, Which have a full· scale range of O - 30,000 GPM' >.
5} The pump test conditions are assumed to be 75°F, which corresponds to .4324
PSI per FT of pump h.ead<n, or ;l.313 FT per PSI.
6) The points on the pump curve which is verified via Unit 2 testing which will be
·used in this evaluation are obtained from Reference 12 .and are: 12,000 GPM
@ 502 FT-TOH, arid the test point of 12,200 GPM@ 492 FT~TOH.
With respect to ~mergency diesel generator diesel testing: (Mo)
7) The assumed· Technical Specification surveillance reRuirement for steady state
diesel generator speed is 60 Hz+/- 2 %, or 58.8 Hz. <1 >
_

l
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LP.Cl and Core 8.Pray Pump Flow Uncertainty in the LOCA Analyses
8) The overall accuracy of the frequency measurement during diesel generator
testing is 0.5%. (B)

b) Flow Uncertainty During Pump Testing
During · testing, the actual loop flow could be less than the indication · on
FR-E11-1(2}R608 or Fl-E11-1(2)R603A/8, which have a full scale range of
O - 30,000 GPM. Per Input #2 the accuracy of these instruments is 2.% of full
scale. Therefore, the uncertainty Jnduced due to flow instrumentation accuracy is:

= 600 GPM

== .02 X 30,000

O'RHR.Flow

c) Discharge Pressure Uncertainty During Pump Testing
During testing, the actual loop ~ow could be less than the indication on
Pl-E11-1 (2)R600A/B/C/D, which has a full scale range of o- 600 PSJ. Per Input #2
the accuracy of the instrument is 2% of full scale. Therefore, the actual pressure
could be 12 PSJ (.02 x 600) fess than indicated. Per Input #5 ab.ave, this
corresponds to approximately: 12 PSl • 2.313 FT/PSl
28 FT of pump head. i

=

From Reference 12 and per' inp1:1t #6 above, the slope of the RHR pump curve ..at
the test flow of, 12,200 GPM {12,000 - 12,200) I (502 - 492)
-20 GPM/F.f.
Therefore, the equivalent reduction in flow corresponding to a 23 FT re.duction _in
head ls:

=

'

O'RHR.Press

.= 20 GPM/F+

X

= 560 GPM

28 F+

d) Uncert~inty Due To The Potential For Lower Diesel Spe~d
Per Section 1d above, the minimum expected diesel speed is 58. 76 Hz.
Per Reference 12 and Input #6 above, the point on the RHR pump curve which ls
verifled via the Unit 2 ~urveillance testing is: 12,200 GPM @ a pump total
developed head of about 492 FT. In addition, another point on the curve which will
be used for this evaluation is: 12,000 GPM@ 502 FT-TOH. Applying the pump
affinity laws {Ref. 13) to these points yields new operating points on an "adjusted
curve" as follows:
For the operating point of

Oss.76Hz
GPM
Hss.1sHz

I

12,000 GPM@ 502 FT-TDH:·

= OeoHz'" [58.76/60]
:::::

2

HsoHz "' [ 58.76 / 60 ]

=

12,000 • [58.76/60]

=

502 * [ 58.76 / 60 ]

And for the test point of 12.200 GPM@ 492 FT-TOH:

2

=

11,752

= 481

FT

I
I
~

I
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Oss.1sHz
Hss.1sHz

O~oHz "' [ 58. 76 / 60 ]

=
=

H6oHz * [ 56. 76 / 60 ]2

UnG.~rtainty

in the LOCA Analyses

=~ 2:200. "' · [ 58. 76 / 60 ] =
= 492 ~ f 58. 76 / 60 J2 ::::

11 1948 GPM
472

FT

Since the potential reduction in pump speed would result in a reduction of both
pump head, and pump flow, both of these factors must be accounted for in
estimating the overall effect on flow. This overall reducti'on in flow will be
estimated as the point where the "adjusted curve" (i.e., adjusted for a supply
frequency of 58. 76 Hz) crosses the original test head of 492 FT.
0

The adjusted" points calculated above will be applied to the Point-Slope Form of
the Straight-Line Equation to determine the slope of the "adjusted" head vs.
sy~tem flow curve:
·
·

m

•

=

(Y2 -Y1)/(}{z-X1)

=

-0.0459 FT/GPM

=

(481-472/11,752-11,948)

The point where the adjusted curve passes through the head verified by the
surveillance testing (i.e., 492 FT} is estimated ·by applying the straight liRe
equation, and 1:1sing the: 1) the slope of the adjusted curve (m); 2) the original test
point, as adjusted for the reduction speed (11,948 GPM @472 FT); and, .3) the
original test head of 492 FT:
-

in

Y2 - Y1

=

m

=

(X1, Y1)

=

Where

m * (X:z- X1)
~o.0459

FT/GPM

..

(11948, 472) (The.original test paint of test point of 12,200
GPM @ 492 FT as adjusted for a reduced
pump speed) ·

(X:z, Y'1;)

=

(X2, 492}

(X2 approximates the point where the
"adjusted" curve passes through 492 FT)

Therefore:

=

492 - 472
X2

=

-0.04~9 *

(X2

(492 - 472)/-0.0459

-

11948)
+

11948

=

11512

The overall reduction in a single pump flow corresponding to the lower pump
·
speed is therefore:

I

=

12,200 - 11,512

= 686 GPM

,
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e) Combined LPCI Uncertainties
LPCI One Pump Uncertainty (1 Pump in 1 Loop}
As previously identified, since the single pump uncertainties due to pressure,
flow and speed are independent, they can be combined via the SRSS method.
Therefore, the single pump uncertainty is:

UNCERTRHR·1Pump

2 112
]

[(600) 2 + (560) 2 + (688)

=

=

1071

Since a single RHR pump is rated for, and tested to a J_PCI flow of 12,200 GPM,
this uncertainty can be described in terms of a percentage:

=

UNCERT%RHR·1Pump

1071112,200

=

0.0878

-

8.8 %

LPCI Two Pump Uncertainty (1 Pump in Each of 2 Loops)

.

.

••

For the two pump case, one pump from each loop is available. Each pump· is
powered from an independent diesel, and is- completely separated, with
independent flow and pressure ·test instrumentation. The pump uncertainty for
the two pump case (1 P.Ump in each loop) can therefore be calculated t?Y
applying the SRSS method to the one pump uncertainty:
UNCERTRHR-2Pumps

=

[(UNGERTRHR·1~umpt + (UNCERTRHR-1Pump) 2] 1 ~

UNCERTRHR·2Pumps

::;

[(1071)2 + {1071}2]112

.

.

The combined flow of two pumps, with one in each loop, is 24,400 GPM .
(12,200 x 2). Therefore, the two pump uncertainty, in te_rms of a percentage, is:

UNCERT%RHR-2Pumps

=

1515124,400

6.2 %

. Li:'CI One Loop Uncertainty (2 Pumps in the Same Loop)
For the one loop case, it is postulated that a single complete loop (i.e., with two
pumps) is available. In this case, both pumps are powered from separate .
diesels, and tested with separate pressure instrumentation. However, since the
same flow instrument is used to test the peiformance of each pump, this is not
an independent variable. Therefore, the uncertaif')ty.due to flow instrumentation
·
must be accounted for separately.
Since both diesel" speed and the pressure terms are independent ·for each
pump, these terms may be combined for each pump as follows:
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=

887 GPM

This term _is included for each pump, along with the now uncertainty to
determine the total uncertainty for the one loop case as follows:
UNCERTRHR-1Loop

=

UNCERTRHR-1Locp

= [(887) 2 +

[(2 X(887)

2
)

+ (2 X O'RHR.Flow)2]112
112

(887)°2 + (2 X 600) 2J

= 1736 GPM

Since a single loop of LPCI is rated for a flow of 21,300 GPM, this uncertainty
can be described in tenns of a percentage:
l
UNCERT%RHR~1Loop

=

-

173B / 21,300

·8.2 %

LPCI Two Loop Uncertainty (4 Pumps: 2 Pumps Available in Both Loops)~

•••

For the two loop case, each pump is powered from a separate diesel, and ea~h
loop is completely separated, with independent flow and pressure test
instrumentation. Hence,· the "A" loop and "B" loop uncertainties are likewise
independent, and can therefore be combined via the...SRSS method:
·
:
.

=

UNCERTRHR·2Loi>ps

=

[(LJNCERTRHR-1Laai + (UNCERTRHR-1Laop)

[(1736) 2• + (1736) 2]112

=

2 112
)
;

2455 GPM

. The combined flow of both loops of LPCI is 42,600 GPM (21,300 x 2).
Therefore, the two pump uncertainty, in terms of a percehtage, is:
~

UNCERT%RHR-2Loops

= 245!;1/42,600

5.8 %

Ill) DESIGN BASJS LOCA CASES
a] Discussion

••

From Sections I.e. and 11.e above, it ls seen that the uncertainties for individual
Core Spray and RHR subsystems range from 5.8% to 9,3%. It is al~o seen that
when more pumps are considered in ·combination, the overall ·uncertainty
decreases. The reason for this is that when more than orie pump is considered,
the mean flows are added and the flow variances are added. However, the total
uncertainty in terms of percentage (UNCERT%), equals the total standard
deviation (UNCERT) divided by the total flow. Since the standard deviation is the
square root of the variance, the root of the variance is divided by the increase flow.
This process results in a lower uncertainty when expressed in terms of percentage.

.,
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To illuptrat~. if four identical pumps are considered, the total flow rate is 4 times the
flow rate of one pump and the total variance is 4 times the variance of one pump.
However, the total uncertainty percentage (UNCERTo/o) .js total standard deviation
(i.e., the square root of variance} the divided by the total flow. Since the standard
deviation is the square root of .the variance, this amounts to only 1/2 of the percent
uncertainty of each pump. ·
Conversely, with fewer pumps, the. total percent uncertainty will be higher. It
follows that higher uncertainties wiil exist for design basis accident scenarios with
fewer pumps available. Table 6.3-5 of the FSAR identifies the most limiting Design
Basis LOCA break locations along with the most limiting single failures. That table ·
also identifies the ECC sub-systems which remain available for these most limiting
scenarios. The six cases identified below identify the uncertainties for all of the
scenarios identified In that table.
Finally, note that for these cases, the diesel combination which posses the largest
affect on uncertainty will be utilized. In practice, if each pump is assumed to be
powered by: a separate, .,independent diesel. a lower uncertainty will result.
However, for this assessment, a diesel/pump lineup which results in the largest
~
uncertainty will be assumed.

•

;

b) CASE 1 - One Loop Core Spray Loop AND One LPCI Pump
Number of Pumps Available: 3
(1x6350) + (1x12,200)
Total Design Rated Flow: 18,550 GPM
Applic;;ible Break I Single Failure Scenarios:
'
·-·.
• Recirc Discharge I False LOCA
• Recirc Discharge I Battery (*}
• Recirc Discharge I Oie&el Generator_ (*}

=

To conservatively estimate the effects of diesel speed, it will be assumed that the
diesel which is supplying one· of the Core Spray pumps is also supplying the
available RHR pump. Therefore:
UNCERTCASE1

=

[(ucs.Flaw)

2

+

(ucs.Press}

2

+

(crRHR,Flow)

2

+

(u.RHR,Press>.2

)2 + (UcsPump,Speed + O'RHR,Speed)2]112
.
(O'csPump.Speed

=

UNCERT%cASE1 =·

I

·

[(200)2 + (384)2 + {600)2 + (560} 2 + (286)2 + (286 + 688)2) 112

=
UNCERTcAsE.1

+

1375 GPM
1375118,550 -

7.4 %

(•} Nole fhat for the baHery and diesel generator failure scenarios, no credit is taken for a third core Spray pump whfch
c:culd be available per FSAR Table 6.3-5. The rated now of the •uncredited" third Core Spray pump (3175 GPM)
exceeds !he calculated uncertainty of 1375 GPM.

,
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c) CASE 2 - One Loop Core Spray Loop AND Two LPCl Pumps (On_e Per Loop)
Number of Pumps Available:
4
Total Design Rated Flow: 30,750 GPM = (1 x 6350) + (2 x 12,200)
Applicable Break I Single Failure Scenarios:
• Recirc Suction I False LOCA
This case is similar to Case 1 In that a diesel which Is supplying· one Qf the Core
Spray pumps is also. supplying one of the available RHR pumps. However, in
addition, since two RHR pumps in separate and independent divisions are
available, it follows that a third diesel must be supplying the second RHR pump.
The uncertainty from Case 1 can therefore be combined via the SRSS method with
the uncertainty of a single RHR p·ump (UNCERTRHR-iPump
1071 'GPM), as
calculated ii) Section 11.e above ..

=

=

UNCERTCASE2

112

((1375)2 + (1071) 2] 112

=

•

2

[{UNCERTcASE1) + {UN CERTRHR·1Pmnp)2]

UNCERTCASE2

=

1743 GPM

UNCERTo/ocASEZ

=

:1743/ 30,750 -

5.7 %

d} CASE 3 - One Loop Core Spray Loop AND Three LPCI Pumps
{One Complete LPCI Loop plus One Pump in Other Loop)
Number of Pumps Available:
5
Total Design Rated Flow: 391850 GPM

= (1 x 6350)

+ (1 x 21,300)

+ (1 x 12,200)

Applicable Break I Single Failure Scenarios:
I

•'

• Recirc Suction I Battery ("')
• Recirc Suction I Diesel Generator C')
For this case, three diesels are availabie. The most col)servative line-up assumes
that the division which powers Core Spray also supplies a complete loop of RHR.
In addition, the remaining RHR pump is powered from a diesel in the opposite
division. For this configuration, the uncertainty for the single RHR pump is equal to
one pump uncertainty (UNCERTRHR.1Pump 1071 GPM), as calculated in Section
11.e above.

=

'

The uncertainty due to the complete division of two Core Spray and two LPCI
pumps must account for the fact that they are powered from the same pair of
diesels. Also, the fact that the RHR pump flow instrumentation uncertainties a·re
not independent must be accounted for as previously outlined in the LPCI one loop

,
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.

.

uncertainty· case In Section 11.e above. The uncertainty due to a complete division
of Core Spray and LPCI is:

=

UNCERTcs&RHR

2

2

2

[(crcs.F/aw) + (crcs.Press) + (2 X O'RHR.Ftaw) + (2x(crRHR.Prnss)

2
)

+

= [(200)2 + (384}2 + (2 x 600)2 + (2 x 560}2 + (2 x (286 + 688}2}]112
=2038 GPM
.(Note: 2038 / (6350+21300) .... 7.4% for a complete ECCS Division)
Applying the SRSS method to this uncertainty and the LPCI one pump uncertainty
yields:
2

2 1

)~

[(2038)2 + (1071) 2) 112

=

•

[(UNCERTCS&RHR) .+ (UNCERTRHR-1Puaip)

=

UNCER1:cASea

=
UNCERT%cAses =
UN CERTCASEa

i;.

2302 GPM

/

5.8· %

2302 I 39,850 -

("} Note that ror these scenarios, no credn is taken ror a third Core Spray pump which could be available per FSAR • ·
Table B.3-5. The rated flow of the •uncredited" third Core Spray pump (3175 GPM) exceeds the calculated
uncertainty or 23D2 GPM.

e) CASE 4 .. Two Core Spray Loops
Number of Pumps Available: · 4·
Total Design Rated Flow: 12,100 GPM = (2 x 6350)
Applicable Break I Single Failure ~cenarios:
• Recirc Discharge I LPCI lnjeetion Valve
The uncertainty for this case is determined in the Core Spray two loop uncertainty
case in Section l.e above.
. UN CERTCASE'4

-

=

UNCERTcs-~Loaps

UNCER'fO/ocASE4 =UNCERT%cs-2Loops

= -837 -GPM

=

837/12,700

6.6 %
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f) CASE 5 - Two Core Spray Loops AND One LPCI Loop

Number of Pumps Available: 6
{2 x 63SO) + (1x21,300)
Total Design Rated Flow: 34,000 GPM
Applicable Break I Single Failure Scenarios:

=

• Recirc Suction I LPCI Injection Valve
• Recirc Disch.ar'ge I HPCI
Since all four Core Spray pumps are available, all diesels must be in operation. In
this configuration, a complete divisional complement of RHR and Core Spray
pumps are avallatile, and the opposite loop of Core Spray is likewise available.
The uncertainty due to a complete division of two Core Spray and two LPCI pumps
was calculated above in eas~ 3 and was determined to be:

=

UNCERTCS&RHR

2038 GPM

The uncertainty for the opposite loop of Core -Spray is Identified as the Core
single loop uncertainty as determined in Section l.e above:

•

I

=

UNCERTCS-1Loop

Spr~y

.

.
~

I

592 GPM

Applying the SRSS method to· these u'ncertainties yields:

UNCERTcAse:s

::::

[(UNCERTcs&RHRi + (UNCERTcs-2Loops)2)112
[(2038)2 + (592) 2]112

UNCERTCASES

=
=

2123 GPM

UNCERT%cASE5

=

2123134,000 -

6.2 % ·
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g) CASE 6 - Two Core Spray Loops AND Two LPCI Loops
Number of Pumps Available: 8
(2 x 6350) + (2
Total Design Rated Flow: 55,300 GPM
Applicable Break I Single Failure Scenarios:

=

x 21,300)

I

• Recirc Suction I HPCI
In this case, all low pressure ECC suosystems in both divisions are available. The
uncertainty due to a complete division of two Core Spray and two LPCl pumps was
calculated above in Case 3 and was determined to be:
UNCERTCS&RHR

=

2038 GPM

Applying the SRSS method to account for both separate,. independent divisions
yields:

=

•

2

=

UNCERTCASE&

[(UNCERTcs&RHR) + (UN CERTcs&RHR)
[(2038)2 + (2038)

]1

2 112
]
.

UNCERTcAsEs

;:;

2882 GPM

UNCERT%CAsEG

=

2882 I 55,300 ....

'

2 12

5.2 %

IV) CONCLUSIONS
The following table summarizes the rated· flows for the available RHR and Core Spray
systems, along Y-'.ith the associated uncertainties for the most limiting SSES Design Basis
Accident scenarios: ·
"1Single Failure I ·
Break-+
Fal~eLOCA

Battery
. LPCI Injection Valve
Diesel Generator

HPCI

I

Recirc Sucti.oh

-Recirc Discharge

18,550 GPM I 7.4 %
18,550 GPM I 7.4 %
(*}
(*).
34JOOO GPM I 6.2 % 12,700 GPM I 6.6 %
39,850 GPM I ·5;a·% . ·1s;550 'GPM / 7.4 %
30,750 GPM I 5.7 %
39,850 GPM I 5.8 ~o

(")
551 300 GPM I 5.2 %

(*)
34,000 GPM I 6.2 %

(•) Note that for the battery and diesel generator rallure scenarios, no credit Is taken for a lhird Core Spray pump which could
be avallable per FSAR Table 6.3-5. For these cases, the rated !low of the •uncredited" third Core Spray pump (3175
GPM) exceeds lhe calculated uncertalnl!es.

,
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Effects of 2% Frequency Variation on Plan.t Systems and Components
I) DISCUSSION
With the implementation of Improved Technical Specifications (ITS), the allowable steady
stale operating frequency band for the emergency diesel generators is 58.8 H.z (60 +/- 1.2
Hz)<1>. · The purpose of this licensing requirement (i.e., a 2% allowance band on diesel
generator speed) is to assure that on-site emergency power is of an adequate quality, such
that proper operation of electrical devices, such as relays, transformers, solenoids, etc., is
assured. However, ii is PP&L's position that this 2% speed tolerance need not be
considered as a penalty in evaluating the performance of mechanical equipment/systems
such as pumps, fans, compressors, etc.
_As the result of conservative "over-design" margins which are Inherent in nuclear power
plant components and systems, a 2% increase in speed would not impose excessive
stresses. nor cause umrsuar "wear and tear" on equipment during accident periods.
Further, the relatively modest shortcomings in equipment performance which would result
from a 2% decrease in power supply frequency are offset by the inherent conservatism of
SSES licensing and design basis evalua~ions. In addition, The uncertainties in equipment
performance, which are induced by the potential for a 2% reduction in the power supply
frequency, are accounted for l::)y conservative assumptions and methodologies which are
mandated by regulatory analytical practices.

•

II) PURPOSE
The purpose of this evaluation is to provide a qualitative assessment addressing the impact
on (the performance of) large mechanical components/systems. which results from a
potential 2% reduction in- diesel speed (and heQce a lower power supply frequency). it wifl
be demonstrated that this· potential either: 1) does not in any way Impact syst~r,n operration;
or, 2) does not adversely affect the system/component capability to satisfactorily perform
its design Intended function. Hence, the potential for a 2% lower diesel power ·supply
frequency imposes no implications to plant safety.
Ill) EVALUATION
In the vast majority of cases, the· actual uncertainty of equipment performance which is
induced by the subject allowance band In dlesel generator frequency is actually less than
2%. This is due to the fact that for any given diesel, there is an equal probability that diesel
speed (and hence the speed of rotating equipment) could be conservatively high. Since
most safety-related systems contain redundant, 100% capacity components which serve
tile same function, the overall uncertainty induced by the potential for lower speed
decreases so long as each component is supplied by a separate diesel.

I

For example, if two identical pumps are considered, the total flow rate is 2 times the mean
flow rate and the total variance is 2 times the variance of one pump. However, the total
uncertainty, in terms of percentage, is the total standard deviation (i.e., the square root of
variance) divided by the total flow. Since the standard deviation is the square root of the
variance,
the
uncertainty
associated with
the 2%
allowance
band
is
[2% x (SQRT(2))/2]
[2%'X (1.41/2)1 = [2% x (0.71)]
1.42 %.

=

=

·
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Therefore, the actual expe~ted reduction in flow would be less than 2%. Similarly, the
associated uncertainty is [2% x (SQRT(3))/3] =1.16 % if lhree pumps are·considered and
the associated uncertainty is.[2% x (SQRT(4))/4J 1.0% if four pumps are considered.

=

The uncertainty in performance for most safety related, redundant systems will therefore
be less than 2%. Nonetheless, the evaluation below will assess the effects of a full 2%
reduction in diesel· speed on large mechanical components and systems.
A) Reactivity Control
1) Control Rod Drives
The CRD system pumps are not required for the emer:gency SCRAM function .. The
motive force for the rapid insertion of the control rod drives is provided via stored
hydrauJlc/pneumatic energy (l.e., CRD accumulators) and the reactor vessel pressure
itself. Hence, the ability for the CRD system to execute a SCRAM is unaffected by a
2% reduction in diesel speed. ·
·
2) · SBLC Pumps

I

During an ATWS, two SBLC pum·ps would be initiated to inject sodium-pentaborate into·
the vessel: Since two independent pumps would be in ·op'eratton and powered by
separate diesels, , the uncertainty in equipment performance associated with the 2%
·
ailowance band is actually 1.42 %.
The SBLC pumps are positive displacement pumps and their discharge ;head
characteristics would not be affected by a reduction in pump speed, but a ·proportional
reduction in flo"! would occur. However, the poten'tial for a slight reduction in diesel
3
supply frequency Is not seen to impact the conclusions of the SSES ATWS analyslsC >
for sev~ral reasons.
First, the SSES administrative concentration of sodium
pentabore'!te is maintained higher than that required by Technical Specifications. While
the Tech Spec allowable concentration ranges from 13.4% to·12.6% (by weight),<~ the
minimum administrative concentratlor:i is 13.6%.C25;2s> Hence, the actual concentration
of the solution injected is at least 1.5% higher than that required in Tech Specs.
Although the SBLC pumps may run slightly 'slower when powered by the diesels, this
higher concentration would act to offset the effects of a lower pump speed and thus
assure that the required quantity of sodium pentaborate is injected to the vessel in a
timely manner. Secondly, the ATWS case which involves a Loss of Off-site Power,
which is when the diesels would. be supplying the SBLC pumps, is not the most liming
even( with respect to peak vessel pressure, suppression pool temperature, nor fuel
cladding temperature.

I

Finally, as a result of· the low event probabilities, the regulatory assumptions which
govern plant specific ATWS evaluations allow for the use of nominal values. Since
there is an equal probability that the diesel supply frequency could be 2% above the 60
Hz setpoint, It is acceptable to assume a nominal supply frequency of 60 Hz. Since the
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ATWS rules allow for the use of nominal values; it is not a licensing requirement to
assume a penalty for a potential 2% reduction in emergency diesel generator speed.
B) RPV Pressure Boundary
1) Main Steam Safetv Relief Valves
The primary means for ov~rpressure protection of the reactor vessel are the Main
Steam Safety Relief Valves (MSRVs). These valves have several modes of operation,
none of which are affected by a reduction in diesel speed. In the "safety mode", which
is the ~nly mode governed by Technical Specifications; the valves are directly actuated
by vessel pressure. In the non-safety-related "relief mo'de", the valves are opened, and
maintained in the open position, via stored pneumatic energy Q.e., accumulators).
None of the components which are required for valve operation" rely on AC power
sources and hence valve operation is not impacted by lower diesel speeds.
C) ECCS

.

1) HPCI I RCIC Systems/Pumps

••

The HPCI and RCIC system major support components are powered by,DC eleqtrlcal .
sources and do not require AC power for operation. The motive power for the pumps is
supplied by steam driven turbines. As such, they a_re not impacted by a. 2% reduction
in diesel speed.
2) ADS
As with the other modes of MSRV operation, the motive force to actuate the ·ADS
f.unction of the valves is provided via stored pneumatic energy (i.e., accumulators and
stored N2 bottles). The function of the ADS system is therefore unaffected by a 2%
r.eduction in diesel speed .
.3) RHR & Core Spray Pumps
The need to account for the impacts of uncertainti~s in· ECCS flow-rates, which· are
induced by a 2% reduction in diesel speed, in the SSES LOCA analyses is addressed
in an engineering position paper Which has been prepared by the Nuclear Fuels
Group.C24> It has been concluded that NRC regulations do not explicitly require an'
analytical· allowance for diesel generator frequency uncertainties in Appendix "K"
methods. In addition, these methodologies, which are used for the SSES LOCA
analyses, are conservative and consistent with the NRC's current expectations. Hence,
the inclusion of such allowances is not needed ~o assure the health and safety of the
public.

I
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D) Containment Heat Removal
The design of the SSES units provides for two independent loops of decay/acciden~
heat removal, and only one is needed for design basis accident mitigation. · Each
independent loop consists of an RHR heat exchanger which can be supplied by either
of two 100% capacity RHR pumps. In addition, as a result of the "cross-unit" RHR
Service Water (RHR SW) arrangement, each heat exchanger can be cooled by either
of two 100% capacity RHR SW pumps. The redundancy of this configuration provides
for a high level of system reliability and assures the adequate capability for
decay(accident heat removal. Since multiple pumps are supplied by different diesels,
the uncertainty in equipment performance associated with the 2% allowance band is at
most 1.42 %. This notwithstanding, the following discussion is provided to demonstrate
that any RHR I RHR SW pump combination would provide adequate post accident
flows, even if both p4mps operated under a 2% speed reduction.
I

.

.

1) RHR

•

A 2% reduction in speed will not impact the RHR pumps' ability to proviae the design
rated shell side heat exchanger flow of 10,000 GPM for post accident decay~heat
removal. Although a lower pump speed affects both· flow and total developed· ;head
(TOH), the suppression pool return valves are throttled to only about 10-15% ppen
when RHR is in the suppression pool cooling mode. C4> This is due to the fact ·that the
suppression pool cooling line losses are relatively small when compared to the total
developed head of the pump. The difference is taken up by throttling the return ~alve,
which results in a large valve delta-P. If pump performance (i.e., flow and TOH) were to
decrease because of a lower speed, a system flow of 10,000 GPM coufd still be easily
established by further opening th~ return valve. Therefore, a 2% reduction in. pump
speed will not affect post accident RHR cooling flow.

I

h·

2) RHRSW
5

In Figure 1, the pump curve for a typical SSES RHR SW, pump is plotted. < > The pump
affinity laws were used to calculate a 11degraded" curve corresponcjing to a pump speed
of 5.8.8 Hz which is also plotted. Finally, a system resistance curve, .which corresponds
to a flow of 9000 GPM at 100% pump speed, is identified. N.ote that this system
resistanc~ curve would be establJshed by operators vla the throttling of the RHRSW
heat exchanger inlet valve in accordance with operating procedures. (S) If pump
performance were to decrease because of a lower speed, the RHR SW flow through
the heat exchanger would decrease to the point where the system resistance curve
intersects the ·degradec;f curve. By inspection, it is seen tliat this flow 'is approximately
8750 GPM. This flow is well in excess of the minimum required RHR SW flow of 8000
GPM, as identified in Reference 7. Therefore, a 2% reduction in pump speed will not
adversely affect post accident RHR SW cooling flow.

'

•
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E) ESW I DIESEL COOLING
1) ESW System
ESW system supplies cooling water to the emergency diesel generators, the ECCS
p.!Jmp room coolers (RHR, C~, HPCl/RCIC), the RHR pump motor oil coolers, the
control structure chillers, and the Unit 2 direct expansion units. These loads are also
addressed in other sections, but the following discussion is provided to demonstrate
t~at the potential fqr a 2% reduction in diesel speed will not threaten adequate cooling
for emergency roads. .
Performance Uncertainty
During a Design Basis Accident, at least one loop of ESW (i.e., two pumps) would be In
operation. Since all ESW pumps are supplied by separate diesels, the associated
uncertainty in e€fuipment performance for a two pump configuration is actually 1.42 %.
likewise, the uncertainties associated with three and four pump operating
'
configurations is 1.16% and 1.0% respectively.
'Spray Pond I ESW Short Term Temperatures

•

..
l

The design bas.is flows foF all ESW users is based on the maximum spray pond design
temperature of 97°F. cs) The maximum administrative operating limit of 85°F(9al assures
that the 97°F threshold wilJ not be exceeded, even with the worst case single failu(.e for
spray pond temperature; a failure of an ESW return bypass valve to close. (This failure
can· prevent. the effective use of the spray arrays and hence results in higher s'pray
·
pond temperatures.)
The spray pond temperature profile following a Design Basis Accident increases by
10
about two degrees-Fin the first three hours of an accident; from B5.5°F to 87.6°F.< >
Subsequently, after six hours, temperature increases to 90.6°F and then to· 93.4°F at
·twelve hours. With the inability to close a loop's bypass valve, appropriate operator
actions are taken .but spray pond temperature continues to increase to 95.9°F at 24
hours and peaks at 97.42°F at t=44 hours. Soon the·reafter, a downward trend in
temperature occurs. Based on this profile, ESW users would be supplied with relatively
low temperafurf? cooling water during the initial stages of an accident. As a result of
lower initial supply temperatures, as W!:!ll as the fact that margin exists between the
actual and minimum required ESW cooler flows, <11> it is reasonable to expect that all
ESW users would be adequately cooled, even ..jf diesel -speeds -(and hence pump
speeds) were to be slightly lower.
ESW System · Performance

I

Two ESW pumps are capable of supplying all requi~ed emergency loads during a OBA
(i.e., four diesels and a complete division of safety-related equipment).<11> In addition,
for most pBA scenarios, it is expected that a minrmum of three pumps would be

l.
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available; the only single failures which would prevent the auto-initiation of at least
three pumps is the loss of 125 VDC batteries 10614 or 10624. However, for these
specific single failures, it is expected that two pumps would nonetheless provide for
adequate cooling in the short term, even with a 2% reductioo in speed. This is due to
the fact that spray pond temperatures will be less than the design basis temperature
limit of 97°F as described above. In the short term, the cooler supply temperatures
would act to offset the effects of a slightly lower trow which might occur if only two
pumps were available and operating at a lower speed.
·
·In the event of a failure of 1'0614 or 10624, additional pumps could be placed in
service by transferring their control power from the failed battery to the corresponding
Unit 2 battery (20614 or 20624). At this point, at least three p·umps would be available
and capable of supplying all required loads as described below:

'

In Figure 2, the pump curve for a typical SSES ESW pump is plotted. <12> Also plotted is
the equivalent curve for two pump operation in pC1rallel, as well as a conse,.Yative
system resistance curve which intersects ~he two pump curve at a flow of 7000 f3PM.
This flow was selected because it bounds the flow requirements of a single 1o:op of
ESW. (Bl Finally, a "degraded" curve is plotted which corresponds to three pumps
operating with a 2% reduction in speed (58.8 Hz}. By inspection, it is seen that ;1000
GPM, the "degraded" three-pump curve is above the"normal" two pump curv,e; which is
knowr:t to provide adequate flow to the associated users. <11> Therefore, as long as· three
ESW pumps are available, they would be able to provide adequate flow and llead even
when operat~d with a 2% reduction in speed.
Spray Cooling

a

As final note, it should be identified that the potential for a 2% reduction in ESW
pump speed will not result in inadequate spray cooljng. This is due to the fact that
· guidelines have been developed and incorporated· into the appropriate operating
proceduresC6> which provide direction for the optimum use of the spray networks, based
on system flow. Therefore, oper~tors have the required information and operating
guidelines to effectively use the spray networks and optimize spray cooling regardless ·
of actual system/loop flow.
2) Emergency Diesel Generator:Cooling
Based on the discussion above, it is reasonable to expect that the emergency diesel
generators would be provided enough cooling to provide for the disbursement of their
design_heat load. Hence, a 2% reduction in·ESW pump speed would not affect either
the short or long term phases of i:ilesel operation during accident scenarios.

.t

In the short term phase, just after diesel start, the engine is cold and operation can
13
continue for several minutes without cooling.< > Jn addition, during this point of the
accident, cooler·inlet temperatures would be at least 12°F Gooier than assumed in the
diesel heat exchanger design calculations. (The heat exchanger design calculations

•
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assume an inlet temperature equal to the ESW spray pond design limit of 97°F,
whereas the pond temperature at the start of the event would be at most 85°F ~ the
/
·
Tech Spec administrative limit.)
Jn the longer term, It ls expected that at least three ESW pumps would be available as
described above, and hence the diesels would be supplied with their design ff ow rates.
In addition, it should be noted that If a diesel were running with a 2% slower steady
state speed, the mechanical components it powers would also be running 2% slower.
Under these conditions, the work done by these mechanical components would be·
less, ani:i hence their assQciated load on the diesel would be less. With a lower diesel
load, the cooling requirements woultl likewise be less. Hence, it is concluded that
1Jnacceptable diesel operating conditions would not result from any potential
shortcomings 1.n ESW'flow due to a 2% reduction in diesel speed.

F) HVAC
~

.

1) Control Structure Chilled Water

•

The Control Structure Chilled Wate~ (CSCW) system consists of two indeper:ident
. chiller trains, each of which has a 100% capacity of 202 tons with the n;il'!ximum ,ESW
supply'temperature of 97°F, and a loop sup_ply temperature of 44°F.<14> In general, the
entire temperature profile in the control structure during· Design Basis Accidents
qualifies as a "mild" environment. This is evidenced by the fact that equipment
qualification Is not required for components In the building. Unlike the reactor building,
which is completely isolated under accident conditions, outside air is drawn irito the
control structure through the CREOASS trains. The overall heat load is therefore
dependent not only on the building's internal ·heat load, but also on the on outside air
temperature which varies throughout the day.
There are several ways Jn which a 2% lower diesel speed would affect the CSCW
system. There are a number of components which would operate at a lower·speed,
and hence provide lower flows. These components include the system's outside supply·
and area cooling fans, the condenser circ and.loop circ pumps, as we.II as the chiller's ·
centrifugal compressor, fn general, with a lower compressor speed,· the available
capacity of the chiller will decrease since the overall flow rate of the refrigerant· will
decrease.
With the fans and loop circ pumps prov.iding lower flo1.,Vs, the actual heat load induced
on the chiller will be lower, since lower flows would .remove .less .heat from the cooled
areas. Jhe net effects of a 4% reduction in diesel speed would result in a steady state
equilibriu~ operating point for the system with slightly higher room/area temperatures.
This steady state operating point will not only be a function of these areas
temperatures, but also of the chilled loop supply/retlirn temperatures, outside air (i.e.,
supply) temperatures, and the ESW .supply temperature and flow.

,
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A review of the building temperature response during accidents was performed. <15>
That analysis considers the effect of variable chiller loads and loop supply
temperatures, as well as outside air temper~ture. When loop supply temperature is
increased by 6°F (from 44°F to 50°F), chll!er load Is reduced by up to 20 tons (about
10%), and peak room/area temperatures increase by an average of about 4°F - 5°F. In
addition, all peak temperatures do not occur until 720 hours (30 days) after the start of
the accid~nt. With a 2% reduction in diesel speed, it is expected that peak room/area
temperatures would be slightly higher than those calculated for 100% equipment
speed. However, temperatures for those areas wh!Ch are cooled by the CSCW system
would nonetheless still fall within the envelope which defines a "mild" environment.
In addition, as the result of the thermal inertia of the entire building and system, the
effect of a slower diesel speed would be slow to develop. This slow response, coupled
with the 30 day time required to reach peak room/area temperatures, would provide for
an adequate "buffer-' to allow for operators to diagnose unusual control struct1:1re
environmental conditions. Since operators have complete access to the CSCW ~ystem
during accidents, appropriate corrective actions could be taken to preclude the or:iset of
unacceptable control structure temperatures. Therefore, a 2% ·reduction in ~diesel
speed will not affect the CSCW system's capability of maintaining a "mild":envlronment
in the control structure.
!
;
.

I

...

2) Unit 2· DX Units
i

Area cooling for the Unit. 2 emergency switch-gear rooms and load ·center areas is
provided by the skid mounted direct expansion units (DX units) which reject heat" to the
ESW system. ihere are two independent units which are powered from indepenj:fent
diesels and supplied by separate loops of ESW. With two independen~ units,. 'the
uncertainty induced by ttie potentia·1 for a 2% reduction in diesel speed is actually
1.42%, as discussed above.
Unlike otlier chilled wate.r systems at SSES,. these units do not operate in. a "loadfollowing" mode. At steady state operating conditions, they are capable of removing a
heat load of approximately 40 tons with an ESW supply temperature of 97°F. C10•19>
HoweverJ the heat load in the areas th~se units serve i$ on the order of approximately
19
32 tons. ' > Although a 2% reduction in diesel speed could potentially affect the
capacity of the DX units, there is sufficient margin between the rated capacities of
these ur:iits and their worst case accident heat load. Therefore, the potential for a 2%
~eduction in diesel, speed will not affect adequate cooling of the Unit 2 emergency
swjtch gear rooms.
3) Reactor Building HVAC (ECCS Room Coolers)

I

The perfonnance of the reactor building room coolers could potentially be affected by a
2% reduction in diesel speed since they would be supplied with a lower ESW flow, and
far:i speed would be reduced by 2%. However, adequate cooling: for the affected areas
is nonetheless assured as discussed below:
•

'
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RHR & Core Spray
Each division of RHR and Core Spray has two 60% capacity fan/cooling units. Since
ea9h fan unit is supplied by separate diesels, the uncertainty associated with the 2%
diesel allowance band is actually 1.42%.
The design basis ESW flow to the RHR and Core Spray fan units is 120 QPM and 36
8
GPM respectively.< > However, calculations performed in support of the Appendix '1R"
Program have indicated that acceptable room temperatures (i.e., design basis
temperatures! are maintained with flows as low as 50 GPM for RHR and 14 GPM for
Core Spray. l2 ~ It is therefore evident that a :?ignificant amount of cooling margin exists
for these coolers. In addition 1 it is noteworthy to add that the maximum area
temperatures for these rooms does not occur until 30. days· after the start of an
19
accident.< > Therefore, if diesel speed were to be reduced by 2%, any unusual.
conditions would be slow to evolve and there would be ample time to allow for proper
operator response. It is· therefore concluded that the potential for a reduction ip ·both '
ESW and fan flow which results from a 2% lower speed would not re~ult in
unacceptable temperatures for the affected areas.
~.

HPCI & RCIC

'

The HPCI and RCIC rooms are provided with_ two 100% capacity fan/cooling "units,
each of which is powered from a separate diesel and supplied by a separate loop of,
ESW. As with the RHR '&Core Spray Coolers, their performance could be affected,
since they could potentially be supplied with a lower ESW flow, and the fans speed
could be reduced by 2%.
;
Calculations have demonstrated that under large break OBA scenarios, these. coolers
.are not required to maintain acceptable area temperatures, ·since the HPCI & RCIC
systems isolate under these conditions.<19> For small break scenarios, these coolers are
only required if the barometric condens~r piping is assumed to fai1.<19•21> For scenarios
during which the systems are assumed to operate, the primary heat load In these
rooms therefore results from a pipe break outside containment with a small break
LOCA inside containment During these scenarios, peak area temperatures do not
"occur until several hours after the start of the event. At this point, it is likely that the
vessel would be depressurized and high pressure make-up systems would no longer be
required. Even under the worst case postulated se<enar:ios, peak temperatures do not
occur until a point when the systems would no longer be required. Therefore, even if
area cooling was affected by the slower diesel speed, this would not_impact the ability
of the HPCI and RCIC system to perform their design intended function during 1he
postula~ed scenarios.
4) The Stand·Bv Gas Treatment System
The Stand·By Gas Treatment System (S~GT} consis.ts of two 100% capacity
independent filter trains and fans which are supplied from separ~te diesels. Under

,
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accident conditions, the system auto-initiates and takes suction from the unit~common
reactor building recirculation plenum. ·since each fan unit Is independent, the
uncertainty in sys~em performance associated with the 2% allowance band is 1.42%..
The primary functions of the SBGT system are to: 1) establish a negative pressure of
0.25" H20 in the secondary contaiAment upo-n system initiation (i.e:, draw-down phase);
and 2) maintain this pressure to prevent un·monitored effluvium from reactor building
leakage pathways. ln_performing its design function, ~he SBGT system as~ures that
gaseous effluents are filtereo and monitored, and maintains off-site doses below
10CFR100·limits. While a~% reduction in diesel speed would result in lower fan flows,
this reduction in system performance is not expected to impact off-site doses.

•

Upon initiation, SBGT is required to "draw-down" secondary containmi::int to ·0.25" H20
in 3 minutes. Calculations have indicated that with the maximum allowable reactor
building in-leakage' of 4000 SCFM, <9b> a· single SB'GT fan can draw-down Zones I, II, &
22
Ill in 142 seconds. Thus a 38 second, or 21% margin exists.< > In addition, ·another
calculation has shown that even with a 13 minu.te draw-down time,_ there is virtu~lly no
23
change in calcuiated off-site closes. < > Thus, even if the system required an adgitlonal
10 minutes to d(aw-down the reactor building, there are no consequences with r~spect
~o off-site doses. In any case, it is reasonable to conclude that a 2% reductlpn jn fan
speed would not prevent the' SBGT s~stem from establishing -0 ..45" H2Q reactor
building pressure. prior to the ·propagation ·of fission products into_ the sec"Qndary
containment
..
:
Jn the long~f term. phase of s·ystem operation, SBGT must maintain a ·-0.25!' H.20
pressure in secondary contalnmeflt. This is achieved by maintaining a ~nstantpBGT
system flow of 10,100 SCFM, which is drawn from two sour.ces: an outside air supply, .
fJnd the reactor ouilding recirculation plenum. Modulating dampers control the~ flows
from both the recirculation plenum and the outside air source, such that the re~ctor
11
building ls maint;:iined at ~0.25 H20. Since the maximum. allowable reactor building in~
leakage is only 4,ooo. SCFM, it follows that ~t least 6, 1 oo SCFM must be drawn from
the outside sourne.
The first effect of a lower fan speed would be that the .fan inlet dampers, which control
to maintain a constant flow of 10, 100 SCFM would open further. If the fans were
unable to maintain a f.Jow of 10;100 SCFM, the other system dampers would modulate
to maintain reactor building pressure by drawing less flpw from the outside .supply
source. A.s a result of the large margin between the maximum reactor building in~
leakage {4,000 SCFM),.and tlie rated f.an flow (10, 100 SCFM), it concluded that a 2%
reduction in fan speed would.not prevent the SBGT system from achieving its long term
design basis objeqtive.

is

IV) CONCLUSION

a

As result of existing calibration procedures and- practices, as well as the accuracy of the
diesel generator electronic governor, it is unlikely that the diesel speed would devjate from
60 Hz. However, the above evaluation qualitatively considers the effects of a 2% diesel
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(

l

speed reduction on large mechanical components and systems. The fallowing summarizes
. these effects:
•

As a result of equipment/system redundancy, the actual uncertainty in equipment
speed which results from the potential for a 2% lower diesel speed is, in actuality,
less than 1%.

• With respect to the short term plant respons~ during· accidents and transients: It was
demonstrated that an actual 2% reduction in diesel speed does not adversely
affect: 1) the ability to establish sub-critical core conditions; 2) the ability to
maintain and protect the reactor vessel p~ssure boundary; ancl, 3) provide

adequate make-up capability during design basis

a~cidents and/or transients.

• Wrth respect to U:le tong term plant response during accidents and transients: It was
demonstrated that as the result of the redundancy and independence of plant
comp.onents, as well as CQnservative design practices, an actual 2% reduction in
equipment speed would not adversely affect the ability to mitigate lliese events,
and will not result in off-site doses in excess of 10CFR100 limits. ·

•

In summary, past and present engirieering .pracilces which govern the design and licensing
bases of SSES provide for an extremely conservative ar:id safe plant design. These
practices mandate many engineering conservatisms (i.e., assumptions. inputs,
·methodologies, etc.) which are applied in the design of systems and also in the evaluation
of specific licensing basis events. ~s a result of these conservatisms, many of which are
mandated by regulatory requfrements/commitments, a high level of system. and compr;ment
"over-design" establishes an ample margin of plant safety. As a result of this margin, .it is
· not an appropriate licensing basis .requirement that an additional 2% penalty be incurred
due to the allowance in emergency diesel generator SP.eed.

See pa.5e. '3'fo
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Discussion of OE 31798 (AR 1296983)
Discussion: ARJCR 1302108 was generated to docwnent the applicability of the OE to
SSES and CRA 1307834 was generated to update this calculation, Clinton Power Station

generated OE31798 (AR 1296983) which documented that power uprate significantly
reduced the available ECCS margin for the containment analysis. This margin had
previously been used to address lower diesel frequencies as allowed by the Technical
Specifications. The main concern is that the Clinton uncertainty analysis did not
specifically address the containment cooling functions of the RHR pumps. The PPL
analysis in EC-024-1014 Attachment 2 section D specifically addresses the containment
analysis. This section was not specifically updated for EPU.
A review ofEC..PUPC-20601 determined that the pow~r requirements for safety related

•

systems post-EPU have remained the same. Additionally, a review of each specific
section of the Attachment 2 analysis determined that although some of the details have
changed slightly the conclusions of each section remain the same for EPU. Since the
containment analysis' is specifically mentioned in the OE that issue is discussed. As
stated in the Attachment 2 section D, the RlIR. pumps are assumed to have a flow rate of
10,000 gpm through the heat exchanger. This is significantly below the RlIR.. pump
capacity ana with a 2% reduction in :frequency this flow rate will still be met. EC-PUPC20400 evaluates containment pressure and temperature response for EPU. The analysis
calculated an acceptable response even without containment sprays. Additionally, a
review of EC-PUPC-20400 determined that running all 4 RHR and all 4 Core Spray ,
pumps is conservative from a containment heat-up perspective since all these pumps ~dd
heat to the containment If the pump speed is reduced by 2% this will reduce the pump
heat load within containment which would lower suppression pool temperatures. This is
conservative. So based on the specific analysis for SSES, EPU did not impact the margin
for these systems as it related to the diesel frequency issue. The other concern would be
equipment cooling (RHR room coolers, diesel cooling DX unit, etc.)~ The peak spray
pond temperature did not change as a result of EPU (still 97°F) and the discussion for
each of these cooling systems is still applicable. Based on this evaluation, the concerns
of OE 31798 have been effectively evaluated for SSES .and the conclusions remain
acceptable.
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FIGURE 2
ESWSYSTEM • IM'ACT OF LOlAER PUMP SPEED
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Issue:

Ca!culatlon EC-024-1014 considers the impact of ihe tech spec allowable +/- 1.2 Hz
frequency variation on the connected loads. However, a review of the calculation did not
show that the impact of higher frequency on starting torque was addressed. Flux is
inversely related to speed. So an increase in speed decreases motor field flux. This in
turn impacts the motor's.starting torque. It appears that this impact needs to be
addressed in a calculation.
Response:
A detailed review of the calculation shows discussion of MG 2 requirements which state
that motors will operate successfully under running conditions at rated load with
frequency variations of up to +/-5 percent, voltage variations up to +/-1 Opercent, and
voltage and frequency variations summed by absolute value of +/-10 percent. However,
a review of MG 2 shows that the referenced section In MG 2 refers to running loads. In
MG 2, the 10/1981 version, the discussion of starting torque Is generic but notes that
the torque developed by the motor at any speed is proportional to voltage squared and
inversely proportional to irequency.

For the 4 KV safety related motors, GE specifications apply for the RHR and CS motors,
and E112 applies to the Bechtel scope of supply. The specifications do not reference
MG 2,- but instead reference MG 1.

_,.

-

The motor specs for RHR (GE 21 A9369AZ), Core Spray (GE 21A9369AY) and E1"12 for
the Bechtel scope of supply all reference MG 1 requirements for torque. Specification
E112 spec[fically references MG 1-20.45. The number 20.45 is a section/paragraph
within MG 1.
The requirements relevant to the problem statement are In MG 1-20.45 which states that
the motor shall be capable of starting and accelerating a load witli a torque characteristic
and inertia value not exceeding that listed In MG 1-20.42 with voltage and frequency
variations specified in Par. A of MG 1"20.45. Par. A allows frequency variations of up to
+/-5 percent, voltage variations up to +/·10 percent, and voltage and frequency
variations summed by absolute value of +/-1 Opercent.
·
The inertia values for the RHR and Core Spray motor (respectively 3960, 420 wk2).
determined by MPR in developing dynamic motor models are below the inertia values
provided in MG 1-20.42 (16780, 2514 wk2).
It can be concluded that adequate starting and accelerating torque would be available at
a frequency of 60 +1.2 61.2 hertz.

=

Relevant pages of MG 1 and MG 2 follow::
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MG 1-20.42 Load Wk 1 foi- Poln>hase Squfnel·caae Induction .Motors
The following table lists load Wk1 which polyphase1 aqumel·c:age mo tots having penonnauce cbiu'acteristicsm accordance with Part

20 can accelerate without injurioi.is temperature: rise under the following conditions:
.
l. Applied voltage and frequency within the limits set in MG 1·20.45.
·
2. DP?ii:ig the ao::elera.tingJ:od• the connected load i;oniu.e shall be equal to, or less tban, a torq~e whic:b varies as tbe square
of the sp= and is c9-u to 100 percent of full-load torque at rated s~
3, Two starts in sucees91on {coo.sting- to RSt bit.ween &tartsJ with the mo icltjally at ambient tempera1:mc or oae start with the:
motor initially a.t a tempeiature not ~g ibl rated load operqting tempemtuie,
6CICI s_.i, &g!:
3QG
l80ll
s:n
12119
i!O •.
w
no
ll90
Up

100

-

'°°

Lo&d Wllf

,.

125
150

200

2SO
300

S&l

400
-150

soo

600
100

800
900
1000

• 1250
1&00
1750
2000

2200

2500
3000

aooo

4000
4500
0000
5500

6000
7000

8000
9000.

10000
11000
1.2000

13000

14000

15000

4199

46136-

443

S03

550

61!i
668
790

902
1004
1006
1180
1200

1387
1491

i:;7(}
1627
1662
1677

·:.·

2262

2514

2815

3108
3393

4073

4712.
5310
5880
64,20
S93G

7880

!rfOO

9460
10120
10720.
11240

11690
12400

1.aS'(Q

13120
18170

5130
6030
6!JOO
7760
8500
~10

11380
13260
15060
16780
18fr40

20030

23()(()

2S8liO
~

SQ890
83160
SS280.
37250

S500

• 94(!0

14830

17970

14060

~

17.560

80480

15830

ll!2BO.
23390

2'l3SO

~7700

34860

61100

85800.
97300
1QS200
118700

54800
&tlOO

68800
71700
76700

mrioo

138300

40770

147000
llWOOO

46380

105?00

195800

48430

50100
lil400
~

52900
53100

181000

98500

200400

112200
117000

220000

233500
244000

12.3000
127500

131300
184.liOO

253600

~

17.530

00600

ol0710

~
~

69700

21560

29430

37000

62100
76600
93600

76100

uoooo

96000
106800

141600

85900

"l3BQ(}

89000

4'1740

64000

67600

38430
41000
48020

31750

S80SO

52!iOO

M500

81170

24220

2.!810
82200

l8li20

66800

429liO

33470
. '40740

lMlO

40850
48280
55500

$3110

27440

lmlO

(OO!iO

22870
25470
28050

21100

21700

38280

. 1632() •

10400
12250

10830

12670
]li610

~o

17650
20230

14670

Lb-IC'

29800
85300

11270
12980

Sl&>O
00500

43700

...

lioOO

ii&o

654.o
7lj3{)

~Y•.i :JilDt<ll' Wl"1t

116800

136200

154800

1'12600
189800
206400

222300
287800
261100
294500
320200
34"200

3ll6700

126000

166900
171800

~OD

228600

'16900

86900

\16700
106400
130000

163000
170<00
197300
218100
2311700
280500

810000

255400

S5SOOO

300l500

430800

281400

330800

85MOO

. 899500
«2100
482800
li20000

695000

'18Sl!OO
!l99500
li65llOO
526000

essooo

656200

741000
79i000

622400
602800

893100
984200
llSSlOO

3a7700

li90200

442900

681500

407400
42&!00

61300
li5600

BM800

20751>

SQ640

&1300

esaoo

26760
~1540

&1200

69900

79200
88300
9'1300

7li300
89100
102600
1mioo
120000

115100
lS2600

2:HSOO

304200

2llSOOO
821800

Fi~

141900
1?3600
2M.'iOO

!i.IW.100

876SOO

429800

481600
~(JOO

581000

G28000
670000

'164000
850000

931000
1009000
1084000
1155000
1224000
1.289000
UIS2000

SS680

.qgsoo

02300
6MOO
76400

64500

'79500

94300

108900
123200
137400
UilSOO

SSlOO

9ll800
111800

122600

185700

~

334SOO

• 'l'IJls r0tmui. ....,. l>Ot b< "l'Pll... bl• to ...~ cotl""1~dr:4 m&Ii~

.i,.,...., table.
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.L:z

g

g
Q

2

~

a
ij1

260300

,.·:

283900

aslllOO

''

M2800

llS4600
433300

li3'1000

489400

620000

224800

559000

mooo

$3000
758000

82l.OOO

S32000

1001000
1114000
1223000

1327000
1428000

1524000
1617000
1707000
. 179SOOO

414400
476.200

596000

481200
li28000

65500CI
760000
881000

709000
796000
881000
963000

989000
1095000
1198000

1123000

'Ul98000

~

l2ll9000

1590000

1275000
1'22000

1'175000

1563000

l!IS3000

2'12SllOO

1699000
1830000
1956000
207SOOO
2l9li000
2800000

J

2291000
2452000

.ooosooo

27JlSOOO
2904000

~

~
......
<=>c

!P!Er·

.

'f.P

c

!.'I

286700

The valuc.s of Wkz of connected lead given. in the forcgoi:ug table were Calctilated from the followhlg formula:
Load w.e2 ...
Hp·" ] - a 06S5 [ ~J
Where A-24 for 300 to 1800 rpm, inclusive, motors
~-27 for 3600 tplII motors
1000
1000

.A[(I!:F!E:.t"

>
:g

179300
206700
283700

l.45100

16'1200
189000,
.210000
2BlSOO
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41550
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MG l-20.43 Number of Starts
A. Squirrel-cage induction motors :shall be cn.-

B. If additional starts are required, it is
recommended that none be made until all c.onditions affecting operation have be.en thoroughly
investigated and the apparatus examined for
evidence of excessive heating. It should be
recognized that th!! wunb~ of starts should be
kept to a minimum since the life or the motor is
affected by the number of starts,
C. When reqlleste.d by the purchaser, a separate starting infonm1tion plate will he supplied 011
the motor.
Authorized Enginco:ring rnrol'Jlllllio116-l-1959, ~vised
II-12-1970,

Performance within these voltage and frequency
variations will not necessarily he in accordance
with the standards established for operation at
rated voltage nnd fn:quency.

B.

NitMA Stamfartl lMD-l9.li6, revlscd 3-14-11183:

11·12..J.970.
• T&e llm!Uoi v•lu.. cf volla&tr and lizqU•IJ"Y ua.ftt wtd~t"' motor
nlll sw:con!nlly start and a.culomta to C11oalo11 •l'<Cd <h:~Gd en the
hUH",l:li"l br:twttn the spml...torqua. cttr"e uf the. hJrllat i:at rated votl.11.1e.

::d~~:::i·~~: ~; ~=~7,x:,y,::rt;'Jih.,"~~:~i:.::~·'~

l•

l\ilG 1·28.44 Overspeeds
·squirrel-cage and wound-rotor induction mo-

t1:11s shall be so constructed tha.t, in an. em~ency,
they will withstand without mechanical injury
ovetSpeeds above synchronous speed il1 accordance

with tha following:

·

Rpm

20

180 Land over

25

1800 and below

NWA Stmufard li-l7·191lli.

a~Jo~l-:= J>1_0portlo1U1l ti) !be ~r~ of (Ito \'Oll~f• aa:f io.-

~gf..tif't.. d~~\J: ~ti'!t~:B':f ~ad {m::~ i~r~tf::S"';)!ri

:rnlly -

•t ~ lm!Al!oti•=. 1a1cln1 1111<> :r.=uQt ""Y vol"''"

T'ff. t;fo~l!\fo!':::'.s ~~! ~~::cii:~1'!':.'1ic ~riv~~"....:I,~,.'".;
!'i!f~gi:~~:'r:-"t~":::if~W.:,~ r1t"'1 vo1t..to 1'nd frequency.

'"'°""

NOT&-laduell°" 111otOJ11 lb b• Ol"'l"t..t
llOlld·al..tti ar ot&o.tfptO of YArillbl ..frtqueoC)' audfor ....ntbl1:-voltt"' IJ<)>f..- "11111>11"*
(or s4J111t.ble-a~ilrl.vaAppU~o~ 1l\&,Y' require radlvh!lud C..Q.
•r.toraUoii to provide satlrr.otmy
S.~•ll:r for 011<1...
tl4il bclo>f dt<d ~· 11 ~?-; bo
to r<tlll.e>o th ciotor
1

!>Cd"""•"=,.._,Ill'}'

:=. ~~~111A~:r~~~~toa&':.~~t~~~J~J:;

a -tar ror rue& 1'pplle&llo.,.

MG 1·20.46 Routine Tests
l. Measurement of winding resistance
2. No-load rmdiag:s o! current and speed at
normal voltage and frequency. 011 oO-hertz
motors, these readings may be takea. at 60 hertz
if 50 hertz is not available. On moton1 furnished
without complete :shaft and bearings, this test·
will not be taken.
·
8. Measurement of open-circuit voltage ratio
ott wound-rotormotors.
4. High-potential test ia accocdance with MG
1•2D.47.
NEMJ\.Standard 11·14.-1957.

MG 140.47 High·potentlal Tests
A.

MG 1-20;45 Vurfatlons from

Rated

and Rated Frequency

A. RUNNINO
Motors shall operate successfully under running
conditions at rated land with a variation in the
voltage or the frequency up to the following:

I. Plus or minus 10 percent of rated voltage,
with rated frequency.

2.

SAFETY PRECAU110NS AND TEsT
PROCBDURS

Voltage

Pl11s or minus 5 percent: of rated frequency,

with rated voltage,

;J. J\ combined variation ln voltage and fre·
quenc.y of plus or mirtus 10 percent (sum of
:tb.'inlute values) of the roted v.ruues, ·pro·
vidcd the frequency variation dtles not ex·
cci:d plus ur minus 5 percent of rated frequency.

See· MG 1-3.01.

B.

(

S1'AR.TJMG

Motors shall start and accelerate to running
speed a. Ioml which has a torque characteristic and
an. inertia vatue not exceeding that listed in MG
1-20.42 with the voltage and frequency variations
specified in par. A. For loads with other cha.me·
teristlcs, the starting voltage Dlld frequency limits
may be different•

Authorized Eqineeri'ng Info~tion 3-14.-1003; revkcd
1-16-1969; 11-12·1970•

Synchronous Sp.cd,

•

lf3

LARGE APPARATUS-IN'lJUCTJON MOTORS

pnble of m:i.king the following starts, providing the
IYA2 of the load, the load torque during acceleration, the applied voltage, and the method of starf.1.
ing are those for which the motor was designed:
1. Two starts in su~sslon, coastirig to rest
betwc1:1l starts, with the motor .initially at
nmbient temperature, or
2. One start with the motor initially at a tem·
perature not e."<ceeding its rated load opera.ting temperature.
NEMA. Stsu1dard 6-1·19li9.

•

E <--: 01.,l.} ~ '~.\~.

....

TEsT VOLTAOB-PRIMAR.Y WINDINGS

The test voltage shall bci an alternating voltage
whose effective value is 1000 volts plus twice the
rated voltage of the machine.•
C. TEST VOLTAOB--SECONDARY WINOrNGS
OF WOUND ROTORS

The t¢St voltage shall be an alternatfng voltage
whose effective value is 1000 volts plus twice the'
ma.~imUlll voltage which will appear between slip
tings on Of'en-circuit with rated voltage on the
primary and with the rotor either at standstill or
at any speed and di.rection of rotation (wilh reil)ect

~
l

-~"'-~·"•"•-••·•-n•-•m••·-··--•~··•••••••u·-••-··~-----.-.~~-~-·--··-
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SELEOilON, INSTALLATION AND U$E

Insulation Glass

Typlc11.t Total Win.ding l'emporatura
1.15 Sil<YICIJ F11clor 1,0Survfca Faclor

ClassH
crassF

ClassB
cress A

165C
140C
115C

1600
1550
130C
1050

The rotor surface temperature of squlrrelcaga Induction motors oannot be accurately
measured on production units. Tha rotor surface temperature varies greatly with enclosure
typa, cooling method, Insulation class, and slip,
but may be in the range of 150-225 C for Clasl? B
or Class F Insulated normal slip motors when
operating at tated load and In a 40 C ambient
temperature.
The abov~ Insulated winding temperature
and rotor surface temperature values are typl·
oaf values based on continuous operation at
rated vbltage and rated frequency under usual
service conditions. Margin for voltage and fre·
quency variations, manufacturing variation,
ov~rload, or hot start and acceleration· is not
included. The motor manufacturer should be
consulted for further information.
When motor-mounted space heaters are to
be furnished, It Is recommended that tile exposed surface temperature be llmlted to ao
percent of the Ignition temperature of the gas
or vapor Involved with rated space heater voltage applled and the motor.deenerg/zed.
The range of ignition temperatures is so
great and variable that It Is not practical for
the motor manufacturer to determine if a given
motor Is suitable for a Division 2 area. The
user's knowledge of the area classification,
the application requirement$, the insulation
system class, and past experience ara all factors which should be con~idered by the user,
his consultant, or others most famlllar with
the details of the application involved when
making·the final decision.
Authorized Engineering lnfomta!ion 9-7·19n.

MG 2-3,011 PROPER SELECTION OF APPARATUS
Motors and generators should be properly
selected with respect to thelr usual or unusual
• service conditions, both of which involve the
environmental conditions to which the
machine Is sul}jected and the operating .conditions. Machines conforming to Parts 1 and 2.
of this pubHcatlon are designed for operation
in accordance with their ratrngs under usual

service conditions. Some machines may a!so
be capable of operating In accordance with
their ratings under one or more unusual service
conditions. Definite-purpose or special-purpose
machines may be required for some unusual
conditions.
Service conditions, other than those spaci·
fied as usual, may involve some degree of hazard. The additional hazard depends upon the
degree of departure from .usual operating
conditions and the severity of the environment
to which the machfne is exposed. rhe additional haiarcl results from such things as overheating, mechanical failure, abnormal
deterioration of- the rnsutatlon system, corrosion, fire and explosion.
Although past experience of the user may
often be the best guide, the manufacturer of
the driven or driving equipment and/or the
motor and generator manufacturers should be
consulted for further information regarding
any unusual service conditions which increase·
the mechanical or thermal duty of the machine
and, as a result, increase the chances for fail-·
ure and consequent hazard. This further information should be considered by the user, his
consultants, or others most familiar with the.
detalls of the application Involved when mak··
Ing the final decision.
Aulhori.zQd Engineering Inrormatlon 11-16-1972.

MG 2-3.01 VARIATION FROM RATED VOLTAGE
AND RATED FREQUENCY
A. lndU.cfion Motors

1. R1,mning-Motors will operate successfully under running conditions at rated load
with a variation in the voltage or the frequency
up to the tolfowlng:

a

Plus or minus 10 percent of rated volt·
aga with rated frequency.
b. Plus or minus 5 percent of rated frequency with rated voltage.
c. A combined variation In voltage and
frequency qf p!Us or minus 10 per·
cent (sum of absolute values} of the
rated values, provided the frequency
variation does not exceed plus or
minus 5 percent of rated frequency.
Performance within these voltage and fre·
quency va~iations will not necessarily be In accordance with the standards established for
operation at rated voltage and frequency.

. ..

--~: ......'.?:>., _____ ,,,, ....... ..

.~c..~ .~.'J';J. .::1SH~--
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SELECTION, INSTALLATION ANIJ
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NOTE-11 llJ<IUOl!on mctar& at• lo be opor•llld. frurn soU1"81>lo or otllor l)JI~
or ••rl•blu•f111qu"'101 lhlll0t warianTtt-'l'C!Laa" PQWfll a~ppl!u ror 11<1)uotwrr..
apeeckfrltl! applfcatlans, eaclr DppU..,llon .sbQUl!l lro lodlvlduzfly conaldtllld
ID provide 51U!lfactoiy perfoonance. Especl~IJ' lor opmllon balo" rated
speed, (I maybe necouaiy to reduco Uill malOt' lo<tjuo IDlld !><ilaw lhe rated
llllf.!~d to111ut- lo G'<Old 11¥11lfl&ll(lng lllP molor, l'lle mo1or llllllHl!oclurer
ollolllcl ba •"'1SOllod bafomulec:Unu 01 mo1"1' lor~c~ opp!lcallol\l!.

B. Synchronous Motors

1. Running-Motors will operate success·
fully In synchronism, rated exciting current be·
Ing maintained, under running conditions at
rated load with a variation In the voltage or the
frequency up to the following:
a. Plus or minus 10 percent of rated volt·
age with rated frequency.
b. Plus or minus 5 percent of rated frequency with ratep voltage.
c. A combined variation in voltage and
frequency of plus or minus 10 percent
(sum of absolute values) of the rated
values, provided the frequency varfa-.
tion does not exceed plus or minus 5
percent of rated frequency.
Perfonnance wlthfn these voltage and fra·
quency variations wlll not necessarily be In accordance with the standards established for
operation at rated vo!tage an,d frequency.

••
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2. Starting-The limitlng values of voltage
and frequency under which a motor will sucoesfully start and accelerate to running speed
depend on the margin between the speed·
torque curve of the motor at rated voltage and
frequency and the speed-torque curve of the
load under starting condftrons. Since the torque
developed by the motor at any speed ·is ap·
proxlmately proportional to the square of the
voltage and Inversely proportional to the square
of the frequency, It rs generally desirable to
determine what voltage and frequency varia·
tions will actually occur at each Installatlon,
taking Into account any voltage drop resultfng
from tha starting current drawn by the motor.
This infonnation and the torque requirements
of the driven machine define the motor-speed·
torque curve, at r~ted voltage and frequency,
whloh Is adequate for the application.

2. Starting-The limiting values of voltage
' and frequency under which a motor will suc·
oessfully start and synchronize depend upon
the margin between the locked-rotor and pull-in
torques of the motor at rated voltage and fre-

q.S

quency and.the corresponding requirements of
the load under starting conditions. Since the
locked-rotor and pull-in torques of a motor are .
approximately proportional to the square of
the voltage and Inversely proportionaJ to the
square of the frequency, it is generally desirable to determine what voltage and frequency
variatiM will actually occur at each -lnstalla·
lion, taking into account any voltage drop re·
suiting from the starting current drawn by the
motor. Thfs Information and the torque require·
ments of the driven machine determine the
values of locked-rotor and pull-in torque at
rated voltage and frequency that are adequate
for the app!lcation.
ND'l'l!-11 aym:llronous rnotois ara la IHI oper.ated r111111 .alJll.sla!l!I or other
~of 'lilrfabfll-(l~UIHICY ~ 4UPPll•$ for •dJll!r.bJHpoed<l/!V• eppll••·
tlcna, ....ch eppUcauan ahoukl l>o lndrvldUllllf co~ld'a<ed 10 p<~d• satloliu:·
tar)' parfo11113n••· E.:lpllClarry lor operollcon IHlloW' rall!d 5peed. rt may be
ft~dtll;V}l lo mduca Ille motor toll(u& load below !his t;ttdd fuU.foad 1"'1111• lo
...aid o•!llh~ll\ll Ill• :notar. lha molor m>nufactunir ohould D• CQt\Oulted
bafonl !lllf~ng 11 motor /or aucluppl!Oillon.

C. Synchronous Generators

Synchronous generajors will operate suc·
cessfulfy at rated kVA, frequency, and power
factor with a variation in the output voltage up
to plus or minus 5 percent of rated voltage.
Performance within these voltage varlatlonswlll not necessarily be in accordance with 'the
standards established for opera.Uon at rated
voltage.
D. Direct-current Motors

Direct-current motors will operate successfully- using the power supply selected for the
basis of rating up to and including HO percent
of rated dlrec"t-cuirent armature voltage provided the highest rated speed Is not exceeded.
Oirect-current motors rated for operation from
a rectifier power supply will operate succesfully with a variation of plus or minus 10 percent
of rated altematlng-current line voltage.
Performance within this voltage variation
will not necessarlly be in accordance with the
standards established for operation at rated
voltage. For operation below base speed, see
MG 2-3.10.
Anlhorired Engineering lnfonnatlon 11·16-1972.
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Issue:

f'~~~ .!./(;

EC-024-1014 states that induction motors at SSES were specified to have a service
factor of 1.15. This is true of the motors purchased to E112, but not true for the AHR and
Core Spray motors which have a service factor of 1.0. The comment is made with
regards to the horsepower (HP} demanded from the motor by the pump at a higher
generator frequency which results in higher pump speed. Per the pump affinity laws, HP
is proportional to the cube of the speed. The calculation assumes some increase in
motor slip and uses an increase of 6 percent power demand in response to a 2% DG
steady state frequency increase.
·

RHR Response:
For the RHA pump, the GE purchase spec 21A9369AZ specifles a maximum brake HP
for the load of 1800. The RHR is a 2000 HP motor. Since the motor.rating is based on
output power, this is more than sufficient margin to allow an 8% load increase which is
the maximum postulated increase if no increase in slip is assumed (1800"1.08 = 1944
HP)

•

The RHR relay setting calo EC·SOPC~0503 uses the motor Full Load Amperes (FLA) as
the basis of the time overcurreht trip, time overcurrent afarm, and instantaneous
overcurrent trip. Since FLA Is based on the rated 2000 HP. Therefore the r~lay setting
values are not impacted by the issue•
Since the motor is being operated within its specified values, this issue is resolved for
RHR.
Core Spray Response:
For the core spray pump, the GE P,Urchase spec 21A9369A"( specifies a maximum
brake HP of 690. ·The Core Spray is a 700 HP motor. This Is less than a 6% difference.
The core spray motor data sheet shows that Full Load Amps (FLA) for the core spray
motor is 90 amperes.
Operating procedures OP-151-001 and OP-251·001 specify that the core spray Injection
shutoff valve be throttled to limit motor amps to not exceed 90 amperes.
Since 90 amperes is the specified full load amperes, the motor Is being operated within
Its specified values. This issue is resolved for CS.
Relevant core spray motor data sheet and procedure sections follow:
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D

g.

Core Spray Room Unit Coolers 1V211A and C(B and D)
AUTO START Indicated on Heating and Ventilation Panel
1C681.

D

h.

CORE SPRAY Loop A(B) flow increases as Reactor
Pressure decreases.

NOTE (1):

Placing control switch to CLOSED with initiation signal present
and reactor pressure < 420 psig will cause White indicating light
over control switch to ILLUMINATE. This Indicates initiation
signal present with operator action overriding initiation signal.
This light will remain ILLUMINATED until initiation signal is reset
even if valve returned to FUL,LY OPEN position.

NOTE (2):

In support of Emergency Operating Procedures the Core Spray
System can be operated at a maximum current limit of 90 amps
on the pump motor. This corresponds to a run out flow of 79011
gpm for 2 loop pumps or 3950for1 pump at Dpslg RPV
pressure. As Suppression Pool temperature increases and level
decreases, pump perfonnance must be monitored for loss of
adequate NPSH.

~!·
2.2.6

Throttle CORE SPRAY LOOP A(B) IB INJ SHUTOFF
HV-152F005A(B) ai;; required to support RPV level control:

D

a.

<90 amps and <7900 gpm for two pump operation
(emergency operation)

D

b.

<90 amps and <3950 gpm for one pump operations
{emergency operation}

QB

D

c.

<6350 gpm for two pump operation (non-emergency
operation).

D

d.

<3175 gpm for single pump operation {non.emergency
operation). ·

..

...

. esr.r.

3

-E<..-~')L\-)~'i.J

f'~ ~~ 1-/<:J
OP~251~001
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D

g.

Core Spray Room Uni~ Cooler:s 2V211A and C (Band D)
AUTO START fndicated an Heating and Ventilation Panel
2C681.

D

h.

CORE SPRAY LOOP A(B) flow increases as Reactor
Pressure decreases.

•

NOTE (1):

Placing control switch to CLOSED With initiation signal present
and reactor pressure< 420 psig will cause White indicating light
over control switch to ILLUMINATE. This indicates initiation
signal present with operator action overriding lnitfation signal.
This light will remain ILLUMINATED until initiation signal Is r~set
even if valve returned to FULLY OPEN position.

NOTE (2):

In support of Emergency Operating Procedures the Core Spray
System can be operated at a maximum current limit of 90 amps
on the pump motor. This corresponds to a run out flow of 7900
gpm for2 loop pumps or 3950 for 1 pump at O psig RPV
pressure. As Suppression Pool temperature Increases and level ::
decreases, pump perfonnance must be monitored for loss of
adequate NPSH.
..

·.
2.2.6

Throttle CORE SPRAY LOOP A(B) 18 INJ SHUTOFF
HVM252F005A{B) as required to support RPV level control:

D

a.

< 90 amps and < 7900 gpm for two pump operation
(ernerg~ncy operation)

D

b.

< 90 amps and< 3950 gpm for one pump operation
(emergency operation)

D

c.

< 6350 gprn for two pump operation (non-emergency
operation).

D

ct

< 3175 gpm for sing!e pump operation (non~mergency

operation).

.'

.r:

- -~--:0...~.. ··-----············-··- ········ ..
For Information Only

•...

General Electric Company

PUA CHASER

0

Cora Spray Pumpls)

PUMP APPLICATION

25 APKO

PUMP SIZE

6 (Double Suclion First Stage).

NUMBER OF PUMP SfAGES

3175 GPM at 1780 RPM

PUMP RATING
NET POSITiVE SUCTION HEAD REQUIRED
@

@

3176 GPM

4.5' (Ref. C.LSuctfon)

668.

3175 GPM

125 PSI (Mme.)

SUCTION PRESSURE

.f'

.,,0

t:.

1073-79 thru 86

PUMP SERIAL NUMBERS

~---

s

006-36051

INGERSOLL-RAND ORDER NO.

TQTAL HEAD FEeT

B

Su5quehanna Nos. 1 & 2
Berwick, Pannsylvanla

LOCATION

.

a

Pennwlvania Power And light Company

USER

500 PSI fMaxJ

DISCHARGE PRESSURE

83.6%

·PUMP' EFFICIENCY @ ·3775 GPM

Mechanical Seal

SHAFT PACKING

700 H.P. Motor with 1.0· S.r.

PUMP DRIVER

General Electric

DRtVER MANUFACTURER

~

APPROXIMATE WEIGHTS

WEIGHT OF PUMP ELEMENT AND DISCHARGE HEAD
WEIGHT Of THE SHELL
TOTAL WEiGHT OF PUMP ORY
WElGHT OF WATER JN PUMP
WEIGHT Of MOTOR.
WEtGHT OF TOTAL FLOOR LOAO

wr.~

5,560 lbs.
t,555 LbS'•.
7,115 Lbs-.
2,500 Lbs.

6,300 Lb&-.
15,915 Lbs.

'f1 Lb ..ft z...
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PLA-7471
Evaluation of the Impact of DG Steady State Frequency and
Voltage Variations Within Acceptable Limits
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1.0

PURPOSE

The purpose of this calculation is to evaluate and determine the effects of the emergency diesel
generator (EOG) frequency and voltage variations, 59.3Hz to 60.SHz and 4000V and 4400V respectively,
on the diesel loading and selected plant components fed by the diesel during a loss of coolant accident
coincident with a loss of offsite power (LOCA/LOOP) on one unit (Unit 1) with forced safe shutdown on
the other unit (Unit 2). A conservative bounding approach is used to evaluate loadings on EOGs A
through E when operating within allowable Technical Specifications (TS) voltage and frequency ranges.
This calculation will also demonstrate that EOG voltage and frequency variations within allowed TS
steady state frequency and voltage ranges do not increase EDG loading above its continuous rating nor
adversely impact the capability of safety related components required to perform their design function
to mitigate the effects of a design basis accident. These essential safety related components fed from
the DG during accident scenarios are tested and expected to operate around nominal frequency and
various rated voltages. Although the DG voltage and frequency regulators are practically independent of
each other, the evaluation documented herein, analyze system and component performance when the
onsite power source is operating at minimum or maximum steady state frequency and voltage outside
oftheir setting bands. This analysis is not intended to demonstrate EOG full compliance to Reg. Guide
1.9 but rather focus on the capability of the diesel to perform its safety function at steady state
allowable voltage and frequency limits. By intentionally showing the full transient response, the goal is
to be able to highlight the brief duration of those occasions where some RG transient requirements,
when applicable, may be challenged but with the ultimate safety function capability (motor start and
recovery voltage and frequency) being maintained. All RG 1.9 transient requirements are met through
EOG surveillance testing.

1.1

Acceptance Criteria
ACl-

The continuous loading of DG A and Eat extreme voltage and frequency
tolerances, 4000kW and SOOOkW respectively, are greater than the sum of
conservatively estimated Engineered Safety Features (ESF) loads and Non-ESF
not manually initiated loads needed to be supplied following a Unit 1 design
basis Accident, Unit 2 Forced Shutdown and DG B Unavailable (FSAR Table 8.3-3)

AC2-

DG A and E are capable of starting and accelerating all ESF and forced shutdown
loads.

AC3-

DG A and E voltage and frequency are capable of recovery from transients
caused by step loads increases.

AC4-

The qualitative analysis results must be demonstrated to reasonably match
(within ±3%) the ETAP transient analysis model results for each case. ETAP is an
Appendix B software and its results are deemed more realistic since it accounts

EC-024-1035Rev_1
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for the transient response of the circuits which the qualitative approach does
not.
ACS-

2.0

DGs operation within the allowable TS voltage and frequency ranges does not
adversely impact the capability of safety related components required to
perform their design functions to mitigate the effects of a design basis accident.

CONCLUSIONS

For the DG steady state frequency and voltage ranges evaluated herein(i.e. Voltage: 4000V-4400V and
Frequency: 59.3Hz -60.SHz), the equipment which are fed by the DG and required to mitigate the
effects of a Unit 1 DBA with Unit 2 Forced Shutdown and DG B Unavailable for 60 minutes and beyond
remain capable of performing their intended safety functions. Variations in loadings associated with
steady state frequency and voltage changes within the aforementioned ranges will not subject the DGs
to operate above their continuous ratings when supplying required ESF loads and Non-ESF not manually
initiated loads for mitigation of the worst case DBA. Therefore, the evaluation performed herein
demonstrates that the effects of the postulated DG steady state frequency and voltage variations do not
adversely affect critical safety functions nor result in unanalyzed operating conditions.

INPUTS
3.1. Diesel generators A, B, C, and D are rated for 4000kW continuous and 4700kW for 2000
hours while diesel generator Eis rated for SOOOkW continuous with a 2000 hours rating of
SSOOkW. (Reference 6.1.6)
3.2. Only one loop of RHRSW {Residual Heat Removal Service Water) pump running is required to
remove decay heat for both units. For the purposes of demonstrating DG loading capability,
the FSAR diesel loading tables show two RHRSW pumps in operation, one for the unit with
a DBA (DG-C) and one for the shutdown unit (DG-A) which indicate the maximum possible
RHRSW per diesel loading. (Reference 6.1.9 Note 17)
3.3. Per NEMA MG 1, AC induction machines shall successfully operate under running
conditions at rated load with a variation in the voltage or the frequency up to the following:
a.
b.
c.

± 10 percent of rated voltage, with rated frequency
± S percent of rated frequency, with rated voltage
A combined variation in voltage and frequency of 10 percent (sum of absolute
values) of the rated values provided the frequency variation does not exceed± 5
percent of rated frequency.

j j\

~
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INSERT 1 (Page 7)
This calculation, in concert with calculations EC-024-1014 and EC-024-1031, establishes the design basis
for EOG steady state voltage and frequency ranges a~ 4000V-4400V and 59.3Hz to 60.SHz, respectively.
This provides the basis to support changes to the following Technical Specification Surveillance
requirements and their associated bases as follows:
Technical Specification 3.8, Electrical Power Systems
Document

I

Sections

Unit 1 Technical Tech Spec Section 3.8.1,
Specifications "AC Sources - Operating 11

Unit 2 Technical Tech Spec Section 3.8.1,
Specifications 11 AC Sources - Operating"

Surveillance Requirements
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR
SR

3.8.1.7
3.8.1.9
3.8.1.11
3.8.1.12
3.8.1.15
3.8.1.19
3.8.1.20

Monthly Operability
Load Reject
Loss of Offsite Power {LOOP)
Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
Hot Restart
LOCA/LOOP
Simultaneous Start of all four Diesels

Unit 1 Technical
TSB B3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating", Surveillance Requirements Section
Specification
Bases
Unit 2 Technical
TSB B3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating", Surveillance Requirements Section
Specification
Bases

INSERT 2 {Page 8)
3.8

The method used in determining the minimum and maximum steady state output voltages,
4000V and 4400V respectively, for use in the surveillance requirements of the diesel generators
as defined in Technical Specification Section 3.8.1 are derived from calculation EC-024-1031.

3.9

The method used in determining the minimum and maximum steady·state frequencies, 59.3Hz
and 60.SHz respectively, for use in the surveillance requirements of the diesel generators as
defined in Technical Specification Section 3.8.1 are described from calculation EC-024-1014.

EC-024-1035 Rev.1
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3.4. AR-2014-22916 evaluated the impact of EDG frequency and voltage variations for the lowest
margin flow systems credited in the safety analysis, namely RHR (Residual Heat Removal), Core
Spray (CS} and RHRSW. Per the subject evaluation, flow rates used in the LOCA analysis remain
conservative even with consideration of EDG operation at minimum voltage and frequency
(4DOOV and 59.3Hz).
3.5. The DG fuel oil consumption calculations are performed based upon fuel oil consumption
rates associated with the DG continuous rating of 4000kW for DGs A through D and
5000kW for DG E. (Reference 6.4.4)
3.6. DG fuel oil transfer pump required flow rate used to evaluate the effects of DG frequency
and voltage variations is provided in Attachment 9.27.
3.7. The major emergency motor loads (RHR, Core Spray, ESW, and RHRSW) are from Reference
6.1.10. These values are derived in the subject reference using for each load the pump
maximum brake horsepower at any head and flow; rated voltage {4kV) and nominal
frequency (60Hz) per applicable Specifications providing specific engineering and
performance data requirements

4.0

1

•

DESIGN BASES

4.1 Regulatory Guide 1.9, March 10, 1971, "Selection of Diesel Generator Set Capacity for
Standby Power Supplies." This Regulatory Guide is applicable to Diesel Generators A
through D.
42 Regulatory Guide 1.9, December, 1979, "Selection, Design, and Qualification of DieselGenerator Units Used as Standby (Onsite} Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants."
This Regulatory Guide is applicable to Diesel Generator E.
4.3 The five diesel generators (A,B,C,D,E) are shared by the two units with DGs A through D
normally assigned to the safety-related load groups. DG E can be substituted for any of the
other four diesels (A-D) without violating the independence of the redundant safety related
load groups. The capability of the aligned diesel generators is such that a loss of one of the
four DGs will not impair the capability to operate the engineered safety feature loads of one
unit and those systems required for concurrent safe shutdown of the second unit.

1

See Reference 6.4.25 & 6.4.26

/\
~
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4.4 The four aligned OGs are automatically started and ready to accept loads within 10 seconds
after the initiation of the start circuit by any of the following conditions:
a)

Total loss of power at the 4.16kV Class 1E bus of either unit to which the OG is
connected

b) Safety injection signal - low water in the reactor, high drywell pressure, or manual
actuation.
4.5 Per FSAR 8.3.1.4.6, with one OG unavailable, the remaining three in-service OGs have the
capacity to supply the required ESS loads in one unit; the equipment needed for safe
shutdown of the other unit; and any more ESS loads manually switched onto the OGs as
illustrated in FSAR Tables 8.3-2 through 8.3-5a. These tables represent a worst case loading
based on mechanical and electrical equipment availability. The plant operators may choose
to run different equipment than that specified in the tables after 10 minutes. However by
procedure the loading of each OG will be maintained below its long-term continuous rating
of 4000kW.
4.6 Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Rev.1) - Periodic testing of diesel generators used as onsite electric
power systems at nuclear power plants.
The design basis for testing the Class 1E diesel generators is RG 1.108 (Rev.1) as
described in FSAR section 14.2.7. RG 1.108, paragraph C.2.a (2) requires verification that
voltage and frequency are maintained within required limits during testing.
4. 7 Per FSAR 1.2.2.6.2, the general steady state design criterion for the AC electrical system is to
provide voltage between 90% and 110% of the equipment rating. The Class 1E motors are
specified with accelerating capability at 80% nominal voltage at their terminals (Reference
FSAR 8.3.1.9).
4.8 The on-site electric power system includes four load groups. The load groups are redundant
with sufficient independence to ensure that postulated single failures affect only a single
load group and are limited to the extent of total loss of that load group.

5.0

ASSUMPTIONS

5.1. Affinity laws accurately predict centrifugal pump and fan performances at different state
points than known ones. Most Affinity Laws' equations do not apply to positive
displacement pump. 2P208 A & B - Standby Liquid Control Injection pumps A & Bare
positive displacement pumps which could be supplied by the diesel generators. However,
they are a not active loads for the OBA scenario evaluated herein (i.e. Unit 1 OBA and Unit
2 Forced Shutdown).
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Justification:

This is standard methodology in the industry for centrifugal pumps and

fans. No further verification required.
S.2. The LOCA/ False LOCA scenario was not analyzed due to the fact that ECCS loading for
LOCA/ False LOCA is the same as LOCA on either unit 1 or unit 2 because of ECCS
equipment circuit breaker interlocks. This is fully documented in Appendix B of "Nuclear
Plant Engineering Technical Report No. NPE-84-002" December 1983 (Reference 6.4.11).
Since separate LOCAs on Unit 1 and Unit 2 have been analyzed, the LOCA/False LOCA event
is enveloped by these cases. No further verification is required
S.3. MOV loads are not included in the diesel generator loading because oftheir small
magnitude and short duration. This is consistent with SSES methodology of assigning ESF
and selected Non-ESF loads to DGs (Reference 6.1.9 Note 1). No further verification is
required.
S.4. Only major induction motor loads (RHR, Core Spray, RHRSW and ESW) are explicitly
evaluated and modeled for the effects of DG steady state frequency and voltage variations.
Other worst case DBA accident mitigating loads are lumped together as either constant
impedance or constant kVA. A power factor of 0.9 is assumed for the constant kVA. The
inductive loads evaluated and m'odeled individually represent approximately 8S% of the
total ESF loads on FSAR Table 8.3-3. They are expected to have the most impact on the
transient response of the DGs and they are loaded on the DGs per the load sequence
governing the DBA scenario under consideration. Static load adjustments due to voltage
variations are also accounted for. This approach is consistent with common practice in the
industry. No further verification is required.
S.S. Diesel generator speed controiler and static exciter voltage regulator (SEVR) although
independent of each other, are assumed to coincidently operate erroneously outside of
their respective setting bands. The Woodward Governor and SEVR systems independently
control the DG speed and voltage respectively around established speed and voltage
setpoint values. Coincident voltage and frequency variations would yield bounding results
from a DG operation and loading perspective as failure or continuous misoperation of two
control systems monitoring separate parameters is implied. This approach is consistent
with some postulated scenarios described by the NRC in RAls (i.e. RAI 10 from
ML13298A781)
S.6. ESS 480 VAC load center (LC) transformer reactance and secondary voltage changes due to
DG steady state frequency variations ( -1.16% or 0.8%) is negligible. As such, DG output
steady state frequency will carry through the LC transformer to the motor control centers
(MCCs). The impedance changes due to the frequency variation percentages above are
smaller than the tolerance of the specified value prescribed by IEEE CS7.12.01-1998 which
requires the impedance of a two-winding transformer to have a tolerance of± 7 .S%. This is
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a common industry requirement applied for the manufacturing and testing of dry-type
power transformers. No further verification is required.
5.7. All load values listed in FSAR Table 8.3-3 are assumed to have been determined at rated
frequency (60Hz) and equipment voltage. This is validated under the methodology
discussion (Exhibit 9) by deriving the kW values for RHR and Core Spray motors.
Additionally, based on the methodology used to evaluate voltage and frequency impacts,
this assumption yields higher DG total loading at nominal voltage and frequency. Overall,
this assumption would add conservatism to the results. No further verification is required.

6.0
6.1

6.1.1

REFERENCES
Licensing I Regulatory

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.9, Rev.O, 1971-Selection of diesel generator set capacity for
standby power supplies.

6.1.2

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.9, Rev.2, 1979 -Selection, design, and qualification of diesel
generator units used as standby (onsite) electric power systems at nuclear power plants.

6.1.3

FSAR 1.2.2.6.2 Rev.71, Electric Power Distribution System

6.1.4

FSAR 8.1.6.l(b) Rev.63, Regulatory Guide 1.9 (3/71)

6.1.5

FSAR 8.1.6.l(c) Rev.63, Regulatory Guide 1.9 (12/79) (Diesel Generator E Only)

6.1.6

FSAR 8.3.1.4 Rev.70 - Standby Power Supply

6.1.7

FSAR 8.3.1.9 Rev.70," Design Criteria for Class 1E Equipment"

6.1.8

FSAR 9.5.4 Rev.66- Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System

6.1.9

FSAR Table 8.3-1 Rev.SB-Assignment of ESF & Selected Non ESF Loads to Diesel
Generators & ESS Buses

6.1.10 FSAR Table 8.3-3 Rev.57 - Diesel Generator Loading Diesel B Unavailable Unit 1 Design
Basis Accident Unit 2 Forced Shutdown
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6.1.11 Technical Specification 4.5.1.b.1 and 4.5.1.b.2 - Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS)
surveillance Requirements (Core Spray & RHR).
6.1.12 Technical Specification Surveillance Requirements 3.8.1.7, 3.8.1.9, 3.8.1.11, 3.8.1.12,
3.8.1.15, 3.8.1.19 and 3.8.1.20.
6.2

6.2.1

Industry Standards

IEEE Std. 308-1974- Criteria for class 1E power systems for nuclear power generating
stations.

6.2.2

IEEE Std. 387-1977 - Criteria for diesel generator units applied as standby power
supplies for nuclear power generating stations.

6.2.3

IEEE 399-1997, - Recommended Practice for Industrial and Commercial Power Systems
Analysis.

6.2.4

WCAP-17308-NP, Rev.0- Treatment of Diesel (DG) Technical Specification Frequency
and Voltage Tolerances, April 2012.

6.2.5

NEMA MGl-2007, - Motor and Generators

6.2.6

ANSI C50.41-2000, - Polyphase Induction Motors for Power Generating Stations

6.2. 7

IEEE Std. C57.12.01-1998, - Requirements for Dry-Type Distribution and Power
Transformers Including Those with Solid-Cast and/or Resin-Encapsulated Windings

6.2.8

Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual for the PW Exam, 11 Edition by Michael R.
Lindeburg, PE

6.2.9

IEEE Std 112-1996, Test Procedure for Polyphase Induction Motors and Generators

6.3

6.3.1

Computer Programs

ETAP Version 12.0.0 N
ETAP 12.0.0N transient stability analysis module was used to determine the transient
behavior and make general stability assessments ofthe DG and major induction motors
when operating at voltage and frequency other than nominal.
The ETAP transient stability analysis program is an analytical tool designed to investigate
the system dynamic responses and stability limits of a power system before, during, and
after system changes or disturbances. The program allows modeling of dynamic
characteristics of a power system, implements the user-defined events and actions,
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solves the system network equation and machine differential equations interactively to
find out system and machine responses in time domain.
In order to perform transient stability calculations, HAP 12.a.aN transient stability
analysis module utilizes a set of comprehensive methods that require knowledge of
machine dynamic models and machine control system model (such as excitation system,
PSS, AVR, etc ... ).
6.3.2

Microsoft Office 2a10
6.3.2.1 Excel 2a10
Microsoft Excel has been used in this calculation to extract some of HAP simulation
results, perform data plots and basic mathematical computations.
6.3.2.2 Word 2a10
Microsoft word was used to perform document editing and printing.

6.3.3

6.4

6.4.1

Maplesoft was used to solve, based on inputs from Reference 6.4.6, various equations
and generate RHRSW circuit model parameters for ETAP transient stability modeling.
SSES Calculations and Engineering Documents

EC-a24-1014 Rev.3, Justification for ITS Diesel Generator Frequency Acceptance Limits
of 6a +/- 1.2Hz.

6.4.2

EC-a23-aSa7 Rev.4, Diesel Generator A-E Fuel Oil Day Tank Capacity

6.4.3

EC-a23-a53a Rev.a, Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage Tank Capacity

6.4.4

EC-a23-1012 Rev.2, Evaluate Impact on Use of Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) fuel on
Diesel Generator Fuel oil Storage & Transfer System

6.4.5

EC-VALV-1171 Rev.a, Evaluation of the proposed DG steady state voltage and frequency
range impact on motor operated valves.

6.4.6

EC-a24-1029 Rev.a, Evaluation of EOG frequency response during design basis
LOOP/LOCA transient loading with replacement Woodward 23a1A governor.

6.4.7

EC-a24-103a Rev.a, EOG transient analysis models for HAP.

6.4.8

EC-a24-1031 Rev.a, DG Steady State Output Voltage for Surveillance Test in Isochronous
Mode
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6.4.9

EC-a24-10a4 Rev.a, Required Diesel Generator Lube Oil Volume for Technical
Specifications

6.4.10 EC-a24-a6a9 Rev.a, Instrument PSLa3414E Created To Document Existing Setpoint Cales
That Allows Retrieval Based On Device SEIS Identification Number...
6.4.11 EC-LOCA-a511 Rev.a, Performance under loss of coolant accident and loss of offsite
power. Technical Report NPE-84-aa2.
6.4.12 EC-aa4-10a2, Rev 7, "LOCA Time Line Development for Plant Voltage Studies"
6.4.13 EC-aa4-1034, Rev.1- Power Cable Data for ETAP
6.4.14 EC-aa4-1035, Rev.3 - Power Transformer Data For Input Into ETAP
6.4.15 EQAR a27 Rev.8, Drywell Unit Cooler Fan Motors & Control Rod Drive Ventilation Fan
Motors
6.4.16 Specification M3a Rev.5, Design Specification for Diesel Generators
6.4.17 IOM194 Rev.16, 3 Phase Thyristor Controlled Model 3SD-26a-3aacE
6.4.18 IOM2a2 Rev. 15, 3 Phase Thyristor Controlled Model 3SD-13a-10aCE 125V DC 10a
Ampere Battery Chargers
6.4.19 IOM183-2 Rev.92, KSV Diesel Generator & Engines
6.4.2a IOM749-1 Rev.28, IOM Emergency Standby KSV-2aT Diesel Generator
6.4.21 AR-2a14-22916, Impact of EDG frequency variations on pumps and fans
6.4.22 FF106a8a Sh. 1aa1 Rev.1, Induction Motor Data Sheet Diesel Oil Transfer Pumps
6.4.23 FF10312a Sh.4a1 Rev.7, Outline Residual Heat Removal Service Water Pump Induction
Motors 1P5a6A ....
6.4.24 FF10312a Sh. 2a2 Rev.2, Residual Heat Removal Pump Motors 1P5a6a 1P5a6B Induction
Motor Data Sheet
6.4.25 Specification 21A9369AY Rev.2, Purchase Spec Data Sheet Electric Motors Vertical
6.4.26 Specification 21A9369AZ Rev.2, Purchase Spec data Sheet Electric Motors Vertical
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6.4.27 SE-023-AOl Rev.7, Diesel Generator A Fuel Oil System ASME Pressure Test
6.4.28 SE-023-EOl Rev.6, Diesel Generator E Fuel Oil System ASME Pressure Test
6.4.29 IOM767 Rev.O, Fuel Oil Transfer Pump For Diesel Generator E Bldg

7.0

COMPUTATIONS AND ANALYSES

Major plant equipment fed from the diesel following a Unit 1 LOCA/LOOP and a safe shutdown of Unit 2
were evaluated to determine the effects of DG voltage and frequency variations between 4000V 4400V and 59.3Hz - 60.SHz respectively. DGs operation at steady state voltage and frequency other
than nominal values will have an impact on the engine loading, its auxiliary systems and loads powered
from the diesel. The analysis performed herein is limited to an assessment of such impact to the
following:
1.

Diesel Generator Lube Oil System

2.

Diesel Generator Jacket Water System

3.

Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System

4.

Diesel Generator loading

5.

Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Consumption

6.

Induction Motor Operation

7.

Motor-operated valves (MOVs) performance

8.

Battery Chargers

Changes in the aforementioned attributes will be evaluated below to demonstrate that equipment
relied upon to mitigate the effects of a design basis accident would continue to perform their safety
functions as designed even with consideration of DG steady state voltage and frequency variations
within allowable Tech Spec limits. DG loading list under the considered bounding scenario encompasses
several large and small pumps. Only major pumps in safety significant systems are evaluated individually
and the remaining loads are conservatively lumped for consideration oftheir aggregate impact. Table 1
below depicts the resulting load categories for the evaluated scenario 2 •

2

See Exhibit 1 & 2 for lumped loads
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BHP

cs
RHR
RHRSW
ESW

Motor Load s
kW
kV AR

691
1798
574
440

Ullump
U2Lump
DGE Lump

552
1429
463
357
718.8
75.5
135

268.1
659.6
256.9
196. 1
348. 1
36.6
65.4

Table 1: DGs A and E Loading per FSAR Tables 8.3-3 & 8.3-3a

Motor Load s
BHP

cs
RHR
RHRSW
ESW

Ullump •

kW

691
1798
574
440

kV AR

552
1429
463
357

268.1
659.6
256.9
196.1

350

169.5

U2 ESF Loads Lumped (FSD)

75.5
36.6
DGE Lump
135
65.4
* Ul Lump = (Tota l ESF & Oth e r Non- ESF Load s ) - Unit 2 ESF Loads Lump e d (FSD)
Table 2: DGs A and E Loading per FSAR Tables 8.3-3 & 8.3-3a Adjusted to Remove Manually Initiated Non-ESF Loads

DG steady state frequency variations have the direct effect of changing the speed of the motors that are
fed from the subject DG. The subject changes in motor speed impact attributes such as pump flow, net
positive suction head (NP5H) availability and horsepower requirements. Using the "Affinity Laws"
(Reference 6.2.8), Table 3 below estimates the performance changes of these parameters when DG is
operating at minimum and maximum steady state frequency of 59.3Hz and 60.5Hz respectively.
PARAMETERS

EFFECTS OF DG MINIMUM
FREQUENCY (fm;n = 59.3Hz)

FREQUENCY (fmax= 60.SHz)

Motor Speed

Decrease: 52 = (fm;n/fnoml * 51,
therefore 52= (59.3/60) * 51=
0.988 * 51

Increase: 52 = (fmaJf nom)* 51,
therefore 52 = (60.5/60) * 51 =
1.008* 51

Motor Brake Horsepower (BHP)

Decrease: BHP2= (fm;n/fnoml *
BHP 11 therefore BHP 2 =
3
(59.3/60) * BHP 1 = 0.965 * BHP1

Increase: BHP2= (fmaJfnom) *
BHP 1, therefore BHP 2 =
3
(60.5/60) * BHP 1 = 1.025 * BHP 1

Pump Flow (O)

Decrease: 0 2 = (fm;n/fnoml * 0 1,
therefore Oi = 0.988 * 0 1

Increase: 0 2 = (fmaJfnoml * 0 1,
therefore 0 2= 1.008 * 01

Pump NP5H available (NP5Ha)

Increased margin by decreasing
flow loss component of NPSH:
2
8P2 = (fm;n/fnom) * 8P1 =
2
(59.3/60) * 8P 1 = 0.977 * 8P 1

decreased margin by increasing
flow loss component of NP5H:
2
8P2 = (fmaJf nom) * 8P1 =
2
(60.5/60) * 8P 1 = 1.017 * 8P1

3

EFFECTS OF DG MAXIMUM

3
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Fan Flow (O)

Decrease: 0 2=(fm;n/fnoml * 0 1,
therefore Qi= 0.988 * 01

Increase: 0 2=(fmaJfnoml* 0 1,
therefore 0 2= 1.008 * 0 1

Valve Opening Time (T0 )

Increased

Decreased

Valve Closing Time (Tel

Increased

Decreased

DG Loading 3

Decreased by (fm;n/fnom) or 0.965
if all loads assumed inductive.

3

3

Increased by (fmaJf0 0 m) or 1.025
if all loads assumed inductive

Table 3: Parameters Predictions as a Function of Frequency Variations

During DG operation in emergency mode all engine trip signals are over-ridden except for the following:
Engine Overspeed (660 rpm)
Engine low lube oil pressure (30 psig)
Generator differential
Generator differential is not considered of concern in this evaluation since changes in DG frequency is
expected to occur simultaneously with the changes in engine speed . The engine flywheel is directly
coupled to the generator such that a nominal frequency of 60Hz corresponds to a rated engine speed of
600 rpm which is controlled by a governor. As the governor adjusts the fuel supply to the engine
cylinders, engine speed is also adjusted.
Diesel Generator mechanical rotational speed, n, is directly proportional to its frequency, f, and
inversely proportional to the number of magnetic poles, pas follows:

n=

120

p

.f

Therefore for fm;n

where p = 12

[1]

=59.3Hz, nm;n =593 rpm (decrease of 1.17%) and fmax =60.5Hz, nmax =605 rpm

(increase of 0.83%).

7.1

Diesel Generator Lube Oil and Jacket Water Systems
A. DG Lube Oil

The diesel engine contains its own lubricating oil system which provides oil at the proper flow, pressure,
temperature, and cleanliness to lubricate and cool internal moving parts. The engine has three lube oil
pumps. The normal sou rce of lubricating oil while the engine is operating is the engine-driven pu mp
which is a rotary gear, positive displacement pump. The standby motor-driven lube oil pump serves as a
backup for the engine-driven lube oil pump, and starts upon a low lubricating oil pressure. There is also
a motor-driven pre-lube pump which provides lube oil circulation whenever the engine speed is below
280 rpm while the diesel engine is starting, coasting down, or in a standby condition .

3

This is a simplified estimation which does not account for voltage variations. See Table 4 for diesel loading estimation
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The volumetric flow rate of the engine driven lube oil pump will decrease or increase proportionately to
the decrease or increase in engine speed. As such, a DG operating at the minimum steady state
frequency {59.3Hz) will reduce the volumetric flow rate of the lube oil pump by approximately 1.2%. The
engine-driven pump has a flow rate capacity of 530 gpm (670 gpm for DG E) when DG is operating at
600 rpm 4 • A 1.2% decrease in this flow rate would result in flow reduction up to approximately 6.4 gpm
{8.1 gpm for DG E). This is deemed negligible and of no adverse consequence since the discharge
pressure of a positive displacement pump remains relatively constant and is independent of the shaft
speed . The normal operating pressure of the DG engine driven lube oil pump of 50 psig is well above
the engine low lube oil pressure setting of 30 psig. Therefore the small increase {+0.8%) or decrease (1.2%) in DG speed when operating at minimum or maximum frequency respectively will not adversely
impact the lube oil pump discharge pressure.

B. DG Jacket Water
The DG jacket water system maintains the engine warm in a state of readiness when in standby and
removes during diesel operation the heat generated during the combustion process. The engine-driven
jacket water pump is a single-stage centrifugal pump and its discharge pressure variation is proportional
to the square of the change in speed. Under normal operation, the engine-driven jacket water pump
pressure for DGs A through Eis 30 psig

5

and its low pressure alarm is 12 psig and 10 psig for DGs A

through D and E respectively. When the DG is operating at the minimum steady state frequency
{59.3Hz), the engine-driven jacket water pressure will decrease by approximately 0.70 psig for all five
DGs from its nominal value and calculated as follows:
2p =
P1

(n2n )2
1

~

?2 =

(17
- 30)
1750

2

* (30 psig)

= 29.30 psig

[2]

The resulting minimum engine-driven jacket water pressure of approximately 29.30 psig is well above
the jacket water low pressure alarm setpo int of 12 psig and 10 psig for DG A and E respectively. The DG
overspeed trip setpoint is at 660 rpm (Reference 6.4.19 & 6.4.20) therefore, the diesel will continue
running should its steady state frequency vary to the maximum allowable value of 60.SHz (605 rpm). At
the subject maximum frequency, the operating engine-driven jacket water pump pressure would be
approximately 30.5 psig corresponding to an approximate increase of 0.5 psig from its normal operating
value. Therefore, DG frequency variations within the specified range will not adversely impact the
engine-driven jacket water pump capability to provide essential cooling to the engine during operation.

7.2

Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System

The diesel fuel oil system stores and delivers fuel oil for operation of the diesel engine. Four 50,000
gallon nominal capacity storage tanks are provided for DGs A through D and one 80,000 gallon nominal
capacity storage tank is provided for DG E. One storage tank is provided for each DG with fuel oil stored
in each tank sufficient for at least seven days of DG full load continuous operation. One DG fuel oil

' Reference 6.4.19 & 6.4.20
5
Reference 6.4.10
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transfer pump is provided for each storage tank and delivers fuel from the fuel oil storage tank to the
fuel oil day tank. These pumps are horizontal, centrifugal type rated at 25 gpm at 30 psi differential head
and 20 gpm at 50 ft. of water T.D.H for DGs A through D and DG E respectively (Reference 6.1.8) . When
accounting for corrections associated with tank internals, the usable volume of DGs A - D fuel oil tank is
47,438 gallons and the required fuel oil needed for seven days of operation at full load (i.e . 4000kW) is
45,864 gallons. On the other hand, the usable volume of fuel oil available in DG E storage tank is 73,253
gallons and the required fuel oil needed for seven days of operation at full load operation (i.e. SOOOkW)
is 56, 683 gallons . As such, DGs A- D and DG E fuel oil tanks have respectively approximately 1,574
gallons and 16,670 gallons of spare volume. The capacity of the transfer pump is greater than the fuel oil
consumption rate of the diesel engine during operation and the pump can supply fuel oil to the DG and
simultaneously increase the inventory of the day tank. When considering DG steady state operation at
the minimum steady state voltage and frequency, the DG fuel oil transfer pump flow rate would
decrease in the worst case by approximately 2.06% (~ 0.52 gpm at 30 psi). The resulting flow capacity of
approximately 24.5 gpm for DGs A-D (19.6 gpm for DG E) still exceeds the DG fuel oil transfer pump flow
rate requirement of 6.84 gpm and 5.86 gpm for DGs A- D and DG E respectively6.
The aforementioned worst case change in pump flow rate due to voltage and frequency variations is
approximated from the following formula (Reference 6.2.4) and conservatively assuming the resulting
postulated steady state voltage (V 2 ) at 90 percent of equipment rating per section 4.7:

[3]
Where
V1 =460V; V2 =414V; f 1

=60Hz; f 2 =fmin =59.3Hz; Ssync =3600 rpm (1800 rpm for DG E) and 51 =3450 rpm

(1745 rpm for DG E) (Reference 6.4.22 & 6.4.29)
f1S = 71.14 rpm (31.68 rpm for DG E) and (f1S/S 1 ) = 2.06% (1.82% for DG E)
Conversely DG operation at a maximum steady state voltage and frequency will increase fuel oil transfer
pump flow rate by approximately 1.53% and 1.34% for DG A and E respectively. This increase in DG fuel
oil transfer pump flow rate will result in increased pipe velocities and system pressures. The flow
velocity for the fuel oil transfer and tie lines and the day tank overflow line under maximum steady state
voltage and frequency could be estimated as follows:
V2 = ( -n 2 ) . V1 ~ Vz
n1

=: (3503)
-3450 . Vi =: 1.0153. V1 (l.0134.V 1 for DG E)

[4]

Here V1 is the velocity for the fuel oil transfer discharge lines velocity at nominal frequency.
The increase in fuel oil transfer pump speed when the DG is operating at maximum steady state voltage
and frequency is also expected to increase operating pressure by approximately 3.1% calculated as
follows:
• See Section 3.6
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2

P1

2

(n )
n1

--)

p2

03
= (334SO
s )

2
.

P1

= 1.031. P1

{1.0269.Pi for DG E)

[SJ

Applying the above pressure adjustment to DG A and E engine driven fuel oil pump pressure of 35 psi 7
results in 36.1 psig which remains below the system design pressure of 60 psig 8 with sufficient margin to
yield no adverse impact.
The increased fuel oil flow in turn increases suction side losses and reduces available NPSH (NPSHa)
while the decreased speed will result in decrease flow which in turn decreases suction side losses and
increases NPSHa. As such, based on the aforementioned relationship, the margin between NPSHa and
the required NPSH (NPSHr) would increase by approximately 4.1% (3.6% for DG E) during DG steady
state operation at 59 .3Hz as compared to its operation at nominal frequency (60Hz) . Conversely NPSH
margin (i.e. NPSHa- NPSHr) would decrease by approximately 3.1% (2.69% for DG E) when the diesel is
operating at a steady state frequency of 60.SHz. At the lowest fuel level at the center line of the pump,
the NPSHa is approximately 39' and the NPSHr is 4.5' according to the pump test curves

9

.

Therefore,

more than 33' NPSH margin would remain when accounting for the 3.1% decrease in the NPSHa. The
excess margin in NPSHa is more than sufficient to compensate for the changes in pump flow rate
resulting from the consideration of DG frequency and voltage variations.

7.3

Diesel Loading

The standby diesel generators supply a highly re liable, se lf -contained source of power to aligned 4. 16kV
ESF busses in the event of a complete loss of offsite power (LOOP) . These DGs are designed to provide
sufficient power for the electrical loads requ ired for a simultaneous shutdown of both reactors including
a LOCA /LOOP on one unit concurrent with a safe shutdown of the other unit.
A total of five DGs are shared by the two units with DGs A through D, identical in construct ion and
equipment, normally aligned to the safety related load groups and DG E substitutable for any of the DGs
A- D without violating the independence of the redundant safety related load groups.
Diesel Generators A - Dare rated 4000kW for continuous operation and 4700kW for 2000 hour (greater
t han 83 days) while the fifth diesel, DG E, has a continuous rat ing of 5000kW and 2000 hour rating of
5500kW. When assuming for simplicity that all loads fed from the diesel are affected by frequency
changes only, Table 3 shows that DG load would decrease by approximately 3.5% during operation at
59.3Hz and would increase by approximately 2.5% during operation at 60.5Hz from its equ ivalent
load ing at nominal frequency.
The cumulative impact of the voltage and frequen cy va riations on DG loading was evaluated for its
worst case loading scenario (Unit 1 LOCA/LOOP and Un it 2 forced shutdown when DG B is unavailable) .
Given the simi larities in construction and equipment between DGs A- D, the load ing analysis was
limited to DGs A and E. Under the considered worst case DBA scenario, DG A is the most loaded 60
min utes and beyond the inception of the event. Th erefo re, t he results of voltage and frequency
7
8

9

Reference 6.4.19 & 6.4.20
Reference 6.4.27 & 6.4.28
Refe rence 6.1.8
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variations on DG A and DG E, when substituted for DG A, are considered bounding for all five diesels.
Table 4 below summarizes DGs A and E total loadings calculated per Equation [3] applied to Table 1. See
Exhibit 9 fo r details of the methodology used to derive Table 4 as well as other related computations.
VRated
kW
!Rated

fMin

Totalealc DG A

kVAR

VMinl
kVA

kW

kVAR

VNom
kVA

kW

kVAR

VMax
kVA

kW

kVAR

kVA

3922.85 1765.40 4301.79 3873.68 1757.42 4253.69
4161.35 1830.78 4546.27 4101.12 1822.50 4487.84

3960.47 1770.78 4338.32 4016.72

1777.80 4392.57

TotalcaicDG E

4207.84 1836.37 4591.09 4277.93

1843.65 4658.29

Totalcaic OGA

3801.75 1705.94 4166.95 3753.31 1698.32

4119.66

3838.87 1711.43 4203.09 3894.48

1717.78 4256.50

Totalcalc DG E

4035.70 1769.12 4406.44 3976.23 1761.22

4348.83

4081.68 1774.87 4450.87 4151.10

1781.41 4517.20

Totalea1c DGA

4011.03 1808.69 4399.97 3961.32 1800.44
4252.84 1875.67 4648.10 4192.05 1867.12

4351.28 4049.01 1814.25 4436.89 4105.74

1821.50 4491.66

4589.06

1888.97 4761.05

i

fMax
Vminl

Totalcalc DG E

4299.70 1881.45 4693.32 4370.28

=3793V; Vrated = 4000 V; Vnom =4160V; Vmox =4400V; f min =59.3Hz; f roted =60Hz; and f mox =60.SHz

Table 4: Diesel Generators A and E Total Estimated Loading when Unit 1 LOCA/LOOP & Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG B
Unavailable (at 60 Min & Beyond)- All ESF and Non-ESF Loads Considered.

It is to be noted that the FSAR diesel loading table considered (i.e. FSAR Table 8.3-3) shows two RHR
Service Water (RHRSW) pumps in operation, one for the unit with a OBA (DG C load) and one for the
forced shutdown unit (DG A load) . Per SSES design, only one loop RHRSW with one pump running is
required to remove decay heat for both units. As such, more than 460kW not required for design basis
accident mitigation are accounted for in the above DG loading table. Additionally, FSAR loading tables
8.3-2 through 8.3-5 account for both ESF and selected non-ESF loads to diesel generators and ESS buses .
The non-ESF loads are not required for mitigating the effects of a design basis event of LOCA/LOOP on
one unit and forced shutdown of the second unit and their ultimate operation status is at plant
operations discretion. The subject Non-ESF loads account for more than 620kW of DG A loading beyond
one hour of operation under the considered DBA scenario (See Exhibit 7). Table 4 above shows that
when conside ri ng all ESF and Non-ESF Loads with the aforementioned loading conservatisms, DG A tota l
loading at 60 minutes beyond the DBA evaluated could slightly exceed (~ 2.65% max) its continuous
rating of 4000kW for 4 cases as highl ighted in the subject table. Consequently, DGs A and E loading
when considering voltage and frequency variations is further evaluated by refin ing the loads to remove
Non-ESF loads that are manually initiated (Reference 6.1.9) during the design bas is event under
consideration . This is acceptable not only because these are Non-ESF loads not required to mitigate the
worst case DBA, but they are also manually initiated. Table 5 below was used to revise loading
information when Non-ESF loads manually initiated are not considered. Of noteworthiness is the fact
that RHRSW loading (~460kW or~ 11.5% of DG A continuous loading) was maint ained for additional
margin.
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Diesel Generator A
Demand kW
Equi pm ent No.

60 Min &
Number
Co nn ected 0-lOMin. 10-60 Min. Beyond

Load s

!JNIT 1 OBA LQ8DS
1V210A,B,C,D
1V506A, B

RHR Pump Room Unit Coolers
RHR Service Water Pump House Supp ly Fans (RHRSWP)

1
1

-

1

-

9

9
4 .6

9
4 .6

463

463

9

476.6

476.6

21S

163

!,lnit 2 FQrce!,j :!h!.!!!.lown Load
RHR Service Water Pu mp s
2P506A,B**
TOTAL ESF LOADS MANUALLY IN ITIATED
Non -ESF loads
2P132A

CRD Water Pumps. Unit 2 Essential Lighti ng

lP /2P 109 -A-H,J

Turbin e Generato r Bearing

15/25103,104
1K/2k107 A,B

Instrum ent Air Compressor

1 Set

96
1 -

Lift Pump & Turning Gear

1S/2S106 A , B, C
RFPTTurning Gear
TOTAL Non- ESF LOADS MANUALLY INITIATED

96

96

119

119

1 -

82

82

3 -

4.8

4.8

96

516.8

464.8

--------

--------

-------

105

993.4

941.4

TOTAL COMBINED MANUALLY INITIATED LOADS

Table 5: DG A ESF and Non-ESF Manually In itiated Loads per FSAR Table 8.3-1

DG A Demand kW
0- lOMinutes

10-60Minutes

kW-

kWC o nstant Z

kW-

C ons tant

ConstantZ

VA

60 Minutes & Beyond

kW-

kW-

Constant

Con s tant Cons t ant

VA

z

kW-

VA
118.1

Unit 1 ESF Loads Lumped (DBA)

111.0

38.5

111.0

43.1

111.0

Unit 2 ESF Loads Lumped (FSD)

75.0

75.5

75.0

75.5

75.0

75.5

Unit 1 & 2 Common Load s Lumped

28.6

123.5

19.6

105.5

19.6

105.5

--------

--------

--------

--------

--------

--------

214.6

237.5

205.6

224.1

205.6

299.1

96

420.80

96

368.80

26

126.40

26

126.40

Total Lumped ESF Loads
Non- ESF Loads Manually lnitiate'd

96

Oth er Non-ESF Load s

29

121

0

--------

--------

--------

--------

--------

--------

Total Non-ESF Loads

124.8

121.4

122.0

547.2

122.0

495.2

Total ESF & Other Non-ESF Loads

243.4

358.9

231.6

350.5

231.6

425.5

Total All Lump ed Load s

339.4

358. 9

327.6

771.3

327.6

794.3

Table 6: DG A Lumped Loads per Category

NOTE:
- Load 1PP100 partially manually initi ated {SkW at 10 min from OBA) is conservatively not included.
- Total ESF & Other Non-ESF Loads is calculated as Total Lumped ESF Loads+ Other Non-ESF Loads.
These values represent the total loads to be lumped when manually initiated Non-ESF loads are not
accounted for.
The resu lts for Table 5 and Table 6 are then used to generate Table 7 which is subsequently used per the
methodology and steps described in Exhibit 9 to estimate DGs total loading as summarized in Table 8
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Motor Loads
BHP

cs

kW

kV AR

691

552

268.1

1798

1429

659.6

RHRSW

574

463

256.9

ESW

440

357

196.1

350

169.5

RHR

Ullump*
U2 ESF Loads Lumped (FSD)

75.5

OGE Lump

135

36.6
65.4

* U1 Lump= (Total ESF & Other Non-ESF Loads) - Unit 2 ESF Loads Lumped (FSD)
Table 7: DGs A and E Loading per FSAR Tables 8.3-3 & 8.3-3a When Manually Initiated Non-ESF Loads Not Considered.

VRated
kW

kVAR

!Rated

Totalea1c DG A 3458.05 1586.78
Totalealc DGE 3696.55 1652.16

fMin

Totalea1c DGA 3349.36
Totalea1c DG E 3583.32

fMax

Totalea1c DGA 3537.19 1625.69
Totalea1c DGE 3779.00 1692.68

VM
inl
kVA

kW

kVAR

VMax

VNom
kVA

kW

kVAR

kVA

kW

kVAR

3832.78

3529.12

1597.90 3874.01

kVA

3804.73 3420.26 1579.62 3767.41

3486.69 1591.61

4048.97 3647.70 1644.70

4001.35

3734.05 1657.19 4085.27 3790.32 1663.75 4139.40

1533.34

3683.66 3312.22 1526.50

3647.06

3419.41

1596.52

3922.88 3535.15 1589.40

3876.01

3377.56 1537.95 3711.22
3620.36 1601.32 3958.69

3892.89 3498.92

1618.30

3855.04

3566.15 1630.68

3921.3C

3609.01

4140.77 3729.65 1684.97

4092.61

3816.84 1697.88

4177.45

1543.95 3751.82

3676.03 1607.58 4012.17
1637.18 3962.99
3873.55 1704.65 4232.05

Table 8; DG A and E Total Estimated Loading when Unit 1 DBA & Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG Unavailable (at 60 Min &
Beyond) - Without Non-ESF Loads Manually Initiated

Thus, without the Non-ESF loads manually initiated 10, Table 8 shows that for the most severe design
basis event, DGs A and E total loadings under limiting voltage and frequency variations within acceptable
steady state ranges are within their respective continuous rating of 4000kW and 5000kW with at least
approximately 9.8% and 22.5% additional ma rgins for DGs A and E respectively.
A qualitative assessment of the diesel generator loading during all three time intervals (i.e. 0-10 Min; 1060 Min; 60 Min & Beyond) when considering only frequency variations was additionally performed for
ESF loads only and simplistically considering all ESF loads being affected by DG frequency variations.
Table 9 and Table 10 results show for all the time interva ls that DGs A, C, D and E total ESF loads for Unit
1 LOCA/LOOP and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG B unava ilable remai n within their continuous ratings
with adequate margin remain ing (~15.5 % for DG A and 27.5% for DG E additional to the RHRSW load
margin) to accept Non-ESF loads and account for concurrent vo ltage variations . Therefore, the DG total
loading required fo r mitigation of the worst case DBA evaluated will remain below its continuous rating
even with consideration of its operation at various steady stat e voltage and frequency wit hin the
acceptabl e Tech Spec ranges evaluated herei n.

10

See Table 5 for the specific load s.
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DIESEL GENERATOR TOTAL ESF LOADING WITH DG BUNAVAILABLE; UNITl OBA AND UNIT 2 FORCED SHUTDOWN
DESCRIPTION
Unit 1Total OBA loads

Rated Freq
Min Freq
Max Freq

0-lOMinutes
DGA
DGC
2142.3
2122.S
2068.l
2049.l
2196.3
2176.0

10- 60 Minutes
DGA
DGC
DGD
2146.9
1147.S
70.l
2072.6
1107.8
67.7
2201.0 1176.4
71.9

DGD
2062.l
1990.8
2114.l

60 Minutes &Beyond
DGA
DGC
DGD
2221.9 1234.5
70.l
2145.0 1191.8
67.7
2277.9
1265.6
71.'

Rated Freq
MinFreq

150.5
145.3

149.6
144.4

115.2
111.2

613.5
592.3

149.6
144.4

1553.2
1499.S

613.5
592.3

149.6
144.4

1553.2
1499.5

Max Freq

154.3

153.4

118.l

629.0

153.4

1592.4

629.0

153.4

1592A

Unit 1&Unit 2Total Common loads

Rated Freq
Min Freq
Max Freq

497.3
480.l
509.8

1206.4
1164.7
1236.8

600.5
579.7
615.6

470.3
454.0
482.2

1179.4
1138.6
1209.l

573.5
553.7
588.0

470.3
454.0
482.2

1179.4
1138.6
1209.l

573.S
553.7
588.C

Total E5F loads

Rated Freq
MinFreq
Max Freq

Unit 2Total Forced Shutdown loads

-2790.l
2693.5
2860.4

-----

----

---

3478.5 2777.8
3358.l 26817
3566.2 2847.9

3B0.7
3U8.9
3312.1

---2476.5
2390.8
2538.9

--2196.8
2120.8
2252.2

---3305.7
3191.3
3389.0

--

---

2563.5
2474.8
2628.1

2196.8
2120.8
2252.2

Table 9: Diesel Generator A, C & D Total ESF Loading for Unit 1 LOCA/LOOP & Unit 2 Force Shutdown and DG B Unavailable

DIESEL GENERATOR ETOTAL ESF LOADING WITH DG BUNAVAILABLE; UNIT 1OBA AND UNIT2 FORCED SHUTDOWN

DESCRIPTION

Unit 1Total DBA loads

Unit 2Total forced Shutdown loads

Unit 1&Unit 2Total Common loads

Total ESF loads

0- lOMnutes
DG ESubstituted for:
DGA
DGC
DGD
Rated Freq 2344.79 2324.98 2260.16
MinFreq
2263.68 2244.55 2181.97
Max freq
2403.90 2383.59 2317.14

10- 60 Minutes
DGESubstituted for:
DGA
DGC
DGD
2376.39 1376.98
295.16
2294.18 1329.35
284.95
2436.30 141169 302.60

60 Minutes &Beyond
DG ESubstituted for:
DGA
DGC
DGD
2451.39 1463.98
295.16
2366.59 1413.34
284.95
2513.19 1500.89
302.60

Rated freq
Min freq
Max freq

150.5
145.29
154.29

149.6
144.42
153.37

115.2
111.21
118.10

613.5
592.28
628.97

149.6
144.42
153.37

1553.2
1499.47
1592.35

613.5
592.28
628.97

149.6
144.42
153.37

1553.2
1499.47
1592.35

Ratedfreq
Min freq

497.30
480.10

1206.40
1164.67

600.50
579.73

470.30
454.03

1179.40
1138.60

573.50
553.66

470.30
454.03

1179.40
1138.60

573.5(

Max freq

509.84

1236.81 615.64

482.16

1209.13

587.96

482.16

1209.13

587.96

Rated Freq
MinFreq
Max freq

2992.59
2889.07
3068.03

3680.98 2975.86
3553.64 2872.92
3773.77 3050.88

3460.19
3340.49
3547.42

2705.98
2612.37
2774.19

2421.86
2338.08
2482.91

3535.19
3412.90
3624.31

2792.98
2696.36
2863.39

2421.86
2338.08
2482.91

-

553.66

Table 10: Diesel Generator E Total ESF Loading for Unit 1 LOCA/LOOP & Unit 2 Force Shutdown and DG B Unavailable

7.4

Diesel Fuel Oil Consumption

Diesel Generator required fuel oil volumes for seven days of operation are determ ined based on DG full
load continuous rat ing of 4000 kW for DGs A-D and SOOOkW for DG E. As discussed in Section 7-3, the
total loading of each DG required for mitigation of Unit 1 OBA l;\lith Unit 2 Forced Shutdown wh ile
operating within the acceptable Tech Specs steady state voltage and frequency ranges remain below
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their continuous ratings. Additionally, per Section 7.2, DGs A- D and DG E fuel oil tanks have respectively
approximately 1,574 gallons and 16,670 gallons of spare volume above the volume required for their
seven days of continuous operation. Therefore, DG fuel oil consumption resulting from its operation
within the steady state voltage and frequency ranges considered will not adversely impact the fuel oil
volume required for seven days of continuous operation of each diesel. As such, there is no impact to
the existing calculated DG fuel oil consumption rate.

7.5

Effects on Motors

Per section 4. 7, safety related motors are designed to perform their safety functions with a steady state
voltage± 10% of the equipment rating. The torque developed by a motor is proportional to the square
of its terminal voltage and inversely proportional to the square of its power supply frequency. As such,
the following adjustments are made to the baseline motor torque values:
[6]
Where:
T1 =torque at voltage V1 (ft-lb)
T2 =torque at voltage V2 (ft-lb)
V1 =baseline voltage (V)
V2 =postulated voltage (V)

[7)

Where:
T1 =torque at frequency f1 (ft-lb)
T2 =torque at frequency f 2 (ft-lb)
f, = baseline frequency (60Hz)
f 2 = postulated frequency (Hz)

The synchronous speed of a motor is proportional to the power supply frequency and the net effect
of voltage and frequency variations on motor steady-state speed is approximated as the sum of the
changes due to voltage and frequency respectively. The following expression was used to estimate
this effect: 11

[8]
a nd the resulting speed 5 2

11

= 51 -

See reference 6.2.4 for derivation details.

tis

[9]
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Wh ere:
f, =baseline frequency (60Hz);

51 =rated speed at Vl and fl (rpm)

f 2 =postulated frequency (Hz);

/J.S = Change in speed (rpm)

V1 = baseline voltage (V);

V2 = postulated voltage (V)

For th e major motor loads evaluated individually, Table 11 below provides the results of calculated
changes in motor speed and horsepower due to changes in DG steady state voltage and frequency.
Freq uency (Hz)
Loads
Reactor Core Spray Pumps
RHR Pumps

,"!'

.

60
60
60
60

-

RHR Service Water Pumps
Emerge ncy Service Water Pumps

ResultingSpeed

AS(rpm)

V11ated V1.1n1 VNom VMax

2.24
168
2.24
2.80

·1509
·1132
-1509
-1886

-147
-2.fll
-3.47
-4.34

20.30
13.48
1l30
20.13

22.49
15.12
15.49
22.87

18.83
12.37
1183
18.29

-14.50
-9.62
fMa x
-9.50
-14.37

-12.22
-7.91
-7.22
·11.52

-16.03
·10.77
-1103
-16.29

fll.lted

59.3
59.3
59.3
59.3

V11ated

VRated

60.5
60.S
60.5
60. 5

4000
4000
4000
4000

VNom

VMinl

3793
3793
3793
3793

S2=S1·AS (rpm)

VMint

VNom

Rated Speed

Voltage (V)

fMax

fMin

!Rated

VMax

S1 (rpm )

VMax

4160
4160
4160
4160

4400

4400
4400

VMint

VMax

1775

1778
1183
1178
1772

1782
1186
1182
1m

1783
1188
1183
1779

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.!1%

16.91
10.93
9.91
15.89

1700
1172
1167
1755

1758
1170
1165
1752

1761
1173
1168
1757

1763
1174
1170
1759

98.859" 98.736%
98.863% 98.724%
98.873% 98.687%
98.866% 98.712%

-18.03
-12.27
-13.03
-18.78

1794
1195
1189
1789

1792
1193
1187
1787

1796
1196
1191
1791

1798
1197
1193
1794

100.81" 100.69% 100.~ 10101%
100.81" 100.67% 100.91% 101.04%
100.11)% 100.61" 100.93" 1011(7%
100.81% 100.65% 100.92% 10106%

l"lm

1185
!Im

99.874"
99.858%
99.810%
99.842%

VN001

1800
1200
1200
1800

IOO.!E% 100.20%
100.10% 100.22%
100.13% 100.29%
100.11% 100.24%

V11ated

freq(Hz)

fl.In

99.0'i0%
99.077%
99.1[1)%
99.105%

99.54%

96.19%

96.93%

102.46% 102.07% 102.73%
102.46% 102.02% 102.75%
102.43% 10185% 102.83%
10245% 101.96% 102.78%
102.45% 10197% 102.77%

Table 11: Speed & HP Variati on M atrix of Major M otor Loads

The maximum change in motor horsepower (HP2}, estimated using the Affinity Laws, will occur when
the DG is operating at maximum steady state voltage and frequency {i.e. 4400V and 60.SHz).
The effect of frequency variations on induction motor operating temperature is also,evaluated based on
the proportional relationship between the motor operating temperature and the square of the
horsepower to rated horsepower ratio.
12

Where:
/J.T;nsut is the change in motor temperature rise
12

Refe ren ce 6. 2.9

[10]

VMax

100.59%
100.66%
100.89%
100.74%
1
100.31% 00.72%

96.62% 96.26% 96.86%
96.63% 96.22% 96.9()'~
96.66% 96.11% 97.02%
96.18% 96.94%
9~64%
96.63%

Average

VNom

V1.1n1

100.0% 99.62% 100.25%
100.00% 99.57% 100.2!1%
100.00% 99.43% 100.38%
100.00% 99.53% 100.32%
100.00%

98.942%
98.956%
98.998%
98.970%

4
6
6
4

HP2: (12/fl)' l*HPl (Affinity Uiws)

(51/Sl) =l· (AS/51)
Vll.lted

# Poles

Ssynch

1780
1185
1180
1775

4400

97.18%
97.26%
97.50%
97.34%
97.32%
103.07%
103.14%
103.35%
103.21%
103.19%
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HP= motor horsepower;
HPs.F = motor horsepower at service factor;
Trise@sF =temperature rise of the insulation at service factor
Based on parameter relationships established in Table 3 and Equation [10], changes in motor rise
temperature due to DG operation at steady state operation at steady state frequencies other than
nominal is calculated as follows:
2

For DG operating frequency at 59.3Hz, /:J.Tinsul

=

0.965. HP5 p)
]
- 1 . Trise@SF
[( HPsp

and for operating frequency at 60.5H Z, /:J.Tinsul = [ (1·

0

~~::SF)

2
-

1] . Trise@SF

=-6.9 %

=5.1 %

Typical AC induction motor windings (Non-EQ motors) installed in the plant have Class B or F insulation
system with a 40°C ambient temperature. Per Reference 6.2.5 (Section 12.42 and 12.43), the lowest
motor winding temperature rises, based on a maximum ambient temperature of 40°C, for Class Band F
insulation systems are 80°C and 105°C respectively. Therefore a 5.1% increase or 6.9% decrease in
motor insulation temperature rise, above the temperature of the cooling medium, would not yield
abnormal deterioration of the motor insulation system during the worst case OBA considered or have
significant effect on motor life.
Continuously operated EQ motors have a qualified life of 40 years at an operating temperature of 175°C,
including a winding temperature rise of approximately 110°C. The actual motor winding temperature
13

based on normal operating load conditions and worst-case nominal normal plant voltage is 75 ° C

.

Therefore, even when considering the effect of DG steady state frequency variations on motor operating
temperature, the 40-year qualified life of EQ motors at 175 °C still envelops the plant equipment's
maximum service temperature with more than sufficient margin in the windings .

7.6

MOV Performance

DG voltage and frequency variations within allowable Tech Spec steady state limits would have an
impact on motor-operated valves (MOVs) similar to the impact on other induction motors such as pump
motors as evaluated in Section 7.5. Steady state frequency higher than nominal value would increase
the speed of the MOV motor while lower steady state frequency would reduce the motor speed .
The MOVs are fed by the 480V system and the motor torque capability is calculated based on the ESS
4kV bus voltage set at the minimum degraded grid voltage dropout of 91.2% (~ 3793V). This setting
represents the most degraded voltage level expected when accounting for the degraded voltage relay
(DVR) tolerance prior to the bus undervoltage protection (DVR) scheme operation

14

.

The lower end of

the DG allowable steady state Tech Spec voltage of 4000V is higher by approximately 207V than the 4kV
ESS bus voltage level currently used to evaluate MOV motor torque capability. Therefore, the current
13
14

Reference 6.4.15
Reference 6.4.5
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calculation method for MOV motor torque capability bounds the DG minimum Tech Spec allowable
steady state voltage of 4000V.
DG operation at steady state frequency of 59.3Hz will increase the MOV close stroke time while its
operation at 60.5Hz will slightly shorten the subject close stroke time. A slightly shorter close stroke
time, due to an increase in motor speed operating at higher than nominal frequency, will not adversely
impact the valve performance. A total of 74 MOVs are identified as critical and having a Tech Spec or
FSAR stroke time limits. The stroke time of these valves when adjusted for the effects of DG steady
state frequency variations have positive margin remaining when compared with the Limiting Value for
Full Stroke Time (Reference 6.4.5). Therefore, even when considering the effects of DG operation at
steady state voltage and frequency within their Tech Spec allowable ranges, their impact on MOV
operation is negligible with no adverse impact to the Limiting Value for Full Stroke Time

7.7

Effects on RHR and Core Spray Injection Flow Under Accident
Conditions

The effects of DG voltage and frequency variations were evaluated per Reference 6.4.21 for the lowest
margin flow systems credited in the safety analysis, namely RHR, Core Spray and RHRSW. For all three
systems, flow rates used in the LOCA analysis remain conservative even when considering DG operation
at minimum voltage and frequency. Therefore, the capability ofthese safety related systems to perform
their intended safety functions is not adversely affected by DG operation within the allowable Tech Spec
voltage and frequency ranges. See Reference 6.4.21 for evaluation methodology and other details.

7.8

Battery Chargers

As part of the long-term mitigation of Unit 1 DBA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown, the following safety
related battery chargers are supplied by the DGs:
~

250V DC ESS Battery Chargers

~

125V DC Battery Chargers

Per battery charger vendor manuals (References 6.4.17 and 6.4.18), the charger will regulate output
voltage within ± 0.5% of the desired steady state voltage with ± 10% variations of the AC line voltage
and AC frequency variations of± 5% (i.e.± 3Hz). The DG steady state voltage and frequency variation
ranges considered in this analysis remain within the aforementioned ranges. Therefore, the output from
the battery chargers would vary by less than 0.5% which is considered negligible with no adverse impact.

7.9

DGs A and E ETAP Transient Stability Modeling

ETAP 12.0.0N is used to perform transient stability studies for emergency diesel generators A and E as
well as the four major induction motor loads started and accelerated during a Unit 1 DBA and Unit 2
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Forced shutdown scenario (i.e. RHR, Core Spray, ESW and RHRSW). The transient stability analyses
performed herein are limited to DGs A and E because DGs A through D have the same electrical and
mechanical characteristics, and experience approximately similar transients during the postulated
scenario. Per FSAR Table 8.3-3, DG A has the highest total load (60 minutes and beyond) under the worst
case DBA scenario being evaluated. As such, the dynamic transient response obtained for DG A under
this analysis envelops the transient response of DGs B, C, and D when subject to identical DBA loading
scenarios. DG E is the fifth diesel which can be substituted for any of the other four diesels. It is a bigger
engine (i.e. SOOOkW) and its dynamic response, under the aforementioned worst case DBA scenario,
when substituted to DG A would envelop its transient response when substituted for any ofthe other
three diesels (B, C or D) .
A computer model of DGs A and E and their essential loads was developed based on previous model per
reference 6.4.7. Past DG surveillance test results, Unit 12010 LOCA/LOOP surveillance for DG A and Unit
2 2011 LOCA/LOOP surveillance, were used as a basis for tuning the diesels. Governor tuning parameters
were adjusted in the model to mimic DG output parameters with actual digitized test data. Selection of
the best achievable tuning model was dictated by the correlation of DG 's speed/frequency, terminal
voltage, and current profiles with actual digitized test results.
Separate induction motor models were used to simulate the transient performance of each of the four
major 4kV motors (RHR, Core Spray, ESW and RHRSW). The input parameters for RHR, and Core Spray
motors and their respective load models were implemented as user-defined (UDM) per data in
Reference 6.4.7. Input data for ESW and RHRSW were determined per Reference 6.4.6 and Exhibit 10
respectively. These motors were then individually modeled dynamically and the changes in electrical
characteristics due to DG voltage and frequency variations accounted for in the modeling per Table 11.
Other DG loads per FSAR Tables 8.3-3 and 8.3 -3a are modeled as Non-shed loads and lumped loads
represented as a comb ination of constant kVA and constant impedance. Cables are also added to the
model whenever deemed practical to closely represent field conditions and account for their
contribution in the system dynamic response. Refer to Exhibit 6 for ETAP study case details .
ETAP Transient Stability module allows for the DG model to be immediately started in steady state
isochronous mode including the steady state values of Non-shed loads. In order to compress the
simulation time, time intervals between loading steps were reduced while still allowing for completion
of each load transient and DG returning to steady state conditions. To simplify the DG's loading
sequence, Non-shed and lumped loads are conservatively modeled to be ON upon closure ofthe DG
breaker and prior to the start and acceleration of the major 4kV motors modeled individually. This
simplification is acceptable when considering the size of individual loads lumped and the fact that the
resulting dynamic response of the DGs upon sequencing of the large motor loads would be enveloping
since the DGs would be preloaded at a higher value for each motor start and acceleration .
The DG frequency was adjusted through " Project --7 Standards --7 Frequency" and voltage was adjusted
through the DG's Generation Category. Th is method of varying frequency has no impact on DG load ing
since it just introduces a new base frequency to t he proj ect and assumes that all model inputs are based
on this frequency . Hence, manual adjustments of loading values for frequency variat ions per Exhibit 6
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are appropriate . The manually adjusted percent load for dynamically modeled motors are entered into
the "% Loading" tab for each model per Exhibit 6, and are then accessed from the study case editor. The
kW and kvar inputs fo r constant kVA lumped loads are adjusted for each case per the methodology
described in Exhibit 9. The static loads do not need manual adjustments from case to case .
The DGs real, reactive and apparent power steady state results of the DGs generated by the ETAP
Transient Stability analyses compare well with the DGs total loading calculated per the qualitative
approach described in Section 7.3. The variance between these results for all combination of DG voltage
and frequency variations, per Table 12 and Table 13 below, is deemed negligible when considering
various simplifications and conservatisms built into the qualitative approach. As such, the steady state
results are considered similar and the DG dynamic response obtained from ETAP Transient Stability
analysis is representative of the DG transient response when operating at the considered voltages and
frequencies under a Unit 1 DBA and Unit 2 Force Shutdown scenario.
VRated
kW

kVA

TotaiETAP DG E
TotalcalcDG E

3880.10
3922.85
4177.80
4161.35

1845.80
1765.40
1983.10
1830.78

4296.76
4301.79
4624.58
4546.27

TotaiETAP DG A
TotalcaicDGA

3764.00
3801.75

TotalETAP DG E

TotaiETAP DG A
TotalcaicDGA

!Rated

fMin

VMinl

kVAR

Totalcalc DG E
TotalETAP DG A
Totalcalc DG A
fM"

TotalETAP DG E
Totalcalc DG E

kW

VNom

VM"
kVAR

kVAR

kVA

kW

kVAR

kVA

kW

3838.40
3873.68
4140.90
4101.12

1824.10
1757.42
1969.70
1822.50

4249.78
4253.69
4585.50
4487.84

3905.50
3960.47
4216.70
4207.84

1875.40
1770.78
2012.30
1836.37

4332.44
4338.32
4672. 25
4591.09

3965.50
4016.72

1794.00
1705.94

4169.67 3721.60
4166.95 3753.31

1767.20
1698.32

4119.87
4119.66

3800.30
3838.87

1831.30
1711.43

4218.52
4203.09

3838.40
3894.48

3989.40
4035.70

1900.20
1769.12

4418.83 3945.10
4406.44 3976.23

1874.70
1761.22

4367.87
4348.83

4022.40
4081.68

1932.80
1774.87

4462.67
4450.87

3963.50
4011.03
4207.90
4252.84

1883.90
1808.69
2001.50
1875.67

4388.44
4399.97
4659.66
4648.10

3932.40
3961.32

1868.80
1800.44

4353.87
4351.28

4003.30
4049.01

4165.70
4192.05

1985.50
1867.12

4614.68
4589.06

4240.10
4299.70

1917.00
1814.25
2028.10
1881.45

4438.61
4436.89
4700.17
4693.32

kVA

1943.30
1777.80
2011.30
1843.65

4416.06

4069.30
4151.10

1896.20
1717.78
1987.20
1781.41

4281.23
4256.50
4528.59
4517.20

4044.80
4105.74
4282.40
4370.28

1975.00
1821.50
2073.40
1888.97

4501.23
4491.66
4757.93
4761.05

4154.00
4277.93

4392.57
4615.31
4658.29

Table 12: Diesel Generators A and E Simulated Vs Calculated Total Estimated Loading when Ul DBA & U2 Forced Shutdown
with DG B Unavailable (at 60 Min & Beyond) - All ESF and Non-ESF Loads Considered.

V_Rated
DGA

V_min

DG E

DGA

V_Nom

DG E

DGA

V_Max

DG E

DGA

DG E

fRat ed

ikw
1%

-42.75
-1.10%

fMin

ikW
1%

-37.75
-1.00%

-46.30
-1.16%

-31.71
-0.85%

-31.13
-0.79%

-38.57
-1.01%

-59.28
-1.45%

-56.08
-1.46%

-81.80
-2.01%

fMax

lkW
1%

-47.53
-1.20%

-44. 94
-1. 07%

-28.92
-0.74%

-26. 35
-0.67%

-45.71
- 1.14%

-59.60
-1.41%

-60.94
-1.51%

-87. 88
-2.05%

16.45
0.39%

-35.28
-0.92%

39.78
0.96%

-54.97
-1.41%

8.86
0.21%

-51.22
-1.29%

-123.93
- 2.98%

NOTE: Th e percentage variation in DG kW load ing is calculated with respe ct to ETAP r es ults as

[1-(kWcalc/kWITAP )] x lOO
Table 13: Percent Changes Between DGs Total Calculated Loads (kW) Vs ETAP Results -All ESF and Non-ESF Loads Considered
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The figures of Exhibit 8 provide a graphical representation of selected electrical attributes for DGs A and
E dynamic response under a postulated worst case scenario - Unit 1 OBA with Unit 2 Forced Shutdown
and DG B unavailable. The subject exhibit includes the following plots:
Figure No.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Description
DG A Response - Case 1 Voltage, Frequency, Current
DG A Response - Case 1 kW and kVA
DG A Response - Case 3 Voltage, Frequency, Current

DG A Response - Case 3 kW and kVA
DG A Response - Case 5 Voltage, Frequency, Current
DG A Response - Case 5 kW and kVA

7

DG A Response - Case 7 Voltage, Frequency, Current

8

DG A Response - Case 7 kW and kVA

9
10
11
12

DG A Response - Case 9 Voltage, Frequency, Current

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

DG E Response - Case 13 Voltage, Frequency, Current
DG E Response - Case 13 kW and kVA

DG A Response - Case 9 kW and kVA
DG A Response - Case 11 Voltage, Frequency, Current
DG A Response - Case 11 kW and kVA

DG E Response - Case 15 Voltage, Frequency, Current
DG E Response - Case 15 kW and kVA
DG E Response - Case 17Voltage, Frequency, Current
DG E Response - Case 17 kW and kVA
DG E Response - Case 19 Voltage, Frequency, Current
DG E Response - Case 19 kW and kVA
DG E Response - Case 21 Voltage, Frequency, Current
DG E Response - Case 21 kW and kVA
DG E Response - Case 23 Voltage, Frequency, Current
DG E Response - Case 23 kW and kVA
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The following table outlines the ETAP Study Case files anq scenario descriptiorys generated for the
transient stability modeling of DGs A and E when operating with steady state frequency and voltage
within Tech Specs acceptable limits (i.e. Voltage: 4000V-4400V and Frequency: 59.3Hz- 60.SHz):
Filename: DGs Model for RAls

Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

---

--

9

10

11

12

Scenario Description
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of 4000V and frequency of
59.3Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of4160V and frequency of
59.3Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of 4400V and frequency of
59.3Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of 3793V and frequency of
59.3Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of4000V and frequency of
60.0Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of 4160V and frequency of
60.0Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of 4400V and frequency of
60.0Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of 3793V and frequency of
60.0Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of 4000V and frequency of
60.SHz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of 4160V and frequency of
60.SHz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of 4400V and frequency of
60.SHz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG A
operating at steady state voltage of 3793V and frequency of
60.SHz.

Revision Configuration

ETAP Study Case Details
Study Case Output Report

Module

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load

Transient Stability
DGA
Fmin&Vrated
Analysis

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load

DGA
Fmin&Vnom

Transient Stability
Analysis

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load

DGA
Fmin&Vmax

Transient Stability
Analysis

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load

DGA
Fmin&Vmin

Transient Stability
Analysis

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load DGA F&Vrated

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load

DGA
Transient Stability
Analysis
Frated&Vnom

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load

Transient Stability
DGA
Analysis
Frated&Vmax

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load

Transient Stability
DGA
Analysis
Frated&Vmin

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load

Transient Stability
DGA
Analysis
Fmax&Vrated·

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load

Transient Stability
DGA
Analysis
Fmax&Vnom

Base

YVES

RAl_DGA_Load

Transient Stability
DGA
Analysis
Fmax&Vmax

Base

YVES

RAl_D~A_Load

DGA
Fmax&Vmin

Transient Stability
Analysis

Transient Stability
Analysis
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Case

13

14

15

Scenario Description
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E
operating at steady state voltage of 4000V and frequency of
59.3Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E
operating at steady state voltage of 4160V and frequency of
59.3Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E
operating at steady state voltage of 4400V and frequency of

Revision Configuration

ETAP Study Case Details
Study Case Output Report

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

DGE
Transient Stability
Fmin&Vrated
Analysis

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

DGE
Transient Stability
Fmin&Vnom
Analysis

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load DGE F&Vrated

59.3Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E
16

operating at steady state voltage of 3793V and frequency of
59.3Hz.

17

operating at steady state voltage of 4000V and frequency of
60.0Hz.

Module

DGE

Transient Stability

Fmin&Vma~

Analysis

DGE

Transient Stability

Fmin&Vmin

Analysis

Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E

Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E

Transient Stability
Analysis

DGE

Transient Stability

Frated&Vnom

Analysis

18

operating at steady state voltage of 4160V and frequency of
60.0Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

19

operating at steady state voltage of 4400V and frequency of
60.0Hz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E
operating at steady state voltage of 3793V and frequency of

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

Transient Stability
Frated&Vmax
Analysis

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

OGE
Transient Stability
Frated&Vmin
Analysis

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

Base

YVES_DGE

RAl_DGE_Load

20

60.0Hz.

DGE

"''"

Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E
21

operating at steady state voltage of 4000V and frequency of
60.SHz.

22

operating at steady state voltage of 4160V and frequency of
60.SHz.

23

operating at steady state voltage of 4400V and frequency of

Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E

Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E
60.SHz.
Unit 1 LOCA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG E
24

operating at steady state voltage of 3793V and frequency of
60.SHz.

DGE

Transient Stability

Fmax&Vrated

Analysis

DGE

Transient Stability

Fmax&Vnom

Analysis

DGE

Transient Stability

Fmax&Vmax

Analysis

OGE

Transient Stability

Fmax&Vmin

Analysis
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8.0

SUMMARY

This analysis evaluated the effects of DG frequency and voltage variations in the ranges·of 59.3Hz to
60.SHz and 4000V to 4400V respectively for major equipment fed by DGs following a Unit 1 DBA and
Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG B Unavailable. Some of the main aspects examined included DG steady
state loading, fuel oil consumption, and lube oil and jacket water systems. Additionally, the effects of DG
frequency and voltage variations on motors, battery chargers, pumps and MOVs performance were also
evaluated. It was confirmed via qualitative estimation and dynamic transient simulation that under the
worst case design basis accident, the DGs loading when operating within the frequency and voltage
ranges evaluated will not exceed their continuous ratings or fuel oil consumption rates when supplying
required ESF loads and Non-ESF not manually initiated loads for mitigation of the worst case DBA.
When considering all loads (ESF and all Non-ESF) per FSAR Table 8.3-3, DG E total loading results remain
significantly below its rated continuous loading in all cases while DG A total loading results in four cases
(4000V, 60.SHz; 4160V, 60.SHz; 4400V, 60.0Hz and 4400V, 60.SHz) could slightly exceed (to a maximum
~2.6%) the DG's continuous rating of 4000kW. However several conservatisms, including accounting for

two RHRSW pumps(~ 463kW) in operation when only one is needed for decay heat removal for both
units (Reference Section 3.2) and non-ESF loads manually initiated (~ 465kW for DG A loads at 60
Minutes & Beyond) that are not required for the mitigation of Unit 1 DBA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown
were explicitly added to the DG loading in this analysis to yield bounding results. As a result,
approximately 928kW (23.2% of the DG continuous rating) are conservatively added to the total loading
results and the corresponding 23.2% margin is substantially greater than the 2.6% above.
By removing Non-ESF loads 15 that are manually initiated and still maintaining ample loading margin by
accounting for RHRSW load (~463kW or~ 11.5% of DG A continuous rating), DGs A and E total loadings
as depicted in Table 8 remain below their respective continuous rating with adequate additional margins
(~

9.8% and~ 22.5% for DGs A and E respectively) for all DG steady state voltage and frequency

variations within the ranges evaluated.

8.1

EVALUATION OF RESULTS AGAINST ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Table 14 below summarizes the evaluation of the qualitative approach and ETAP results against the
acceptance criteria listed in Section 1.1. All results meet the set of acceptance criteria.

15

See Reference 6.1.9 Note 12
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Acceptance
Criteria No.

AC1

AC2

Criteria Description

Results Evaluation Vs Acceptance Criteria

The continuous loading of DG A and E at extreme
voltage and frequency tolerances, 4000kW and
SOOOkW respectively, are greater than the sum
of conservatively estimated Engineered Safety
Features {ESF) loads and Non-ESF not manually
initiated loads needed to be supplied following a
Unit 1 design basis Accident, Unit 2 Forced
Shutdown and DG B Unavailable (FSAR Table 8.33)
DG A and E are capable of starting and
accelerating all ESF and forced shutdown loads.

DG A and E total loading when Unit 1 DBA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown
with DG B unavailable without Non-ESF loading manually initiated is lower
than their respective continuous ratings for voltage and frequency
variations within analyzed ranges. As shown in Table 8, the maximum
loading for both DGs is at operation under maximum steady state voltage
and frequency (4400V, 60.SHz). The corresponding loading of
approximately 3609kW and 3874kW for DG A and E respectively are
below their continuous ratings with adequate margins and conservatism.
Therefore, AC1 is met.
ETAP transient stability analysis results of the effects of DG steady state
voltage and frequency variations shows that DG A and E are both capable
of starting and accelerating all four major motors loads dynamically
modeled. These motor loads represent the largest motors started and
accelerated for the mitigation of the worst case DBA event evaluated.
Exhibit 8 provides a time domain dynamic response plots of key electrical
characteristics for DG A and E. As such, AC2 is met.
ETAP modeling of DGs shows as illustrated by the time domain plots of
voltage and frequency that the DG voltage and frequency recover for all
cases from transients caused by step load increases. The DG steady state
voltage and frequency recover in all case to its initial postulated steady
state value prior to load sequencing. See Exhibit 8 for DG voltage and
frequency plots. AC3 is met.
Table 13 calculates the changes in % between DGs total loads (kW)
determined per the qualitative approach described in Section 7.3 and
ETAP results documented in Section 7.9. The subject percentage variation
in DG loading is calculated with respect to ETAP results since they are
expected to be more realistic. Table 13 shows that the maximum
percentage variation in total loading results is - 2.98% for DG E under
rated frequency and maximum voltage (60Hz, 4400V). For all the cases,
the results from the qualitative approach match ETAP results within the
established tolerance. Therefore, criterion AC4 is met.

AC3

DG A and E voltage and frequency are capable of
recovery from transients caused by step load
increases.

AC4

The qualitative analysis results must be
demonstrated to reasonably match (within ±3%)
the ETAP transient analysis model results for
each case. ETAP is an Appendix B software and
its results are deemed more realistic since it
accounts for the transient response of the
circuits which the qualitative approach does not.
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ACS

DGs operation within the allowable TS voltage
and frequency ranges does not adversely impact
the capability of safety related components
required to perform their design functions to
mitigate the effects of a design basis accident.

Table 14: Evaluation Acceptance Criteria Vs. Results

DG voltage and frequency variations within analyzed ranges were
evaluated against lowest margin flow systems credited in the safety
analysis per Reference 6.4.21. The subject reference concluded that the
flow rates used in the LOCA analysis remain conservative even when
considering DG operation at minimum voltage and frequency. As
discussed under Section 7.0, safety related components required to
perform their design function to mitigate the effects of a DBA will not be
adversely affected by DG operation within the analyzed voltage and
frequency ranges. Therefore, criterion ACS is met.
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9.0

ATTACHMENTS & EXHIBITS

Attachments

9.1

Descriptions

DG A Transient Stability Model Topography

1

DG ETransient Stability Model Topography

1

Starts on Pg. 65
9.2
Starts on Pg. 66
9.3
Starts on Pg. 67
9.4
Starts on Pg. 809
9.5
Starts on Pg. 1551
9.6
Starts on Pg. 2293
9.7
Starts on Pg. 3035
9.8
Starts on Pg. 3777
9.9
Starts on Pg. 4519
9.10
Starts on Pg. 5261
9.11
Starts on Pg. 6003
9.12
Starts on Pg. 6745
9.13
Starts on Pg. 7487
9.14
Starts on Pg. 8229
9.15
Starts on Pg. 8971
9.16
Starts on Pg. 9822

No. Pages

Case 1 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 2 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 3 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 4 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 5 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 6 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 7 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 8 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 9 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 10 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 11 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 12 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

742

Case 13 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

851

Case 14 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

851
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Attachments

9.17
Starts on Pg.
9.18
Starts on Pg.
9.19
Starts on Pg.
9.20
Starts on Pg.
9.21
Starts on
9.22
Starts on
9.23
Starts on
9.24
Starts on

Descriptions

10673
11524
12375
13226

Pg. 14077
Pg. 14928
Pg. 15779
Pg. 16630

No. Pages

Case 15 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

851

Case 16 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

851

Case 17 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

851

Case 18 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

851

Case 19 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

851

Case 20 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

851

Case 21 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

851

Case 22 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report

851

9.25
Case 23 ETAP Transi·ent Stability Summary Report
Starts on Pg. 17481
9.26
Case 24 ETAP Transient Stability Summary Report
Starts on Pg. 18332
9.27
Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Flow Velocity
Starts on Pg. 19183

851
851
1
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DG A Demand kW

0- 10 Minutes

Equiprrent No.
1V211 A
1V222A
1V210 A,

Loads
Core Spray Pump Room Unit Coolers
Engineered Safeguards Switchgear & L.C. Unit Coolers
RHR Pump Room Unit Coolers
RCIC Pumo Room Unit Coolers
Batterv Charoers, 125V OC
120V lnstrumen~ AC. Dist Panels
Battery Chargers, 250 D.C.

60 Minutes & Beyond

10-60Mlnutes
kWkWConstant
Constant Z
VA

kWNurl'Eer
kWCon stant
Conne cted ConstantZ
VA

kWkWConstant Con stant
z
VA

1

2

2

2

1
1

13
9

13
9

13
9

1V208A
10613
1Y216
10635A
1E440A,

Containment Hvdroaen Recombiners

1V506A
1S24S

RHR Service Water Pump House Sunniv Fans fRHRSWPl
LPCI Swing Bus Isolation System M-G Sets

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1X210,

Enaineered Safeauards Load Center Transformer Losses

1

1.5

1.5
16
24
56

1.5
16

16
24
56

24
56
75
4.6
13

13
15

4.E
13

15

15

Unit 2 F o rced Sh u tdown L oad
2V222A
2V208A

Engineered Safeguards Switchgear & LC. Unit Coolers

1

RCIC Pump Room Unit Coolers

20613,

Battery Chargers, 125V D.C .

1
1

2Y216
20653 A,

120V Instrument AC. Dist Panels
Batterv Charoers, 250V D.C .

1
1

2K210A
2S246,
2X210

Compressor Motor for Emergency SWGR and L.C. Room Cooling

OV512 A,B,C,D

Diesel Generator Room Ventilation Supply Fans

1

33

33

33

OV514 A,B,C,D

Diesel Generator Diesel Oil Transfer Pumps

2.5

2.5

2.5

OV201 A,B
OK507 Al, A2 Bl, 82 Cl, C2,
Dl, D2

Reactor Building Recir. Fans

1
1

61

61

61

Diesel Generator Starting Air Compressors

2

18

OV521 A,B,C,D

Engineered Safeguards Service Water Pump House Supply Fans

2

OC577 A,B,C,D
OC578, 579

Diesel Generator HVAC Panels

1
1

LPCI Swing Bus Isolation Svstem M-G Sets

Enaineered Safeauards Load Center Transformer Losses

13
1.5

13
1.5
16
24
20

13
1.5
16

16
24
20

24
20

1

48

48

1
1

13

13

15

48

13
15

15

Unit 1 and 2 Common Loads

OE525A,B.C,D

ESSW Pumo House HVAC Control Panels
Diesel Generator lube Oil Heaters

9

9

1

4.16 kV Cable losses

-------

4
3.8

3.8
0
11.75

---------

ESF Loads. Total

9

4

4
3.8
9
11.75
214.6

-----

237.5

11.75

-----

------205.6

224.l

------

205.6

299.1

Non-ESF Loads
2P111, 1P111

Turbine Generator Tumina Gear Oil PP

1P/2P109-A-H,J
1S/2S103104

1
Set

Turbine Generator Bearing Lift Pump & Turning Gear

OX201,203,211, 213
1XBOO, 1X801
1PP100

96

1
2
1

Reactor Bldo. Close Cooling Wtr. PP. 1
RFPT Turning Gear
Standby Liquid & Oxygen And Hydrogen Analyzer Heat Tracing

3

Panels
Main Turbine L.O. Reservoir Oil Mist Eliminator
Wein Turbine L.O. Reservoir Oil Mst Eliminator
En'1:ineered Safeguards Transformer Auxiliaries

1
1

21

119
82
26

25
4.8

25
4.8
21

6
2.4

2.8
5

6
2.4

5

1

5

30

------

119
82
26

21
6
2.4

1
1

UPS/SPDS Distribution Panels
30KVA Transformer/Post Accident Vent Stack Monitoring &
SamPlino Pumos

32
163
96

26
25

3

32
215
96

1

1K/2K107A,B 1P/2P103A,B lnstrumentPJr Compressors Turbine Bldg. Cooling Water Pumps
1P/2P210A,B
1S/2S106 A,B,C
1X291 B/2X291 A,B
1X/2X290
1K/2K104
1K/2K105

32

1

CRD Water Pumps. Unit 2 Essential Lighting

2P132A

35

-----

-------

-----

35

-------

------

Nor>-ESF Loads , Total

124.8

121.4

122.0

547.2

122.0

495.2

TOTAL LUMPED LOAD

339.4
48.6%

358.9
51.4%

327.6

nl.3

327.6

29.8%

70.2%

29.2%

794.3
70.8%

0 -10 Minutes

ConstantZ
U2 FORCED SHUTDOWN LUMPED LOAD
TOTAL

-

--

Ul DBA LUMPED LOADS
TOTAL

'

I
I

10- 60 Minutes

kW-

kW-

kW-

Constant

ConstantZ

VA

kW-

Constant

Constant Constant

VA

z

75
49.8%
150.5

75.5
50.2%

75
49.8%
150.5

75.5
50.2%

264.4
48.3%1
547.8

283.4
5L7%

252.6
26.6%
948.4

695.8
73.4%

.'
I

Exhibit 1: DG A Lumped Loading for Unit 1 DBA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG B Unavailable.

60 Minutes & Beyond

kW-

kWVA
75
49.8%
150.5

·-

75.5
50.2%

-

252.6
26.0%
971.4

718.8
74.0%
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Diese l Generator E Substituted for Diese l Generator A

Equipment No.

Number
kWConnected ConstantZ

Loads

Total Diesel A Lumped Load
Di esel G enerator B C & D Loads Affe cted bv Diesel Generator E Substitution
Diesel Generator Diesel Oil Transfer Pumps
OP514 AB,C ,D
OK507 A1 ,A2,81 , 82 Diesel Generator Starting Air Compressors
OE508 AB,C ,D
Diesel Generator Jacket Water Heaters
OE525 AB,C ,D
Diesel Generator Lube Oil Heaters
OE570 A B,C,D
Diesel Generator Space Heaters
OP53DAB,C,D
Diesel Generator Jacket Water Circulating Pumps
OP532 AB,C,D
Diesel Generator Pre-Lube Pum os
Diesel G enerator E Loads
OV512 E1 ,E2
Diesel Generator E Room Ventilation Supply Fans

kWkWConstant VA Con stant Z

339.4

358.9

kWkWkWConstant VA ConstantZ Constant VA

327.6

771.3

327.6

794.3

(2.5)

(2.5
(18)

1
2
1
1
1
1
1

60 Mi nutes & Beyond

10-60M inutes

0 -10 Minutes

(2.5)

-

-

15

15
9
4.5

4.5

15
9
4.5

4.5
9

4.5
9

4.5
9

2

60

60

60

Diesel Generator ERoom Ventilation Exhaust Fans

2

60

60

60

OD596
OV511 E
OY565
OLP58

Diesel Generator E
Diesel Generator E
Diesel Generator E
Diesel Generator E
Diesel Generator E

1
1
1
1

OX565

Diesel Generator E Transformer Losses

OV512 E3,E4
OP514 E

Diesel Oil Transfer Pump
Battery Charger
Battery Room Exhaust Fan
Distribution Panel
Essential Liqhtinq Panel

1

2

2

20

20

2

10

-----94.S

4.16 kV Cable Losses Net (E -A)
TOTAL DIESEL E LUMPED LOAD

15
30

15
30

10

-----

2

2

15
30

1

2

20

------117.0

10

------103.S

2.8

-------

-----135.0

103.S

135.0
929.3
68.2%

2.8

436.6

475.9

433.8

906.3

2.8
433.8

47.8%

52.2%

32.4%

67.6%

31.8%

Exhibit 2: Diesel Generator E Substituted to DG A for Unit 1 OBA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown with DG B Unavailable Lumped Loading

Tobte 11.5 -Approximate Effect of Voltage ond Frequency Variation on Integral HP Motors
Voltage

Frequency

Characteristics

110%

90%

105%

95 %

Torque, starting and

Increase 21 %

Decrease 193

Decrease 10%

Decrease 113

No change

No change

Increase 53

Decrease53

Increase 1%

Decrease
1.5%

Increase 53

Decrease53

Full load effeciency

Increase 4-6
points

Decrease2
points

Slight
Increase

Slight
decrease

foll load power
factor

Decrease 4
points

Increase I
points

Slight
Increase

Slight
decrease

CWients:

Starting

Increase 1012%

Decrease IO-123

63

Inc.rease 5--63

Full load

Decrease63

Increase 103

Slight
decrease

Slight increase

breakdown

Speed:
Synchronous
Full load

Decrease 5--

Exhibit 3: IEEE Std 666-1991Table11.S - Approximate effect of Voltage and Frequency Variation on Integral HP Motors
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Tobie 1 f .6 -Approx imate Effect of Vol toge ond Frequency Va riation on L orge r·Jl otors23

\'oltage

.

l!O<;c

Charactfnstm

Torque

Freqneucy
91)%

10 5 ~c-

95%

5~ ga.nd

Approximateinereme 2l'k

Approxim<.te dee.re ase 1S'?r

:Jecrec.se lO':"a

Ir.cft';o.;e 11 ',

Syncbor.o·.is

:'-: o Ch.1!:.J! e

KC' Change

I.:.ic re.15<' 5"''

D~c:ease

Full le>ad

Ir.crease u.1-1.25%

De.C're.:l!.e O.l3-l.5rc

Inc~ease 5"''

Decrease 5<;

Percent Slip

Decrease i &-24'1<

Increase

little- Cbane.e

Lltte Change

Decrtai.e o: 2.0 to inrre ase
of0.5poilm

Ko chan~e to decre~'-5~ of 1.5
pc:nts

5ligl:t il:.m '-Se

5ii_gl!t drcrease.

3i4 ::iad

Demase c:O.l-4.0 points

DeC'rrase cf 0.2 to illcre.;m 1.(1
po:n!5

5ligl:! il:.m ;.se

S:..igin decre ase

11: :cad

Deere ase of 0.5-4.0 pci.nt>

Increase 0.1-3.00 pcin:s

Sli~l:t

5:.ight decre ase

PCtwer factor
Fnll load

Decrease of 2--8 p<:lints

Increase ofO.5-5 point;

Sligl:t I.err~

~-:igil<

3i4 bad

Decrease of &-10 points

Increase ofi.-7 poil:ts

S lig.l:! i::.cre.:..se

S:igh: drcrease

Ii'.: :cad

Decrease of 9--1'.' p.-:uts

lncrease of L-10 p<:l:lJIS

Sligl:t ir.cm.se

~:igil:

Statin~

!.!:.crease of W--1'.:: i:cmts

Dec re.:l!.e 10-12 poiuts

:>ecre;..se 5-l ~

Ir.·:rec.se 5--t q

Full lo;;d

l!:crease of 4r, to de.crease of 7</,;

Inrrea5e of 5--11 'k

Slig):t decre;m

s::gn: ll:crea5e

maxill:uo r.m.:.iug
Speed~

Eff.c:eucv
Ftll Ioad

W-30~

il:.cm..se

5<;;

drcrease

cecrease

Currer.t

Teu: per a:urc

l!:crea~e

of 5'7< to dec:r-:ue of f'fc

Increase of 5~0o/r

Slig):t decre.a!.e

S:ig'.i; increase

Yfaxiimm: overload
Ccp<.eity

lr.cre~,se

o: '.!i ~

Decrease 19o/r

Sligl:t C.eccease

5:.igin ll:c~·e.a.se

:\-1;.gneec uoise

5\igi:t ll:mase

Slight decreai.e

SliE l:f C.ecre ase

5:.igil: ll:~re.ase

Cou:itsy of General Electir Compa:.i.y
•:iie stirt1n~ <:·.d i::lli::l= :-.::·~U:-.~ :crt_·.:e of ;.c i:·.b rb o11 mo~Ns 'l'ill var\· ;;p;ircxim;.trly a~ the >~u;;.re. of t:.r Yoit;;ge.
-r:'h< speeri o: a: iniuc:ic.:1 :noter; will vary arect:.Y w~ti:. ±: fr<q\:en~y.

Exhibit 4: IEEE Std 666-1991 Table 11.6 - Approximate Effect of Voltage and Frequency Variation on Large Motors
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fRated

RHR Service Water Pumps

60
60
60 .

Emergency Service Water Pumps

60

Reactor Core Spray Pumps
' 1

RHR Pumps

. ,. ,I• '\IC',-;, • ~

,.,,

'"''·,.:;;

f

I

Mi

n

I

Average

I

Freq (Hz) I

f

Max

I

''< ·-

"

Resulting Speed

~s (rpm)

fRated :

Voltage (V)

Frequency (Hz)

Loads

Rated Speed

fMin

fMax

VRated

VMinl

VNom

VMax

S1 (rpm)

Ssynch

#Poles

59.3
59.3
59.3
59.3

60.5
60.5
60.5
60.5

4000
4000
4000
4000

3793
3793
3793
3793

4160
4160
4160
4160

4400
4400
4400
4400

1780
1185
1180
1775

1800
1200
1200
1800

4
6
6
4

(52/51)=1· (~S/51)

52 =51 · ~5 (rpm)

HP2 =(f2/fl)A3*HP1 (Affi nity Laws)

VRated

VMnl

VNom

VMax

VRated

VMinl

VNom

VMax

VRated

VMinl

VNom

VMax

VRated

VMint

VNom

0
0
0
0

2.24
1.68
2.24
2.80

-1.509
-1.132
-1.509
-1.886

·3.47
-2.60
-3.47
-4.34

1780
1185
1180
1775

1778
1183
1178
1772

1782
1186
1182
1777

1783
1188
1183
1779

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

99.874%
99.858%
99.810%
99.842%

100.08%
100.10%
100.13%
100.11%

100.2Wo
100.22%
100.29%
100.24%

20.30

22.49
13.48 15.12
13.30 15.49
20.13 22.87

18.83
12.37
11.83
18.29

16.91
10.93
9.91
15.89

1760
1172
1167
1755

1758
1170
1165
1752

1761
1173
1168
1757

1763
1174
1170
1759

98.859% 98.736%
98.863% 98.724%
98.873% 98.687%
98.866% 98.712%

98.942%
98.956%
98.998%
98.970%

99.050%
99.077%
99.160%
99.105%

100.0%
100.00%
100.00%
100.!Xl%
100.00%
96.62%
96.63%
96.66%
96.64%
96.63%

99.62%
99.57%
99.43%
99.53%
99.54%
96.26%
96.22%
96.11%
96.18%
96.19%

100.25%
100.29%
100.38%
100.32%
100.31%
96.86%
96.9(11/o
97.02%
96.94%
96.93%

·14.50 -12.22
-9.62 -7.91
-9.50 -7.22
-14.37 -11.52

·16.03
-10.77
-11.03
-16.29

-18.03
-12.27
-13.03
-18.78

1794
1195
1189
1789

1792
1193
1187
1787

1796
1196
1191
1791

1798
1197
1193
1794

100.81% 100.69%
100.81% 100.67%
100.80% 100.61%
100.81% 100.65%

100.!Kl°lo
100.91%
100.93%
100.92%

101.01%
101.04%
101.10%
101.06%

102.46%
102.46%
102.43%
102.45%
102.45%

102.07% 102.73% 103.07%
102.02% 102.75% 103.14%
101.85% 102.83% 103.35%
101.96% 102.78% 103.21%
101.97% 102.77% 103.19%.

Exhibit 5: Speed & HP Variation Matrix of Major Motor Loads

VMax

100.59%
100.66%
100.89%
100.74%
100.72%
97.18%
97.26%
97.SWo
97.34%
97.32%
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fRat•d&
Generation Category
loading category

fM>x&

fMin&

VMax
Max SS Volt

VRated

VMinl

VNom

VMn

Min SS Old

VNom
Emergency

Min SS Volt

Min SS Old

Accident

Emergency

DGA/E SURVTes

Fl Reject

Accident

Emergency
Emergency

VRated

VMinl

Min SS Volt
FL Reject

VMinl

VNom

VMax

Max SS Volt

VRated
Min SS Volt

Min-SS Old

Emergency

Max SS Volt

OGASURVTes

Fl Reject

Accident

Emergency

DGASURVTes

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

UlOBA ConstZ
Lumped loads %loading

0
100%

0
100%

0
100%

0

100%

0
100%

0

100%

0
100%

100%

100%

0
100%

100%

Ul OBA Static %Loading

100%
226

100%
226

100%
226

100%
226

100%
226

100%
226

100)6
226

100%
226

100%
226

100%
226

100
0
100)6

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100%

100)6

100%

100%

100)6

0
100)6

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100)6

100%

100%

60

60

60

100%
60

100%
60

86.40%
95.00%
94.05%
91.83%

87.05%
95.60%
94.75%
92.75%

92.15%
10125%
100.29%
98.02%

92.42%
101.50l6
100.62%
98.40%

92.75%
10183%
10110%
98.90%

Const kVA

100%

100%

Load

Load kW

226

226

Const kVA
ConstZ

100

100

U2FSO

Lumped Loads %Loading
U2 FSO Static %Loading
Loads

Load kW
RHR

cs
%Loading Mtr ESW
RHRSW
Loads

0
100)6

100%

100%
60

100%
60

100%

100%

60

60

89.9a'h
98.75%
97.84%
95.64%

89.50%
98.38%
97.35%
95.10%

90.20%
99.00%
98.20%
96.00%

90.50%
99.40%
98.60%
96.50%

86.W'h
95.35%
94.46%
92.40%

87.30%
95.92%
95.18%
93.20%

99.

Const kVA

OGEwmped~C_
on_st_Z~+-~~~-+-~~~~--+--~~~~-t-~~~~~
Loads
%Loading
Output file Name

OGE F&Vrated

OGE Frated&Vmin OGE Frated&Vnom OGE Frated&Vmax

IOGE Fmin&Vrated IOGE Fmin&Vmin I OGE Fmin&Vnom IOGE Fmin&Vmax

NOTE: frated =60.0Hz; fmin =59.3Hz; fmax =60.SHz; Vrated =400lV; Vmin1=3793V; Vnom=4161N; Vmax=4400V

Exhibit 6: ETAP Transient Stability - Study Case Information

OGE Fmax&Vrated DGEFmax&Vmin OGE Fmax&Vnom OGE Fmax&Vmax
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DIESEL GENERATOR TOTAL ESF LOADING WITH DG B UNAVAILABLE; UNIT 1 OBA AND UNIT 2 FORCED SHUTDOWN
DESCRIPTION
Rated Frea
Unit 1 Total OBA loads

1Minfreq

IMax Freq

Unit 1 & Unit 2 Total Common Loads

60 Minutes & Beyond

OGD
70.1
67.7
71.9

DGA
2221.9
2145.0
2277.9

OGC
1234.5
1191.8
1265.6

OGD
70.1
67.7
71.9

150.5
145.3

149.6
144.4

115.2
111.2

613.5
592.3

149.6
144.4

1553.2
1499.5

613.S
592.3

149.6
144.4

1553.2
1499.5

Max Freq

154.3

153.4

118.1

629.0

153.4

1592.4

629.0

153.4

1592.<

Rated Freq

497.3
480.1
509.8

1206.4
1164.7
1236.8

600.5
579.7
615.6

470.3
454.0
482.2

1179.4
1138.6
1209.1

573.5
553.7
588.0

470.3
454.0
482.2

1.179.4
1138.6
1209.1

573.5
553.1
588.C

IMin Freq

!Max Freq

-IRated Freq
Total ESF Loads

10-60Minutes
DGA
DGC
2146.9
1147.S
2072.6
1107.8
2201.0
1176.4

Min Freq

Rated Freq

Unit 2 Total Forced Shutdown Loads

0-10 Minutes
OGA
OGC
DGD
2142.3
2122.5
2062.1
2068.1
2049. 1
1990.8
2196.3
2176.0
2114.1

IMinFreq
Max Freq

----

-----

--

---

-----

----

---

---

2790.1
2693.5
2860.4

3478.5
3358.1
3566.2

2777.8
2681.7
2B47.9

3230.7
3118.9
3312.1

2476.5
2390.8
2538.9

2196.8
2120.8
2252.2

3305.7
3191.3
3389.0

2563.5
2474.8
2628.1

2120.B

217.6
210.l
223.l

681.0
65Z4
698.l

146.0
140.9
149.7

300.5
290.l

308.l

629.0
607.2
644.8

221.0
213.3
226.6

364.5
351.9
373.7

2995.5
2891.8
3071.(

3911.6
3776.3
4010.2

2522.5
2531.7
2688.6

2497.4
2411.0
2560.3

3934.6
3798.5
4033.8

2784.5
2688.1
2854.7

2561.<
24n.a
2525.9

Non - ESF Loads

!Ra ted Freq
IMinFreq
Max Freq

258.0
249.0

2645

159.9
154.3
163.9

Total DG Loads

Rated Freq
Min Freq
Max Freq

3048.0
2942.6
3124.8

3638.4
3512.5
3730.1

NOTE: DG loading est1mat1 on based on FSAR Table 8.3-3Rev.57. Loads s1mpllst1cally assumed all Inductive with the followmg relat1onsh1p used: _
RatedFreq=EiOHz
MnFreq= 59.3Hz
MaxFreq= 60.SHz
kWz- k\tVix

2196.B
2252.2

(fz )'
fti

DIESEL GENERATOR ETOTAL ESF LOADING WITH DG B UNAVAILABLE; UNIT 1 OBA AND UNIT 2 FORCED SHUTDOWN

DESCRIPTION

O· 10 Minutes

10 · 60 Minutes

DG ESubstituted for:

DG ESubstituted for:

OGA
Rated Frea
Unit 1 Total DBA Loads

Unit 2 Total Forced Shutdown Loads

Unit 1 & Unit 2 Total Common Loads

Total E5F Loads

Non· ESF Loads

Total DG Loads

OGC
2325.0

OGD
2260.2

DGA
2376.4

DGC
1377.0

60 Minutes & Beyond
DG ESubstituted for:
OGD
295.2

DGA
2451.4

DGC
1464.0

OGD
295.2

I Mn Freq

2344.8
2263.7

2244.6

2182.0

2294.2

1329.3

284.9

2366.6

1413.3

284.9

!Max Freq

2403.9

2383.6

2317.1

2436.3

141L7

302.6

2513.2

1500.9

302.6

I Rated Freq

150.5

149.6

IMnFreq
IMax Freq

145.3

144.4

115.2
111.2

154.3

153.4

118.1

Rated FreQ

497.3

1206.4

MnFrea

480.1

1164.7

Max Freq

509.8

1236.8

I Rated Freq

2992.6

!Min Freq
Max Freq

2889.l
3068.0

Rated Freq
Mn Freq
Max Freq

613.5

149.6

1553.2

613.5

149.6

1553.2

592.3
629.0

144.4

1499.5

153.4

1592.4

592.3
529.0

144.4
153.4

1499.5
1592.4

600.5

470.3

1179.4

573.5

470.3

1.179.4

573.5

579.7

454.0

1138.6

553.7

454.0

1138.6

553.7

615.6

412.2

1209.1

588.0

482.2

1209.1

588.0

3681.0

2975.9

3460.2

2706.0

2421.9

3535.2

2793.0

2421.9

3553.6

2872.9

3340.S

2612.4

3412.9

2696.4

2338.1

3773.8

3050.9

3547.4

2774.2

2338.1
2482.9

3624.3

2863.4

2482.9

251i0

159.9

217.6

681.0

146.0

300.5

629.0

221.0

364.5

249.0

154.3

210.1

657.4

140.9

290.1

607.2

213.3

35L9

264.5

163.9

223.1

69i.1

149.7

308.1

644.8

226.6

373.7

Rated Freq
Min Freq

3250.5

3840.9

3193.5

414Ll

2852.C

2722.4

4164.1

3014.0

2786.4

3138.1

3708.0

3083.0

3997.9

2753.3

3332.5

3937.7

3274.0

4245.5

2923.9

2628.2
2791.(

4020.1

Max Freq

4269.1

2909.7
3089.9

2856.6

NOTE: OG loading estimation based on FSARTable 8.3·3a Rev.SS. Loads s1mpl1stically assumed all mduct1ve wi th the followmg relat10nsh1p used:
Rated Freq=tiOHz
Min Freq= 59.3Hz
Max Freq= 60.SHz

Exhibit 7: DGs A, C, D and E Total Loading with DG B Unavailable; Unit 1 DBA and Unit 2 Forced Shutdown.
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Figur e 1: DG A Response Case 1 Voltage, Frequency, Cu r rent
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DG A Response Case 3
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Figure 3: DG A Response Case 3 Voltage, Frequency, Current
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Figure 4: DG A Response - Case 3 kW and kVA
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DG A Response Case 5
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Figure 5: DG A Response Case 5 Volt age, Frequency, Current
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Figure 6: DG A Response - Case 5 kW and kVA
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Figure 7: DG A Response Case 7 Volt age, Frequency, Current
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Figure 8: DG A Response - Case 7 kW and kVA
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Figure 9: DG A Response Case 9 Voltage, Frequency, Current
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Figure 10: DG A Response - Case 9 kW and kVA
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DG A Response Case 11
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Figure 11: DG A Response Case 11 Voltage, Frequency, Current
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Figur e 12: DG A Response - Case 11 kW and kVA
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DG E Response - Case 13
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Figure 13: DG E Response Case 13 Voltage, Frequency, Current
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Figure 14: DG E Response - Case 13 'kW and kVA
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DG E Response - Case 15
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Figure 15: DG E Response Case 15 Voltage, Frequency, Curr ent
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Figure 16: DG E Response - Case 15 kW and kVA
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DG E Response - Case 17
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Figure 17: DG E Response Case 17 Voltage, Frequency, Current
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Figure 18: DG E Response - Case 17 kW and kVA
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DG E Response - Case 19
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Figure 19: DG E Response Case 19 Voltage, Frequency, Current
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Figure 20: DG E Response - Case 19 kW and kVA
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DG E Response - Case 21
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Figure 21: DG E Response Case 21 Voltage, Frequency, Cu rrent
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Figure 22: DG E Response - Case 21 kW and kVA
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DG E Response - Case 23
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Figure 23: DG E Response Case 23 Voltage, Frequency, Current
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Figure 24: DG E Resp onse - Case 23 kW and kVA

Exhibit 8: DG A and E Dynamic Response Plots
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Exhibit 9: Description of Methodology Used in Deriving Table 4

Inputs:
Frequency (Hz)

Loads

Voltage (V)

Rated Speed

hated

fMin

fMax

VRated

VMinl

VNom

VMax

51 (rpm)

Ssynch

60
60
60
60

59.3
59.3
59.3
59.3

60.5
60.5
60.5
60.5

4000
4000
4000
4000

3793
3793
3793
3793

4160
4160
4160
4160

4400
4400
4400
4400

1780
1185
1180
1775

1800
1200
1200
1800

Reactor Core Spray Pumps
RHR Pumps
RHR Service Water Pumps
Emergency Service Water Pumps

NOTE:

#Poles

4
6
6
4

Vrated is also equal to the new proposed DG minimum steady state voltage (i.e. 4000V)
VMinl predicts DG A loading under previous acceptable minimum steady state voltage of 3793V

Motor Loads

Motor Loads
BHP

cs

kW

kV AR

691

RHR

BHP

552

268.1

kVAR

kW

cs

691

552

RHR

1798

1429

574
440

463

256.9

357

196.1

1798

1429

659.6

RHRSW

574

463

256.9

ESW

ESW

440

357

196.1

Ullump•

350

169.5

718.8

348.1

U2 ESF Loads Lumped (FSD)

75.5

36.6

Ullump
U2 Lump
OGE Lump

75.5

36.6

135

65.4

RHRSW

DGE Lump
135
65.4
*Ul Lump= (Total ESF&Other Non-ESF Loads) - Unit 2ESF Loads Lumped (FSD)

NOTE: The BHP and KVAR values above for the major motors (RHR, CS, RHRSW & ESW) where generated

in ETAP while ensuring the kW values were kept equal to those in FSAR Table 8.3 -3.
1- The change in speed (rpm) forthe 4 major motor loads (RHR, CS, RHRSW and ESW) started
during the OBA event analyzed was calculated per Equation [3].
2- The resulting speed defined as S2 = Sl - /1S was then calculated first in rpm and then in
percentage as a function of the rated speed [(S2/Sl) = 1- (/1S/Sl)]

3-

The calculated resulting speed percentage calculated in step 2 was cubed to estimate the
resulting HP and kW of the motor loads using data in Table 1. The following Affinity Laws
equation was used to adjust motor HP and kW from their rated values: HP2 = (f2/f1)"3 * HP1.
NOTE: The loading values in Table 1 are assumed to correspond to 4000V and 60Hz. This

assumption is validated by the following derivation of RHR and Core Spray loading values that
match those in the FSAR Table 8.3-3 Rev.57:
RHR Pump

Pump Maximum Brake Horsepower (BHPMax) at any head and flow= 1800 HP 16
Motor kVA = [(.746/HP) .(1800HP)]/[(PF @Fu11Load).(Eff@Fu11Load)
Motor kW= kVA

16
17

Ref: Spec#21A9369AZ Rev.2 Sh.5
Ref: FF124510 Sh.1201 rev.6

X

(PF @Full Load)= 1429 kW

17

= 1570 kVA

EC-024-1035 Rev.a
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Core Spray Pump:

Pump Maximum Brake Horsepower (BHP Maxl at any head and flow= 690 HP
Motor kVA = [(.746/HP} .{690HP)]/[{PF@Full Load).(Eff@Full Load)

19

18

= 613 kVA

Motor kW= kVA x (PF@FullLoad) = 552 kW
4- The remaining m inor loading values grouped per Table Hable 1 were adjusted for frequency
and voltage variations by applying the average percent variation adjustment for the four major
motor loads in Table 11 at corresponding voltages and frequencies .
5-

Non-motor loads (static loads for Unit 1, Unit2 and DG-E} are adjusted for voltage variations
based on constant Z model using the follow ing: P 2 =

(P

1x

(~:)

2
)

kW
Ul Lumped Static Loads
U2 Lumped Static Loads
DGELumped Static Loads

Table: Static Load Adjustment when All Loads {ESF and Non-ESF} per FSAR Table 8.3-3
Considered.

kW
Ul Lumped Static Loads
U2 Lumped Static Loads
DGE Lumped Static Loads

Table : Static Load Adjustment when Manually In it iated Non-ESF Loads are Not Considered
6- The adjusted load values for al l the aforementioned loads are then summed to produce Table 4.

18
19

Ref: Spec#21A9369AY Rev.2 Sh.S
Ref: FF126510 Sh.801 Rev.6
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Exhibit 10: Development of RHRSW CKT Model Parameters for ETAP Transient Modeling

The calculation below uses the method presented by MPR in Reference 6.4.6 to calculate the ETAP CKT
model parameters for the RHR-SW motor equivalent circuit. The program used is Maplesoft.

INPUTS:
PARAMETERS

UNITS

RHRSW PUMP MOTOR
VALUE

REF.

Rated Voltage (Vba se )

kV

4 FF103120 Sh.401

Horsepower

HP

600 FF103120 Sh.401

Full Load Efficiency

92.5 FF103120 Sh.401

Locked Rotor Power Factor

%
%
%

Locked Rotor Stator Current (l s,lr)

pu

6.4 FF103120 Sh.401

Full Load Power Factor

88 FF103120 Sh.401
25 FF103120 Sh.401
FF103120 Sh.401 &

Full Load Slip (Sfl )

0.0167 Calculated

Locked RotorTorque (Tir)

pu

Rotor magnetic leakage cage fact or (Kx)

The resultant paramete r values are:
Rs = 1.206
Xs = 6.029 rounded to 6.030
Xm = 301.5

Xrfl = 12.059
Rrfl = 1.847

1 FF103120 Sh.401
-0.45 FF103120 Sh.401

Xrlr = 1.5 * Xs = 9.045
Rrlr = 2.686

The ETAP dynamic model also requires a load-speed curve . Load torque versus speed information was
not available for RHRSW pump. The estimated RHR pump curve per EC-024-1029 was used for RHRSW.
This is a reasonable approximation, since these two are centrifugal pumps which typically have similar
pe r unit load characteristics. As such, the following load-speed curve characteristics were used for
RHRSW:
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RHRSW LO AD TORQUE CURVE

% Speed

%Slip
0

100
9S
90
8S
80
7S
70
6S
60
SS

s
10
lS
20
2S
30
3S
40
4S

so

so

SS
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100

4S
40
35
30
2S
20
lS
10
5
0

% Torque
11.7
8 .S
6.4
S.4
S.4
6.3
8
10.6
13.9
18
22.7
27.9
33.8
40.l
46. 8
53.9
61.4
69.1
77
8S
93.2

RHR SV\' Pun1p l\.'I oto 1·
-S<r -

20
1 2 00
_ I_

60

.( 2..1 )

~ - r

( 2..3)

i,....14 -

_95
0 .9.5

( 2..'Q

6 .423173804
1.,.._ lif'·

-9 5 · 1~·- 'l.r

,_

6. l 02 0 1S J 14

p •-

{ 2..6)

2
3

-

( 2..7)
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PF'fr •KI0 •·-

svfre

.2S

0 .25

( 2.8}

- 0 . 25

( 2..9)

- .25

[

{).01846722069

( 2.10 )

0 .0?6856749JO

(2.H)

0.454292963

(2.1:%)·

/ ['+ - i(R,.+~ 4--)21

,•

.,

.

,_. 4-

'·

.

-

t

-

'

=X,._'fr

I + -

p

)

0.06029703485

( 2.14)

0.0602970:3485

( 2.15)

o .645497:?'>-34

x,_v -

0 .026856749 I O

( 2.16)

xi-x._..
D.06029703485

( 2.17)
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0.84

I

0.8..

2

3
x...

2.5

3.5

4

for Xmrr'Dm 3 .0 15 lo 3.0l 6 by .0001 d o P1') ' 1.m·11r (X..) od
0.879995S990
3.015

-

0.88CXX>52657
3 .0152
0 .88cx:o99487
3.0153
0 .8800146309
3 .0154
0.88001 'ill L32
3.0155

0.8800239952
3.0156

0.8800286770
3.0157
0.8800333582
3.0158
0 .880038039 L
3.0159
0.8800427L90
3.0160

{2.21)
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0. 1205940697

(1.18)

(l •X.,.·R,...11) )
- X,..·X,...11 -ts,.i
_

Z
"1

•- R -t- l •X -t- ...L-------"'---~
•

•

R,. .J'

-.~-

'JI

-t-1• (X,..

-t- Xr.J>! )

.

- O.J205940697 X., -t- J. LOS033241 IX..
C>.0 120648J947 + 0.06029703485 I-t- l .J0803324 1 + 1 (X...,-t-0.1205940697)
pf-,, 1-

•.

(1.19)

Ro!(Z...,)

llbs(Z,.,}
0 .01206481947

- 0.1205940697 x.. + I. L08033241 IX...,
; 0.1 205940697)

-rm 1_108033241 -t-I ( x,..

- O.J2059-l0697 X"' + J. l08033241 IX..
10.0 1200481947 +0.060297034851-t- l .J0803324 1 + 1 (X.. -t-0.1205940697)

plrn( pp.I" xm = 2 . .4 }

I

(2,20)

Attachment 9.1
DG A TS Model Topology

OGSOV..
4000 kW
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OGSOlA-bus
4.16 kV

OC520A-l

4 . 16 kV

AFOG2401H'J

OASlOA.01

4 . 16 kV
O.A510A

AF0G2401KU
OC520A
4.16 kV

~~~~~~--'--~~-

Al'OG2401A'B

AFOG2401C'D

Bus 2A 2A201

4.16_k~V~-1..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2A20106

2A20108
AF2A0405A
EF2S0600A

2X210
750 kVA
Bus22
4 .16 kV

Bus29
0.48 kV

U2 FSD 100\ Static Loads
60 kVA

2P506A :RHRSW MPR Method
600 HP

Bus 2A Forced SD Load
86.2 kVA
52-20104
Bus lA 1A201
4.16 kV
lA.20108

1A20102

1A20106

1A20105

AF1A0405A
EFOS0 400A

AF103000A
1X210
750 kVA
Bus30
0 . 48 kV

Cablell

1P202A-tertn3
4.16 kV

Ul OBA. lOOt Static Load

1P202A-RHR
2000 HP

226 kVA

BuslA Ul OBA Loads
820 kVA

Bus25
4 . 1 6 kV

Bus4
4 .16 kV

OP504A-ESW
450 HP

1P206A-CS
700 HP

Attachment 9.2
DG E TS Model Topology
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OGSOlE
5000 kW
4 . 16 kV

y

OG501E-bu3
HFOA0391C'D

HP"OA0391A'B

CB25

4~~5610kV"---,-------L---------,---------------------
OAS1005
Al'OG2405M B
OA510A02
OX565
750 kVA

4 . 16 kV

OA.510A
HP080319A'B
OC520A
4.16 kV

--------'---~MOG2401A'B

A!"OG2401C'D

DG-E Load s
176 kVA

DG E 1 00

Static Loads

74 kVA

Bus 2A 2A201
4.16 ~k~
v_

_t__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

_

~----------

21\.20108

EF2S0600A

2X210
750 kV.A.
Bus22
4.16 kV

Bus29
0.48 kV

U2 FSD 1001 Static Loads
60 kVA

2P506A RHRSW MPR Method
600 HP

Bus 2A For ced SD Load
86.2 kVA
52 - 20104
Bus lA 1A201
4 . 16 ltV
lA.20108

IA20102

1A20106

lA.20105

AF1A0405A
AFlQJOOOA
1X210
750 k'V1'.
BusJO
0.48 kV

Cablllll

1P202A-tenns
4.16 kV

Ul DBA 1001 Static Load
226 kVA
BuslA Ul OBA Loads
820 kVA

EFOS0400A

1P202A-RHR
2000 HP

Bus25
4 . 16 kV

Bus4
4 . 16 kV

OP50 4A-ESW
450 HP

1P206A-CS
700 HP

